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IlLN ES S  EASES
President 
Back inJob
WASHINGTON (AP) — A 1 p.m. medical buUcUn said today 
President Elsenhower’s recoTery progress so fir Is excellent.
The text of the bulletin by Dr. Howard M. Snyder:
n e  president rested «nleUy tbronrboiit the nlftat and alept 
wen*
He hai spent the momlnf palntlnr and talklny with Mrt. 
Elsenhower and other membera of his family, and holding brief 
meetogs with the Tloe-presldent. the asslstent to the pkesideni 
and the staff secretary.
His progress to date Is excellent.
WASHINGTON (AP)—President Eisenhower eased back 
into the duties of his office today, less than 48 hours after he 
suffered a blockage of a brain artery.
The b7-year-bld president conferred for 15 minutes with 
Vice-President Richard Nixon and the chief pitsidcnUal aide, 
Sherman Adams. They discussed official business, including the 
1958-59 budget and next month’s NATO meeting.
Eisenhower’s doctor, Maj.-Gen. Howard M. Snyder said 
the president slept well Tuesday night. He said Eisenhower took 
his usual shower and shave and had a normal breakfast today.
Snyder still steered away from
A  DREAM  COMES TRUE
MR. AND MRS. GEORGE STRANG, OCCUPANTS OF THE FIRST COMPLETED 
HOME, WHICH WAS OFFICIALLY TURNED OVER TO THEM YESTERDAY.
W n
Occupant
' r , Accrk/'TA'rirkaT 'Timiuc *‘Oh, I love it!” Mrs. George [achievement.. We know tenants
ERNEST PEARSEy PRESIDENT OF SENIOR CITIZENS ASSOCIATION TURP^ Strang’s eyes sparkled as she are proud of their new homes
SOD OF FIRST HOUSING PROJECT IN MAY, 1957. LEFT IS ALD. E. R« WINTER, WHO turned the key to open the door too, and expect that , when they




TAYLOR. B.C. (CP) —  Tem­
porary wooden bridge "across the 
North: Pine river, feeding traffic 
over a new road* to the planked 
Pacific Great Eastern Railway 
bridge, was open to all traffic 
again Tuesday.
It was closed Monday, until re­
pairs were made to ice-damaged 
piles.
The Canadian Army gave the 
green light when several new 
plies were driven in place of 
those dislodged' by floating ice. 
Colder weather Tuesday night was 
also expected to spe^ freezing 
over the Plhe river and thus 
make the bridge ..secure until 
spring breakup.
.'Scores of trucks and cars from 
Alaska were stalled on the north 
side of the Peace, âwaiting re­
pair of the bridge.
The bridge was erected by army 
engineers to detour Alaska High­
way. traffic around, the T,ecently 
wycckcd suspension bridge here.
DISRUPTED MOST
. i i s y m .
OF NIGHT
“DOLLAR A MONTH”
Much of the area served by the Kelowna exchange of 
the Okanagan Telephone Co. was without full telephone 
service most of the night.
Calls could be received but no out-calls could be 
made from around midnight until 8 a.m.
Police, most of the phones at the hospital and an unde­
termined number of homes and offices were affected. *
Cause-was a simple matter arid something that could) 
happen easily.
Someone at the telephone office inadvertently brushed 
against a switchboard, closing off a number of switches. 
Situation was quickly remedied by turning the switches on.
Interest 
Rates To Be 
Cut Dec. 2nd
TORONTO (CP) -  Imperial 
Bank of Canada today announced 
a dticrease in the interest rates 
which it charges on loans, effec­
tive'Dec,. 2. : '
.The ahnouheement was mode 
by John 8, Pi. actor, pre'sldent, in 
hfs acjidrcsa to the hank's annual 
meeting. Ho sold;
, “The Imperial Bank advised Its 
branches ttlroughout Canada lost 
night that the prime interest rate 
on loans la to -be reduced by 
one per cent, .effective Dec. 2- 
. “This reduction will apply to 
numeroult catcgdrics of our loan­
ing business, wiping out •all the 
' increases in loaning rates that 
were putinto effect last August.” 
Although announcements were 
not avalTahle from other-^nks, 
it was understood the reduetion
a inrlme rate will be made by Canadian banks.
Power Failure 
Hits Westside
Longest blackout In recent 
years hit Westbank and Peach- 
laiid last night and knocked out 
the Okanagan telerislon station.
.Westbank and Pcachland resi­
dents were without electrical 
power from about 6 o’clock until 
midnight and CHBC-TV was off 
the air from the same time.
B.C. Power Comihihsion’s sta­
tion at Westbank and Vernon- re­
ported that one of four under­
water cables across Lake Oka: 
nagan' cither was severed . or 
parted.
Partial service was restored 
by throwing the load of the dls- 
abled cable onto the other three,
 ̂Trouble shooters have been out 
since daylight trying to find out 
where the break occurred and 
why.
HARDEST HIT
These residents Who depend 
solely or almost entirely upon 
electrical power for lighting, ap­
pliances and heating in their 
homes were hardest hit over­
night.
No iictual hordshlps. were re­
ported, though, some homes de­
pending upon oIccMclty for heat 
were quite colil before power was 
restored. Had the weather been 
coldr.v it'Would have been a dlf:
' In^vFiwlSonk; chndles were In 
short Bupniy. for this emergency, 
ifiost. of them,having been, snap­
ped up foe ttio blackout that oc- 
curped a tew days ago, which 
was of shorter duration.
Coal oil hnd gas lamps weri) 
nil in ‘ use agam ^y those who 
ŷere fortunate enough to have 
Bee POWER FAILURE Page R
TORONTO (CP) -  Ross Cam- 
eiton' Brown, president of the Ca.< 
nadtan . Restaurant Association 
says restaurants should charge 
IS cents for a cup of coffee In- 
■tead of B’dime. .
fihxkkliig Tbesday to the TV>̂  
onto and distiici branch of.; t 
association, ho said “cost sur­
veys povtt 12' cents shotild be 
the. minimum charga or IA coats 
more properly.”
O f Legion
A two-way fight wUl take place 
for the presidency of the local 
branch, Canadian Legion. Jack 
Hay Is seeking re-election, while 
P. F, Hilborn, a former president, 
will' contest the post.
Nominations closed last night 
Election will be carried out by 
mail ballot and will be counted 
December 7̂  Posts of vice-presi­
dent and second vicc-prcsidcntf 
were ,filled by acclamation. Re­
elected were Jack Bews and Roy 
Owen,'respectively. ' "
Nopilnatiohs for the executive 
will open Dec. 7. Mailed ballots 
must bo returned by Dec. ; 28. BUI 
Short has been named returning 
officer. . ' .
Legionnaires last night com- 
picted plans for the annual chil 
dren’a Christmas party slated for 
December 21. Ex-scrvicemcn are 
asked to'leave names of children 
with; ilte, secretary. Nektsgcneral 
meeting -will be held Dec. 17.
Cattle Club Names 
1958 Directors
TORONTO (CP) -W . H, ^ v  
age, brother of Mrs. Cam Upsett 
of Olenmpre. was today elected a 
director of the Canadian Jetrey 
Cattle Oub.
Well-known In D.C.. Savage has 
judged cattle at the Armstrong 
Fair, and often visits Jersey cat 
lie breeders In the valley. 




new home at Pleasant-[have their gardens growing this
will be one of Kelowna’s-most at- 
tractiye community projedts.; :v 4
of her 
vale.
We’ve been looking forward 
to’moving here-SO much,"
Hie pretty, 'compact- bungalow
Pleasantvale Homes Society. Of­
ficial. opening took place Tues­
day afternoon.
Sponsors of the new com­
munity for old age pensioners, 
Kelowna Rotarians were present 
at the ceremony. The organiza­
tion undertook to raise 10 per 
cent of the $15,000 required and 
obtained donations of $500. each 
from the Lions, Elks, Kinsmen 
and Canadian Legion. The bal­
ance was raised by selective 
canvassing and donations.
LAND DONATED 
Land for the devolepment was 
donated by the city.
Rotary president Henry Shaw 
paid tribute to contributors, and 
especially to the late Mayor 
Ladd.
This was one -of his fondest 
dreams,” Mr. Shaw said.
Rev. R. S. Lejtch dedicated the 
project.
Acting Mayor R. P. Parkinson 
was on hand to extend the city’s 
best wishes to Pleasantvale’s 
new. occupants. .
"We now see the result of 
Rotary’s efforts., It took ai lot of 
effort to get all this work done 
It’s another, link-in the progress 
of our city.”
Mr; Parkinson then handed the 
beribboned, key to Mps. Strang 
aiid helped her open the door. 
’..‘It’s all yCurs,”„ he declared 
Mri ’and Mrs, Strang held 
“open house” for nearly 100 
perspns most, of them pensioners, 
who ;were eager to Inspect the 
bright, '.modern units.
Althpugh the bungalows won't 
be, completed, until. around De­
cem ber!, fixtures already In­
stalled aroused a: good • deal of 
excitement, SUding doors on 
(itchen cupboards, appealed to 
the ladicii while natural gas heat­
ing caught the men’s fancy. , 
Ultimafcly it Is planned to have 
14 units in.the low rental housing 
project, exclusively fo? senior 
citizens.
Rotorlnn ond Aldcrmah E; R, 
Winter cretJUed with sparking 
the project,' ihad anoUicr pre- 
cUctlon
“We're happy and proud of our
The Pleasantvale .....  .
ciety will be a "dollar a month'
organization, with that amount 
of money . representing their 
rental income over upkeep, H. R. 
Chapin, director of the society 
told Rotarians a t . Tuesday’s 
luncheon.. , ... ‘ 'i
Alderman Ernie Winter* •chair­
man of the gtoup; was introduced 
.-^,...-4by--^qb»pi»sidapW JHLvJB-..atoWr 
who in turn introduced the other 
See I LOVE IT Page 8
IKE'S H iA lT H  C H AR T
WASHINGTON (AP) — Here, 
in brief, is PresideRt Eisenhow­
er’s health chart:
Sept. 24, 1955-Has a .heart at­
tack in Denver.
Dec. 28, 1955 —d o e s  to Key 
West for 11-day vacation. ;
Jan. 9, 1956-r-Is, ready for “full 
duties” once more.
Feb. 14,1956—Is given okay by
Oct. 25, 1955 — Walks for the doctors if he wants to run for
first time since the heart attack.
(Courier’s Vemon Bureau)
VERNON—'Testimony Of Gloria 
Smith of Pehticton, concerning the 
criminal assault on her ‘.person 
was given in camera bn ordei' of 
Justice .H. A. MacLean at the fall 
assizes this morning. v  
Justice MacLean expressed b’s 
reluctance to issue such an order, 
even though the age of the girl 
(16). and the circumstances would 
warrant it. Hearings, open to the 
public, are an 'integral- part of 
British justice. However, as the 
defense, does, not oppose this' mo­
tion, I must oĵ der’ that the evi­
dence of this witness be given i.n 
camera,” he said. .
The,large crowd la the'gallery 
was reluctant to leave. Press and 
radio-were also excluded, Excep 
tlon to the ruling, was .made of 
the girl’s mother, who wished to 
stay with Gloria during her testi­
mony. '
Crown counsel, J. S. Alklns, in­
troduced the original submission 
for a closed court. Defense coun 
scl Sam Toy, emphatically agreed 
with the proposed closure,
Lloyd, Loomor is fac|nga charge 
of rape, in connection with an 
attack on Glorja Smith.
(̂ kirtls Bond ha(jl previously been 
scntcilced on the same charge.
Dies III Soviet Prison Cainp
by
PRINCE RUPERT, B.C, (CP) 
—Search for.txxUcs of six jmr- 
fions believed buried in the Wreck­
age of their homes in Friday 
landslide here continues.
City employees directed 
Works Superintendent Carl Gus 
tafson worked through hall and 
rain In efforts to find some sign 
bf tbolbodles among thn mass ol 
debris, mud, rock and trees 
buried Into q swollen creek at 
the foot of Mount Hays.
An Inquest into the death. of 
five-months-old James Murray 
was opened and adjourned in- 
d & t e ly  Tuesday.
GRAND FORKS (pP)-Douk- 
hbbor loaders hero have been In- 
formed through the Canadian 
Red Cross that Peter Verigin III, 
the long-sought spirituol leader 
of Canado’s 15,000 Doukhbbors, 
has “died In confinement In 
Russia.” ,
Red Cross Headquarters In 
Toronto passed on word of Ver­
igin’s death from the Red Cross 
and Red Crescent societies of 
Russia. The two'jlussian groups 
expressed “our sincere condol­
ences at the sad outcome of bur 
long search.”
John J. Verigin, 34, of Grand 
Forks, secrbtary of British Co- 
lumMn’s 10,000 Orthodox Douk- 
hobors, said elders of his group 
have asked the Canadian Red 
Cross to tiiy to learn where, when 
and under what clrcymstances 
Verigin died. « ,
Newg,.«t the death, was pub- 
Ushed here during the weekend
I
in the Doukhoboir-languagc week 
ly newspaper Iskra,
Doukhobors have been trjlhg 
to get word ort Peter Hi's fate 
since 1039, after tlio death of his 
father. Peter Pctrovltch Verigin 
Young Peter III never camo to 
ConadUv. He stayed behind . in 
Russia when hi.s father came 
here in 1029 to' assume loader 
ship bf lho\Doukhobors.
Tlie Canadian Red Cross sale 
Tuesday ho was "Imprisoned in 
a Russian concentration camp'in
Uic early 1930'a, during the 
Stalin (mricc.. and no word has 
been heard from him or of him 
since 1931,” '
If alive today, Peter II would 
have been abaut 49 years bid.
Through the years, various 
Doukhobor leaders wrote lottcra 
to Russia seeking word of 'him 
^m e visited Russia .and picas 
went to-the United'Nationa andi 
the Soviet embatsy to Ottawa
identifying Eisenhower’s illness 
as a "stroke." White House press 
secretary James C. Hagerty re- 
pbrted the president in "fine” 
spirits, getting around his room 
and interested in events. He 
added that Eisenhower shaved 
himself.
SIGNED DOCUMENTS
Later in the morning Eisen­
hower signed some government 
documents.
Hagerty laughed off a report­
er’s request for comment on two 
London newspapers’ suggestions 
that Eisenhower will resign.
‘Just say I laughed and said 
haven’t any reaction," he re­
plied.
Hagerty said Eisenhower still 
has “slight difficulty” in pro­
nouncing difficult words.
NKON VISIT
Shortly after issuance of the 
medical bulletin, Vice-President 
Richard Nixon came back-to the 
White House where he spent a 
larger part of Tuesday.
The vice-prerident was still 
making it pointed that be is not 
undertaking to move ip—that 
Eisenhower is still president and 
there is no idea of supplanting 
him CO 'groundsbf''dlsabliity^''”̂'' 
Nixon said notttoig can de­
cided at this time on whether he 
will go in place of the president 
to the NATO conference to Paris 
next month. Reports &om Pariis 
today were that Nixon has been 
assigned to sit in' for Um.
The assistant White House 
physician. Col. Walter Tkach, re­
mained at , the White House 
throughout the night, as did Capt. 
Lbrene Miller, an army nurse 
from Walter Reed Hospital.
LONDON (Reuters) — Queen 
Elizabeth sent a message of 
sympathy and heartfelt good 
wishes” today to President Eisen­
hower.
I am so sorry to hear that you 
are 111,” the ^ een  said. **My hus-. 
band and I tnist that your recoiN 
ery will be early and complete 
and we send our heartfelt g (^  
wishes to you and to Mrs, Eisen* 
hower.”
second term.
Feb. 29, 1956—Sax’s he’s avail­
able
May 12, 1956—Is checked over 
at Walter. Reed. Hospital, pro­
nounced fit.
May 26, 1956—Plays first round 
of golf after heart attack.
June 9, 1956—Undergoes major 
surgery, what, the doctors call 
ilio-transverse colostomy” due 
to ileitis.
June 10, 1956—Walks In hospi­
tal., '
June 13, 1956—Takes- f̂irEj food 
by mouth, , :
June 30, 1956—Leaves Walter 
Reed and goes to his Gettysburg 
farm
July 15, 1956—Returns to White 
House. »•
Oct, 29, 1050—Is checked over 
again; doctors say he’s in good 
health.
Feb,. 12. 1957 -  Has “a little 
rough throat” due to a cold 
Aug. 20* 1057—Inoculated for 
Asiap flu.
Nov. 10-11, 1957—Spends night 
In hospital, is pronounced In ex 
ccllbnt health.'
Nov. 25, 1957—Has what Is re­
ported as a chill; acting White 
House secretary Anne Wheaton 
says she has impression doctors 
don't regard it as serious.
Nov. 26.* 1057, 10:22 a.m. — Is 
reported to be “progressing satis­
factorily." '
3:10 p.m., Nov. 26,1057 — Is re­
ported to* have “suffered an oc­
clusion of a small branch of the 
middle cerebral artery on the 
loft side:” has slight Impairment 
of speech. ,
MARKET RECOVERS '
NEW YORK (AP)-The stock 
market bounded up in a rousing 
rally today following its steep 
dive of the previous session.
News that President Eisen­
hower, despite his latest illness, 
was in fine spirits helped re­
assure the market.
Frost Cuts French 
Native Wine Supply
PARIS (AP), — France, the 
greatest wine drinking and wine 
producing country in the world, 
now is importing Spanish wine 
because of a shortage caused by 
frosts which cut deeply into this 




BOSTON (AP) — Sir Winston 
(jhurchiU’s recovery from a 
stroke in 1953 was cited Tuesday 
night by a prominent Boston nieu* 
Tologist to support hopes Presi­
dent Eisenhower can resume >»i« 
full duties as president.' . < ;
Dr. Raymond D. Adams, chief 
of-neurology nt Massachusetto' 
General Hospital, Said “there' is 
ho. need .to despair." He recalled» 
that Churchill, was stricken with 
a similar attack which Impair^ 
lis speech'. ' '
"Churchill - has been able < to 
make very fine orations and. to 
write very effectively since.”
WASHINGTON (AP)—There .Is 
no agreed-on legal way for Vice- 
President Richard Nixon to b^  
come acting president if •Presi­
dent Eisenhower’s illness should 
incapacitate him for a long time.
No vice-president ever has tem­
porarily replaced a disabled 
president.
For two . years congressional 
committees have been studying 
off and on, legislation to deal 
with such a sitoation. President 
Elsenhower, after his heart at­
tack in 1955, urged that soma 
legislation be enacted to clear up 
the constitutional uncertainty.
But no committee ever agreed 
on a . bill to present to Congress.
PARIS (AP) — Britain, France, 
West Germany and Italy today 
imged that the scheduled NATO 
rtimmlt conference take place 
despite President Eisenhower's 
Illness, with Vice-President Rich­
ard Nixon taking the president's 
place.
N A TO  Paris Parley
Cqmmissioher Runs 
For City Council
ESQUIMALT (CP) -  Police 
Commissioner Donald Douglas 
tins announced he will seek nn 
Esquimau council seat In the 
elections Ucc, 12,
WASHINGTON (AP) -  Presi­
dent Elsenhower will not attend 
the NATO summit conference at 
Paris next month and there Is a 
possibility the conference may be 
postponed, ,
The state department said “It 
is to be assumed” the president 
will not go and the While House 
sold later this is a safe assump­
tion.
The United States has put up 
to the other 14 Atlantic treaty 
countries the question whether 
they wont to go ahead with a con­
ference of heads of government. 
A decision la expected within the 
pext day or so.
Officials predicted Twesdny 
night that if the. decision 'is to 
hold the meeting on schedule, 
Vice-President Richard Nixon
would be designated by Elsen­
hower to attend. If the decision is 
to postpone the meeting perhaps 
until next spring, officials sold 
that the regular December scs* 
sloi; of foreign, defence and ft* 
nance ministers would ccrtaliily 
be held.
OFnOIAL STATEMENT 
Shortly after the White House 
announced the president would 
require several weeks of rest, the 
state department made the fol­
lowing announcement:
“It Is to be assumed Unit Presi­
dent Eisenhower will not attend 
the NATO ipeetlng In Decembef'. 
Mr. Paul-Henri Spaak.Uho secre­
tary-general of NATO, has been 
asked Ijy us to ascertain from 
the other members how they wish 
this meeting to bh dealt with In 
the light or this circumstance.”
^R EV O LU TIO N A R Y R O LE"
Queen Must Blend Ideas
KANDt/, Ceylon̂  (Reuters) — 
Lord Altrincham, critic of Brit­
ain’s royalty, says <2uccn Eliza­
beth is a “more revolutionary 
figure than Robespierre — and 
very much nicer.”
Altrincham, in Ceylon for the 
International Press Institute 
Akinn conference, caused a con­
troversy in Britain recently with 
his criticism of the palace.,
But hi told Ceylon University 
students Tuesday night the Queen 
representi the old tradition 
brought into contact with new 
and revolMtionary ideas of the 
Commonwealth.
Her function Is to blend the old 
with tho now. To do tills she must 
"live on ‘the Commonwealth 
scala” and her way of life must 
not be British, Ceylonese or Of 
any particular country but one 
satisfactory to the Common­
wealth. .: ,
She should make frequent visits 
to CommonweaUh countries, not 
In the old wav of royal visits, Al­
trincham said.
WILL BE DIFPICUIAT 
"U Is going to be difficult for 
her. Wo must be very charitable 
aa well as loyal to her to'her 
personal problsm. . . .
(» '
"Hard as It Is to change. X feel 
absolutely sure that she will make 
it and she will be hapiiler than 
she!hes over been before, like a 
bird freed.
He said there must be a “com­
pleter revolution jn tlie Queen’a 
entourage where presently no one 
represented enybody except tlie 
United Kingdom.” 
f’WheiUtver she ells down, ehlt 
should be to .oompeny. of people 
from all over ' the Common­
wealth.” ' .
A ltrin c h a m  ehid tola m i M  O n ly 
be brought about t e i'B ie M U tto g  
o ubKe epintoa. y i '
 ̂\
'...t
i i “< ■■ V
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Study O f New Bridge Tolls 
Should Be Made At Once
, Next year the Okanagan Lake bridge 
will be open^ aiid it is to be boped that the 
Okanagan will not become involved in a 
vcrlwl battle with the provincial government 
as has the Nelson district.
A few weeks ago the Nelson bridge 
was opened with great fanfare, as was naturri, 
but immediately the Nelson district bridge 
users took very strong exception to the tolls 
that were impmed on those crossing the 
bridge. If our information is correct, the old 
ferry at Nelson was a free one and this ar- 
gravated the Nelson people who felt the new 
bridge tolls were too h ip .
Since that time the Nelson Chamber of 
Commerce has been badpring the toll auth­
ority for a reduction in the amount of the 
toll and having gotten nowhere apparently is 
now planning a monster petition to be for­
warded to the government.
All this should be of interest in view of a 
similar, situation arising here next year. The 
tolls imposed on the Nelson bridge were some­
what higher than those of the Qkanagan Lake 
ferry. Premier Bennett has stated here that 
the bridge tolb would be “no hi^er” than 
the ferry tolls and has at least intimated that 
they may be lower. He has also intimated that 
he expects all bridge’toUs in the province to 
be removed by 1962. . . .
This newspaper, has' always mamtamed 
that the (3ueen!s hi^ways are free and it is 
the ri^t of every citizen to pass over them. 
Ferries and bridges are simply part of the 
hi^way system and, therefore, are not ex­
ceptions. However, this newspaper, long be-
, 5 » c e
fore the present bridge was even a public 
dream, did advise the late E. C* Carson, then 
minister of public works in thd Coalition gov 
emment, that it would not oppose tolls on 
bridge across Okanagan Lake. Nor do we 
now.
However, we do suggest that, in the in­
terests of public harmony at least, Okanagan 
organizations, such such as the Kelowna 
Board of Trade, should now study the matter 
of tolls and their amounts on the new bridge. 
We suggest that early in the coming year the 
toll bridge authority should be asked to indi­
cate the amount of the tolls it intends to levy 
on the bridge. It would be better, much bet­
ter, to know well in advance what the levy 
will be, than to have it come as a most un­
welcome surprise at thw time of the bridge 
opening. ’
This IS not to suggest we should be unfair 
in this matter. In setting toll amounts the toll 
authority has two main points to consider: 
a proper and reasonable return on the in­
vestment and a just and fair payment by the 
users, To this newspaper, “a just and fair 
payment by the users” means that the bridge 
tolls should certainly be no higher than the 
present ferry tolls.
We would suggest that in discussions on 
this matter there should be no suggestion^of 
political partisanship. The matter is much 
too vital to this district and the whole Okana 
gan to become a football for poUtical oppoT' 
tunists, either those for or against the gov­
ernment.
COLD W AR  
C O S T U M E
6 U A ^ » T  M R C tlN fr
o o r m t
Newspapers Duty To
Justice H. W. Meinnes of the British 
Columbia Supreme Court gave a highly im­
portant ruling in his court recently. M  
application was made to him for a ruling 
of contempt of court against two Vancouver 
newspapers. He ruled against the application.
The case in point was that of a man 
who had been charged by police with having 
a rifle in his possession that was dangerous 
to the public peace. The newspapers publish­
ed the nature of the charge against the man;' 
He made the claim to the Supreme Court 
judge that such publication was prejudicial 
to his trial.
, Justice Meinnis dismissed the appUca- 
tion for a contempt citation. He said the 
stories published were factual reports jmd 
nowhere in them was there any expression 
of opinion by the writers. He ruled the news­
papers had every right to publish what they 








We know what they call printed word or picture. Radio 
It now but it used to bo knownlhas It’s **<3ce Whiners" In gen- 
as the "Gee Whlx!" schod of ad- erous supply, only in thta case 
\’erttslnf. It Is atiU arouid how- the spoken word takes over of 
ever and the name does’nt much course. The wild excitement Mary 
matter we suKx>sa. The style is exhibited when John arrived bear- 
ttte same. inf those desirable additions to
An example of first class "Gee happy carefree llvlnf, U eom- 
Whlx" technique is the picture ad munlcated In this case by voices 
depleting Jdm presenting Mary maintained at such a level of 
with a package of somebody's excitement that they are no more 
wax or shoe polish or laundry believable than the picture or the 
soap. Mary is always a very ath- printed word, 
etlo kid in these ads. ̂ e  almostl the scope for the "Before and 
rhways Jumps up a«^ ^wn to After" routine however is mercl- 
iheer Joy. You can teH she want- fuUy umited over the air waves 
:d that wax, or pc^sh, w  »nd is pretty well r e str ic t  to 
joap, so badly mat had John various nosUrums and remedies, 
given her a solid gold Cadillac Voices,' by moving from a dvUl 
aho just could’nt have been more mtajotohe to a crisp bright enun- 
sxcited I . . . »  elation radiating good cheer, servo
That Is one type of “Oee m indicate that results have been 
zer." Then there la the otter lecur^ so rapidly that they right- 
kind which stresses the “Before I ly belong in the realni ^  the mh  ̂
and After" ^ l e .  HljrtttaUons 2cu J  But then, when aU la 
are accompanied by auiUbly ex- ,.id  and done, life might bo a 
damatory phrasedogy and we bit duUer without the "Ge WhU- 
are requqeited to note what Manr zeral" Amd perhaps some Marys 
looked like BEI^BS who needed the “ Whosla" pretty
a "Whosls" glrde, and ATTTBR. badly, were persuaded, purchas- 
Trouble with this one ts--Mary Ud one, and were cheered up con- 
always cheats 1 She does’nt need iiderably. 
to look as glum and slumpy and
lumpy as she did in that first . Taking California big horn 
picture; the dd girdle just sheep from British Columbia and 
could’nt have made her feel THAT resettling them In Washington is 
badly. If it did then it was ce^ the height of something or otter 
talnly high time she got herself a in lost Identity, but we don't sup- 
Whosis!" pose for a moment that the sheep
You can find this type of visual are concerned over their ndxed 
sales pitch In all advertising med- up nationality. It should hdp 
ia and it carries oh beyond the | at the CustomsI
The Social Creditors can stand 
la few edd winters. >Vhat really 
bothers them is the hot Sommers.
THE FASHION PLATE
CGF 25TH A N N IV ER S A R Y
Canadian Socialists 





VANCOUVER (CP) -  A medt'
Down in Washington between Wenat­
chee and Yakima on Highway 97 there is an 
attractive city named ^ensburg. It'is tho 
crossroads of two of the state’s major hi^- 
ways, US 10 east and west and US 97 north 
and south. ,
Of the two, Ellenshvirg has always con- 
.sidered 10—the Snoqualmie Pass route—as 
its major bread and butter tourist view and 
the people of that city showed little or no 
intrest in the Okanogan Cariboo Trail As­
sociation which boosts travel on 97.
So some figures rounded up by the El- 
Icnsburg Chamber of Commerce during the 
period this summer when US 10 to the west 
of the city was closed, came as a distinct 
shock to the good burghers of Ellensburg.
Motels, restaurants and service stations 
that were exclusively on the US 10 route
“It is the business of a newspaper to 
gather and publish information to their read­
ers of public importance, and that right wil 
not be interfered with unless the higher right 
of the courts to determine guilt or innocence 
of the accused is thereby prejudiced or in­
fluenced.” ,
This ruling sets forth not only the free­
dom of the press, but also, under the law, 
of the freedom of the individual. It may not 
be abridged or restricted without shackling 
the freedoms of all.
Newspapers are well aware of the rights 
and limitations within which they are pub­
lished. The'public must also be constantly 
reminded that newspapers have certain dutiM 
- to perform to their readers and the communi­
ties ttey servp. Those who, for seUish rea­
sons, would seek to hamper newspapers in 
the discharge of that duty are the ones who 
would limit all freedoms.
found that their business was reduced from 
50 to 75 percent as a result of the Snpqual' 
mic^Pass-closure. _
But similar facilities not on \JS 10 hariMy 
felt the pinch; Those motels reported no drop 
in business and even cafes and service stations 
were off less than 20 per cent. ^
Thfc survey proved two things to EUens- 
burg merchants. It proved the value of the 
tourist dollars to a town’s economy and it 
proved that US 97 is a highway worth pro­
moting. ,
The result has been a complete volte 
face in Ellensburg thinking. The first practi­
cal results was the attendance, of an interest­
ed Ellensburg delegation to a directors meet­
ing of the Okanogan Cariboo-Trail Associa­
tion in Wenatchee a few days ago.
10 YEARS AGO 
November, 1D47
■ thousand at $l each could thus 
be provided Witt an amount of 
_ __ cosh necessary to cover minor
Stafl-Sergcnnt W. J. Thomson, setting out of
N.C.O. in charge of the Kelowna warning boards.
division of tho B.C, police for the
past two years, haa been trans- , SO'YEARS AGO
iirred to Nanaimo to take charge November, 1807
ef the Nanaimo dlyl8lon. relclvlng compctiUons with .22’s
wore hold, in the park, resulting 
Gross ferry revenue from the j ;  a . Krtowlea winning
x m K S u r  n n X  ladlcs’ event with n score of 
llr8t”tcn months over last year’s 22 out of a possible 25. while J. 
revenue. While h 24 hou>: ferry Kincaid won the boys’ competl- 
Bcrvlco will bn continued, ^  tlon with the some score. Mrs. 
ecrvlco win probably^ Miss M. Bigger tied
somewhat at the second place wllh 20 each and
Mrs. D. Lloyd-Joncs and Mlsi 
M YEARS AGO Mono Stubbs were equal for third
November. ! ^  |witt IB each
Last weekend between 75 and 
100 deer were killed by hunter® 
on the west side Of Okanogan 
linke, according to local stoUsUc- 
Inns.




Your reader, Mr. Wm. Morri­
son, points out the Vancouver 
Sun “insulted" Russia in assum­
ing the Zhukov dismissal was 
dictatorial and not a case of what 
is a generally accepted practice. 
Yet the very next day it itself 
tells the US to leave off “insult­
ing" Russia I
A lot happened between those 
two days. The Sun fortunately 
turned a new leaf. Therefore 
Mr, Morrison should hnyo waited.
Incidentally, insulting, Russia 
intentionally or unintentionally is 
so ingrained that even the Sun 
may not break the habit easily. 
The paper became Very excited
Britain, Argentina, 
Chile Renew Pact
SO YEARS AGO 
November. KR7
LONDON <AP) — Britain, Ar- 
Igenttna and Chile have re*
.( AUhouBh work Is slackening up newed p nine-yearlong agree-
in the industrial district, consider- ment llmiUng warship moveincnt 
able ftclivlly attl exists there. I around the disputed Falkland Is- 
Both ttn Dominion and Occidental dependencies. Tho arrange- 
canncrles ore BiUl nrunnlng ttp»ighU,,nt, which reduces the risk of 
they will soon have complete Laval incidents, was anhounced 
this Bcason’a pack of apples, in hy the foreign office 
the pockl’̂ x' houses nil carlierl ^
varioUes it nppiea are practically 
cleaned up the worV of! 
ing and shipping tto
t  i
BIBLE TH O U G H Ting and Ahipplng tto later kinds I
of winter apples Is in full Awing-
wvAwa ann i Let tte werda el m i wmitli and
M tte medlUittaaa ef nur heart In
November, H il {aeeeptabfe la tty elghVl^ Lord,
At the Board of Trade meeting, say atrmgth and my redeemer.
Jdr. DdMouUn put forward thelRaalm Mill, 
need of an nutomotolte iwoclaltonl We may weR mage the sincere, 
which with a memben^p of a'prayer of the psalmist our cwn. j
By DON PEACOCK 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
OTTAWA (CP)—In a quarter- 
century the CCF party has mel­
lowed from its original vow to 
“eradicate capitalism" to an ac­
ceptance of co-existence between 
public and “private enterprise."
But the underlying purposes of 
the Co-operative Commonwealth 
Federation, says national leader 
VI. J. Coldwell, still is to bring 
about “the greatest good for each 
individual member of society.” 
The 25th anniversary of the 
CCF’s founding is being cele 
brated at banquets throughout 
Canada wi’h special speakers 
during the first week,of'Decem­
ber.
VARlEp MEMOBEBSHIF
The CCF grew from scattered 
groups of farmers and laborers, 
many embittered by the onset of 
depression years. There were 
intellectuals and idealists in the 
group,' too, and some of the 
“ginger group” of farmer-labor 
members of Parliament led by 
the late J. S. Woodsworth, the 
first CCF party; leader,
■ Meeting in the Calgary Labor 
Temple on Aug. 1, 1932, ■ these 
rebels from orthodox ways chose 
the name Co-operative Common­
wealth Federation because they 
felt it best represented their aim: 
to bring about a co-operation 
among individuals to improve 
the commonwealth — in its old 
meaning of public welfare.
For years however the party 
has been known simply as the 
CCF. The only difference has 
been In Quebec, .where it 
known as the Social Democratic 
partyt.Mr. Coldwell says there ' 
no move to change the name 
all Canada to this or any otter 
one; that the term CCF was too 
well established In Canadian 
mhids to change It,
elec ted  strength
It has never had more than 28 
members in the House of Com­
mons since' it contested its first 
federal election In, 1935. It won 
seven seats that election, eight in 
1940. 28 in 1945, 13 in 1949, 23 in 
53 and 25 In this year’s June 10 
vote. Current membership of the 
house totals 265. ^
The party has done better in 
some of tte provinces. Saskatch­
ewan has been governed by the 
CCF administration of Premier 
T. C. Dougins since' 1044. ]|i\)r 
more than 20 years CCF mem­
bers have formed the official Op­
position in British Columbia. Its 
adherents have held that position 
in Ontario, Nova Scotia and Mon- 
itobil In the past. but have since 
lost it. .
But CCF leaders Regard , as the
it has spread across the 
during its struggle for 
growth. Referring to its effects 
on governments formed by more 
orthodox parties, Mr. Coldwell 
recently told a reporter: 
“Proposals that were de­
nounced 25 or 30 years ago— 
when the CCF was coming into 
seing—as dangerously radical or 
downright impractical, today are 
embodied, in whole or in part, in
ownership would be better and 
should prevail."
On the occasion of the party s 
25th birthday. Mr. Coldwell, who 
succeeded Mr. Woodsworth as 
leader-In 1942, told a reporter 
that whUe the CCF has chang^ 
its approach a little, it jitill stands 
for what it did originally.
“We believe that all human 
production and effort should be 
made not for the enrichment of 
a few but’for the welfare and im-
good many pieces of Canadian provement of the Uving stand- 
cgislation." [ards of the mbsses.**
I have great hopes for the 
party’s future,” the 60-year-old 
leader added. “Its philosophy and 
program are in line with the 
trend in democratic countries 
around tte world."
ORIGINAL STAND 
The CCF’s original prinpiples 
were embodied in . the Regina 
manifesto, approved the year 
after the park’s creation. The 
preamble to this read;
“We aim to replace the present 
capitalist, system, with its inher­
ent injustice and inhumanity, by 
a social order from whi^ the 
domination and exploitation of 
one class by another will be elim­
inated, in which economic plan­
ning will supersede unr®8'fis4ed 
private enterprise and competi-l 
tion and in which genuine demo­
cratic self-government, based 
upon economic equality, will be 
possible. ■
“This social and economic 
transformation can be brought 
about by political action, through 
the election of a government in­
spired by the ideal of a co-oper­
ative commonwealth and sup­
ported by a majority of people.
“We do not believe In change 
by violence."
Down further, in plank No. 14, 
was embedded the-promise that 
required, reshaping as time went 
on. It read: ' /
"No CCF government will rest 
content untU it has eradicated 
capitalism."
NEW STAT,EMENT 
At a national convention in 
Winnipeg last year, the party ac­
cepted a new draft of its prin­
ciples containing what its lead­
ers described as a restatement of 
the 1933 Regina Manifesto iq 
terms of 1956 prosperity. It
TH E D A ILY COURIER
R. P. MacLean, FubllsUer 
I Published every afternoon ex­
cept Sundays and holidays at 492 
Dcyle Ave., Kelowna. B.C. by 
[The Kelowna Courier Limited. 
Members Audit Bureau of Cir- 
cal. doctor pleaded guUty in poUrelcvlatlons. 
court this week to 12 charges of Member of The Canadian Press, 
income tax evasion which involve - The Canadian Press Is exclu- 
conCealing $60,258 in gross feesUlvely entitled to the use for re­
in the last 12 years. publication of all news despatches
Dr. Gustav Schllder, an Internal credited to It or to Tho Associated 
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, tomatnHIy
i c
changed the CCF emphasis froml 
a program of complete Bdclauza- 
tlon, or nationalization, to one of 
a "mixed economy."
Only last July Mr. Ck)ldweUl 
said:;
: “A mixed economy can serve 
tho lountry well,; Where private 
chterpriso can servo tho public 
interest best at a; given . time 
there is no rcnsoH' to interfere 
with It. But tterd hre large ar-
'".1
1
with the lounching 'ot Sputnik R.
IA mood surely suitable to the 
occasion?) For some time lU 
trend had been' away from war 
and the event trystalllzcd things 
There has followed an Impas­
sioned scrips of anti-Dulles and 
get-along-with-Russla editorials.
Tho flr.sl of thpsc, Nov, 5, Mr. 
Morrison pounces on to han 
the Sun for tto old hsng-over 
the 4th. If ho had waited until the 
0th I , think ho would have been 
inrtpressed os 1 for tto superb one 
of that day, which sold in part!
nothing Justifies tto 111- 
adventure of war . . , n poH o 
world citizens . .  . would confirm 
this belief. . .  a peace to retain 
human dignity . . .  war is the 
crime of murder committed 
wholesale, murder of the god­
head' in men . . . necessity ol 
peacn now , . , and foreverl’*
If any other paper Is as alive 
and alert, hot and excited for 
the need for change, please let 
me know so I can coniitratulato 
it. Yours truly, .
ALEC C. BEASLEY.
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daf o e artment appears to 
’ 'te  the first 
site (or on Inter- 
sUe missile.
Tho annduncement that work 
w»H start by mid-1968 on a mtdtl- 
million dollar missile site near 
Cheyenne. Wyo„ capped these 
otter developments in the drive 
to obtain and tell about U.S. pro­
gress in new weapons following 
Russia’s Sputnik launchings:
1. U.8. military experts con­
vinced chairman George Mahon 
(Dcm. Tex) of the House of Ih ;>- 
rcscntatlves defence appropria­
tion sub - committee that the 
United States has progressed to 
the point where It is lilgh time 
to start producing shooting hard 
ware qf tte intermediate bailisilc 
missile variety. "1 took for prm 
duetton .wntert • • - very * soon, 
M a h o n ' A’ ' j 
t 2. Defence secretary McElroy
i- ■ , \  I ■ , ! ' ' .
oger to take over full cjbarge oi 
such , future space warfare wea­
pons as the antl-bOlUsUc missile 
over which the army and the air 
force are bickering.
NoTCBMs ore yet avalUblq 
for use, but, the USAF has two 
hiMss under development. Its At- 
los 5,000;jnllo missile is at tho] 
testing stage. Anotter named Ti­
tan is somewhat less advanced.'
Mahon, whd said Wednesday 
tho United States Is "seriously 
behind" TRussla In missiles devel­
opment, emerged from a second 
secret hearing Tliuriday “hignly 
gratified and encouraged." .
Three principal IRBM projects 
are under way with strong com­
petition between tte USAF’if Thor 
and the army’s Jupiter, both 
nearing ccmpletlon. The,navy's 
Pciarix is,a lata advanced pfo-| 
Jeel but tt«, sptHcommlttee.he:4fd| 
reports of progress on it, too.
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MB. AND MBS. JOHN ISAO NAKA—(Paul Ponich Studios Photo)
T O  M A K E  H O M E IN R EVELSTO K E
Beautiful mauve and yellow
chrysanthemums in woven bas­
kets with large white bows on 
the handles, ornamented the nave 
of First Unit^ Church in Kel­
owna earlier this month when 
' Rev. R. S. Leitch united in mar­
riage Judith Masako Yamabe and 
John Isao Naka in a double-ring 
ceremony. The bricje is the only 
daughter of Mrs. Miriam Haruko 
Yamabe, of Rutland, and the 
groom is ttie second son of Mr. 
and Mrs. Yoshimatsu Naka, of 
Benvoull:.. %'
Given in marriage by her uncle. 
Mr. Joto Yamabe, the bride chose 
for her wedding a graceful gown 
of white de-lustred satin fashion­
ed with an Empire waist and a 
very full floor-length skirt with 
a 24” train over hoops and crino­
lines. The bodice was of white 
Chantilly lace styled with lily 
point sleeves, while the wide and 
low sabrioa neckline was em
streamers of white satin ribbon.
iVTT -------—
broidered with irridescent sequins 
and pearls. , . „  ^
A sequin and pearl-studded 
coronet held the chapel veil of 
French illusion net. Weaiteg cul 
tured pearl earrings, a gift from 
her groom, the bride carried a 
cascading bouquet of Garnet roses 
and stephanotis with flowing
QUARTETTE OF ATTENDANTS
i Orchid, mauve, cream and yel­
low were the jiastel shades chosen 
for the quartette of attendants. 
Miss Alice Nishi, . the maid of 
honor, wore, a ballerina-length 
dress of orchid nylon net over or­
chid taffeta, styled with a wide, 
low neckline in front, and taper­
ing to a deep “V" in the back, 
where a velvet ribbon bow in 
purple and mauve was attached, 
with streamers reaching almost 
to the hem.
Her headdress of similar vel­
vet ribbon formed a bandeau and 
was caught with a bow of the 
same on the left side. She wore 
pearl neeklace and white 
pumps, and carried a Colonial 
bouquet of yellow and mauve 
baby 'mums and white heather, 
with flowing mauve and yellow 
ribbons.
Bridesmaid Miss Kathy Baum- 
garten wore a dress of the same 
design in mauve nylon net over 
mauve taffeta, and bow and 
streamers of purple and mauve 
ribbons at the back. Wearing a 
similarly-styled headdress and 
accessories, her Colonial bouquet 
was composed of yellow arid
mauve baby 'munut and white 
hea'ther.’ •. ^
Junior bridesmaid. Miss Gloria 
Sakamoto, wore a sUpper-length 
dress of cream nykm net over 
taffeta, fashioned with a Bertha 
collar. She wore a yellow bow in 
her hair, and carried a Colonial 
b ^ u et of yellow baby 'mums 
and white heather. A pearl neck­
lace and low-heelcd white slip­
pers completed her costume 
The little fkrwergirl, Linda 
Sato, was dressed in &ki^e-leogth 
nylra sheer with a yellow bow in 
her hair. Tvw little frilled, em- 
ibroidcred pockets hung from the 
sask at the waist of her dress, 
and 'sHe carried a Colonial bou­
quet of yellow baby 'mums and 
iwhite heather. A gold locket, 
chain and bracelet, white sandals 
and socks, completed the attire 
of this pocket-size atteiriant.
Mr. Sus Naka. was his broth 
cr’s groomsman, and Mr. Art 
Hall was second groomsman, and 
master of ceremonies. Ushering 
were Mr. Richard Koide, Mr. 
Frank Naka—another brother of 
the groom—and Mr. John Uemoto.




The Aquatic ballroom was the 
setting for a "sit-down” supper 
for 170 guests. The bride and 
groom were seated at a beauti- 
fuUy-appointed head table in the 
centre of which was the four- 
itiered wedding cake. Mr. F. L 
Mteoatrick proposed the toast to 
the bride, to which the groom re­
sponded. . ^
I Mr. P. G. James and Mr. Co- 
bayashi were guest speakers, and 
Mr. H. Tsutsuml, soeaker at the 
wedding o f . the bride’s mother, 
also addressed the bride and 
groom. ^
Mr. W, Shilvock pronosed the 
toast to the mother of the bride, 
which was hearUly responded to 
by the guests.
Mr. Leitch addressed the haopy 
couple, after which Rev. J. Kaba- 
yama. said Grace, and dinner was 
served. ‘ „
Following the cutting, of the 
cake. Mr. Yano, of Merritt, spoke, 
and Mr. Ed Sakamoto addressed 
the assembled gue-sti!, thanking 
them for the beautiful rifts, and 
for tteir presence on tlus hapoy 
occasion. Mr. H. K. Oishi spoke 
before the gifts were opened, and 
while they were being disnlayed 
the wedding cake and guest book 
were oasseid to the seated guests. 
The bride and groom mingled 
with the guests while the floor 
was being cleared for dancing, 
and danc^ alone to a slow waltz 
as a preliminary.
grey-b lu e  ensem ble
For her daughter’s wedding, 
Mrs. Yamabe chose a sheate 
dress of grey-blue lace over taf­
feta in the same color, and a 
corsage of pink carnations. Her 
small bandeau hat matched the 
material in her dress and was 
ornamented with pink, black and 
white fea,thers. A pearl necklace 
and black accessories completed 
her ensemble.
The groom’s mother wore 
navy-blue two-piece taffeta dress 
with hat, gloves, purse ?nd shoes 
to match. Her corsage was of 
pink carnations.
The bride’s golng-away outfit
Kelowna Andl Rutland Residents 
Will Attend Vernon Youth Rally
Special guest speaker at the 
Seventh-day Associated Missionr 
ary Volunteer Rally of the Okan­
agan Valley, being held in Ver­
non High School at Folsoa Park, 
Saturday, November 30, will 
Elder R. A. Rentlro, wlw> comes 
from Washington SUt^.
Former pastor of the Vancmi- 
ver church, Mr. Rentfro is one 
of 2S ministers and educationalists 
who recently returned from a 
tour of the Holy Land. Sponsored 
by, the Seventh-day general con­
ference. the group had many ex- 
periencos during their tour, awl 
Mr. Rentfro will tell of some of 
these.
The rally will be held from 10
a.m. to 10,p.m., and will open 
with a chur<± service at 11 a.m. 
’Three p.m. will be the "MV’ 
hour, during which the gathering 
will hear of experiences in the 
Holy Land, and at 7:30 p.m. spe­
cial movie pictures taken by 
Elder Rentfro a short time before 
thu youth rally in the Holy Land, 
will be shown.
Other speakers during the rally 
wUl be D. E. Tinkler, of hlission 
Ctty, and F. B. Wells, also of 
Mission City, and head of the 
Seventh-day Adventist Young 
People’s work for B.C.
About 400 from Kelowna and 
Rutland districts are expected to 





Lions Ladies monthly meeting 
was a busy one at vwhich many 
plans for future events were 
made.
Among these were arrangments 
for the annual Christmas party 
for children up to 10 and U years 
of age; boys and girls of mem­
bers bring entertained eadi year 
in tlris manner. This party is set 
for 3 p.m. sharp m the KLT 
bidding on December 22.
Plans also were completed for 
the Lions Snowball Frolic being 
held in the Aquatic ballroom Fri­
day evening.
ib r  those who were unable to 
attend. Mrs. Butler gave a brief 
resume of the recent tour'of the 
B.C. Fruit Processing plant on 
which members were taken by 
Ian Greenwood.
KEEP IN TR IM
Teen Ager Worried Over Figure; 
Hip Problem Can Be Corrected
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Lions Snowball Frolic This Friday 
One O f Year's Chief Social Events
Chief social event of this week 
is the Lions Snowball Frolic plan­
ned for Friday, November 29, in 
the Aquatic Ballroom.
Proceeds will be used for many 
charitable causes.  ̂and Lions La­
dies have spared no effort in 
planning this annual event. The 
decorating motif will be the 
Christmas season, and the ball­
room will be lovely with Christ­
mas trees, glittering stars and 
many other pdomments suitable 
to the theme. -
Co-conveners are Mrs. F, Man- 
son and Mrs. B. Gant.
Numerous small pre-dance par 
tics in private homes are planned 
prior to tile dancing, which com­
mences at 10 p.m.
.CANADIAN PIANIST
LONDON (CP) — Pianist Ger- 
alding Mason of Edmonton will 
appear in two recitals at Wig- 
more Hall here during Decem­
ber.
WIFE’S CHORE 
MHJDMAY. Ont. (CP) -  Cim- 
rad Kuhl, 90. hasn’t been to the 
barber for years. His wife, also 
90, has been cutting his hair 
since their maryiage 65 years 
ago. She’s also been shaving him 
since an illness 30 years ago 
made his hand unsteady.
LARGE STOCK
SEXSMITH, Alta. *(CP) — The 
women’s association of the Angli­
can Church here collected so 
many articles for a recent ruit  ̂
mage sale that the sale spread 
out oyer three days.________
A wonted teen-ager has asked 
for help oa a vexing figure fault. 
She writes:
"I have a very serious problem, 
a ltli^ h  my mothers says not to 
worry about it. I’m only IL and 
she tbinkâ  when I’ve grown up 
my problem wilt disappear, but 
1 have my doubts.
"My backsides bustle out rear­
ward, and my ’behind” Is just 
ioo big! I’m afraid to wear priial 
oushers or even a straight skirt 
I’ve, tried exercising, but nothing 
seems to come of i t  I do hope 
you can help me."
AU right, all teen-agers with 
hips that bustle out in back, tune 
in. Get at the cause. Toe trouble 
stems from out of kilter posture. 
A sharp Incurve of the lower 
back and the compensatory oat- 
curve of the abdomen leads to a 
posture fault , termed swaybaek 
which accentuates the hips. Get 
your figure into proper alignment 
and the Wp problem will correct 
ilseU.
To get the feel of on-the-beam 
posture, try this easy routine.
Position: Lie on back on floor, 
knees bent, soles of feet flat on 
floor. For the first exercise, have 
arms outstretched sidewards at 
shoulder level. Bend- elbows and 
stretch forearms'back on floor. 
The idea is to square your shoul­
ders . . .  thu you do when th« 
forearms and upward palms (qntn 
au "L” at shmilden.
Action: The excr<;ls« action la
merriy to imU up aid in iorcihly 
with the abd(»ninal muscles and 
pull the small of tiw back smack 
against tite floor , . . hold..JRa» 
ax, puJTup and in again firmly— 
h(dd. Repeat several times.
From the same starting posl« 
lion, on back with knees flexed, 
small of back flat against floor. 
Grab knees with hands and hug 
knees to chest. Hold, Repeat a 
half dozen times.,
Tb tone and strengthen the ab­
dominal muscles: Froih the same 
starting iidsitlon, lift hips off 
iloor and rqjse to straight line, 
with weight resting on stumlden 
and soles of feet Hold. Lower to 
floor .ever so slowly, one verte­
bra at a time. Pull up and In 
kgairi,'-lift hips and again lower 
slowly. Repeat 8 times.
Bear in mind that the hip 
muscles properly used help to 
center the privic girdle. As you 
pull up and in with the abdominal 
muscles, pull down and under 
with the big hip muscles. Stand 
sideways to a mirror, stu^  the 
effect of this coordinated action 
and you will see that posture 
"shapes” your figure.
' STILL AMATEURS
LEEDS. England (CP) — The 
Screamagers, four middle-aged 
housewives who started a rock 
•n’ roll baud'here, have declmed 
to turn professional despite of­
fers. “We started it only for fun 
and have no ambitions," said 
one.
BIG FAMILY
WINDSOR, Ont (CP) — Mrs. 
Selina Laforet celebrated her 
90th birthday with' a hangup 
party attend^ by her 33 grand­
children, 55 great-grandchildren 
and one great-great-grandchild.
SA U rSSM U g,
■,8,SJ3
“ That’* What he gets for try- 
' lag every push button he
was a two-piece light-weight wool 
suit in delphinium blue, with 
which she wore a bandeau hat 
of matching material, white 
gloves and a corsage of red roses. 
Her purse and shoes were of 
matching, black and silver woven 
material.
Miss Kathy Baumgarten caught 
the bridal bouquet, after wWch 
the happy couple left for their 
honeymoon—destination imknown. 
On their return Mr. and Mrs. 
Naka will take up residence in 
Revelstoke. ' ‘ ’
NEW
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Beat Canucks In Chiller
The Kelowna Packers ^ut olf| go unchecked, and both times the (racking up 
Vernon Canadians recent breakaway resulted in a goal. -
Two lugh-stick deOections on 
one play were also disregarded, 
with the result being another 
goal—three cheap goals which
rising on Vernon ice last night, 
and they had to out-seore the 
Canucks and two, officials to do 
it J
Linesman Don Jakes, aided and 
abetted by referee Bill Neilson, 
let two flagrant off-sides on the 
part of wUy old pro George Ag r̂






W L T F A Pts 
12 5 1 88 64 25 
11 6 1 92.78 23 
7 11 0 
5 13 0 8S
COAST DIVISION (WIIL)
W L T F A Pts
New
Westminster 12 9 0 67 62
Vancouver . 11 6 1 55 39
SeatUe .......  10 7 2 60 51
Victoria ___ 3 14 1 46 75
through.
Agar's first off-side goal put 
the Canucks in the lead, but 
Jones took a pass-out from Swar
A big, 13-point effort by the 
Kaiser-Mlddleton-Roche line in 
last night’s hockey game led 
the Packers out of the possi­
bility of a loss at the hands of
M O V ES  IN FO R  K ill
the Vernon Canadians, ably 
helped by three bad calls. 
Above, Jim “Moose" Middleton 
is seen hard at work on his hat- 
trick, unperturbed by defence-
man Tom Stecyk, left, and 
goalie Hal Gordon. The Packers 
won the game 7-6.
(Courier Staff Photo)
PRAIRIE DIVISION (WHL)
W L T F A Pts 
Winnipeg . . .  12 6 0 53 41 
Edmonton . .  9 7 .1 56 37 
Sask-
St. Paul 8 11 0 52 63 
Calgary . .  7 12 1 48 69
a goal for the old 
school colors.
Andy McCallum and Orv Lav- 
ell stuck to tough, defensive hoc­
key, giving sprightly Dave Gath­
erum the maximum of backing 
in his attempts to foil the raiders 
GaUicrum wBS oo top of Uicthe Packers overcame, and went!
on to win 7-6. j spark to the club that was right
Both clubs were up for the there with the ginger right 
game, and the result was a spine- 
tingling 60 minutes of hockey only 
dampened by the bush-league ac­
tions of the officials. Referee Neil- 
8(;n seemed to be aware of the 
discrepancies, and consulted with 
Jakes severid times, but never 
over-ruled him.
The big line of Kaiser-Roche- 
Middleton had a gala night, ac­
counting for four of the goals in 
a 13-point evening.
Some of the reason for their 
showing may have come out of the 
north-woods, where Jim “Moose"
Middleton and Brian "Rocky*
Roche had been trying their luck 
Nimrods. Result—one moose 
for "Moose" and one doc for 
Rocky.
briok on a relay from McCallum old pro’s, smooth pass to put the
Packers ahead, but Laldler tiedand drove it in for the tying 
counter.
AQAR DOUBLE^
Agar's next questionable coun­
ter. made a reality by a beauti­
ful job of shooUng and taking the 
rebound after he had broken in 
off-side, put the Vernon club up 
again.
Middleton knotted the score 
again, and the second frame op­
ened at 2-2.
Smith raced in with Powell on 
a-two-man break, rapping in the
Dutchies Sip Sweet 
Revenge, Take Russ
KITCHENER. Ont. (CP) 
Kitchener - Waterloo Dutchmen 
scored a 4-2 victory oyer Moscow 
Selects in an exhibition hockey 
game Tuesday night , before 8,000 
fans,
The Russians came up with a 
surprise when they started Nico­
lai Puchkov in goal in place of 
Hevgeny Erkin, Puchkov has 
been recovering .from a fractur­
ed jaw. an injury suffered at a 
game in Moscow Nov. 3.
Erkin got a split finger in a 
workout earlier Tuesday and it 
may have caused the change. 
Monday the visitors said that 
Puchkov had been forbidden to 
play by his doctor.
TAKE LEAD
A 40-footer that beat Puchkov 
gave the Dutchmen a 1-0 lead in 
the first period. Don Rope was 
the marksman. _
In the second period Ken Lauf- 
man scored a backhander at 20 
seconds. Less than four minutes 
later Jerry Theberge nriade it 3-0 
when he spun in front of the Sov­
iet goal and hit the corner.
The Dutchmen were short- 
handed when Russia scored its 
first goal.
Konstantin Loktev registered 
Vllh a 25-footer as the Russians 
showi^ a fine power play.
LOOSE PUCK 
Jaclt - Stoddard banged in 
loose puck in front of the Rus­
sian goal at 11:40 to make it 4-1. 
The margin stood up to the last
10 seconds when the Selects got front it hit Hurley’s . skates and
their final goal.
Veniamin Alexandrov, beat the 
K-W defence to the puck and took 
a shot. Hurley kicked it out. The 
puck went behind the goal and 
as Alexandrov tried to pass it in
H O C K EY SCORES
deflected in.
The Dutchmen got four of seven 
minor penalties.
The Selects have now lost two 
and tied one in three starts in 
Canada.
OKANAGAN SENIOR
Kelowna 7—Vernon 6 
Kamloops 4—Penticton 3 
RUSS HXHmmoN  
Kitchener-Water loo 4—Russia 
SASKATCkEWAN JUNIOR 
Estevan 3—Melville 1 
WESTERN LEAGUE 





Chatham 1—Windsor 3 
QUEBEC LEAGUE 
Montreal 2—Chicoutimi 4 
Trois-Rivieres 3—Quebec 0 
ONTARIO SENIOR 
Ottawa-HuU 3—Pembroke 4 
Kingston 2—Whitby 5, 
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TWO MEN OUT
Old smoothie Ray Powell was 
missing both Moe Young, out on 
injuries, and Mijie Durban, serv­
ing a one-game suspension, but 
turned in a sparkling perform 
ance working with Bill Swarbrick 
and Greg Jablonski.
Bugs Jones was on top of his 
form, skating hard both ways, 
setting them up, and checking 
closely.
Young A1 Schaefer’s tough fore­
checking even surprised Canucks’ 
JoKnny Harms, a guy who is 
noted for being tough to nail on 
check.
Harry Smith and Pat Coburn 
were ^th • offensive threats, as 
well as playing heads-up defen­




PENTICTON (CP) — GrantIDawes) 19:25. Penaltles-G. War- 
Warwick, fired two goals and j wick :17, D. Warwick, Diachuk 
picked up one assist Tuesday




VANCOUVER CP)r-Eiglit rinks 
were undefeated Tuesday at the 
end of three days of play in the 
six-day Totem ^nsplel.
Rinks credited with six vic­
tories—cither in byes or actual 
playing victories—were Ken An­
derson, Calgary : G. Simpson, Cal­
gary! G. Taylor, Victoria! Tony 
Gutoskl, Victoria: Frimk Avery, 
Vancouver: Roy Forsyth, Van­
couver:! Elmer Meier. Vancon 
ver: Kells McMurto, Vancouver.
•The Gutoskl foursome, the bon- 
Bpici’s 1955 Grand Challenge 
champlon.s, defeated Wallace Wal­
ker of Vancouver 8-3, thus send­
ing down a previously undefeated 
rink.
The McMurdo rink mulntalhcd 
; Us undefeated record by defeat­
ing Bung CartincH’a defending 
grand chnUenge champions 10-4, 
Tho Anderson quartet from Cal­
gary edged Dr. H. Bowker of 
I.4tdysmith 7-6 In one of the clos­
est matches of the day. It was the 
second meeting, of ttio spiel be­
tween tho two rinks and both 
times Anderson managed to eke 
out victories.
Tho 440 curlers took Tuesday 
night off to attend the annual 
banquet at Hallmark Hall
New Westminster Royals lead 
the Western Hockey League’s 
coast division today thanks to 
little Bev Bentley.
Royals sharp goalie stopped 43 
shots to enable New Westminster, 
although outshot by an over­
whelming margin, to shade Van­
couver Canucks 2-1 Tuesday night.
Vancouver’s loss, their fourth 
straight, dropped the top-spot 
Canucks one-point behind the new 
division leaders.
In the prairie division, Winni­
peg Warriors delighted 4,092 
hometown fans with a 5-2 victory 
over Saskatoon-St. Paul. The R^ 
gals have become regular ‘‘cou­
sins’’ lately to Winnipeg, drop­
ping their last three, games to 
the prairie division leaders.- 
In the game at Vancouver, 
Bentley maintained the hex he
When Jackie McLeod snapped 
in Phil Maloney’s rebound in the 
second period it was the first 
time Canucks have been able to 
score oh him in two hours and 
23 minutes. He blfinked them 5-0 
and 1-0 in the two previous games.
While Bentley was going his 
busy dance between the pipes, 
goalie Marcel Pelletier was hav­
ing a relatively quiet night. He 
stopped only 15 shots. Hugh Bar- 
low and Max McNab both solved 
him in the first period and that’s 
all Royals actually needed to do. 
Their boy Bev did all the rest,
He caught pucks every way— 
between his knees, on top of his 
gloves and by falling on’them: 
In the Warrior-Regal contest, 
George Foid scored two goals for 
Warriors with Pete Kapusta
Billy Mosienko and Art Stratton 
bagging singles. Lyle Willey and 
Bob Kabel tallied for Regals.
The win put Warriors five 
points ahead of the idle, second- 
place Edmonton Flyers. Regals 
remain in third spot, one point 
ahead of Calgary Stampeders.
New Westminster and Winnipeg i 
leads tonight, both meeting the 
have a chance to imprpve their 
bottom-place clubs of their re­
spective divisions. Victoria is at 
New Westminster and Winnipeg 
at Calgary.
JIM MIDDLETON 
. . .  . five points
The junior Packers continued 
to fly in U(e valley league last 
night, handing the Penticton jun­
ior club a 6-4 beating in a fast 
thriller on prehard City ice. 
Dennis Casejy led the Packers 
with two goals, and singletons 
(vcrc picked up by Bob Jablonski, 
Wayne Horning, Glen. Bancroft 
and Nick Bulach
W A S H . CAGERS 
HERE O N  FR ID A Y
B.A. Oilers successfully com­
pleted negotiations with a icnlor 
“A" basketball club from 
TWIsp, Wash, for an exhibition 
game in the high school gym 
hcra F)ridoy night at 8:30. 
TwiBp, ratnt us the best senior 
' *'A*'. dub in luirthern Washing­
ton, agreed to the game by 
phono today.
Coach Usnk Tostenson said 
the game U only one In a long 
litg: exhibitions planned to
sharpen np hU .defending 
champs for their title shot this
It was the secohd win in two 
starts for the Kelowna club, and 
the second loss in two starts for 
Penticton. '
Kelowna jumped into a com­
manding 3-G lead in the first 
frame on goals by Bancroft, Bul­
ach and Jablonski, . giving the 
southern club' no opportunity to 
reply.
srENTILTON 8URQE
At 25 seconds of' the second 
frame, Casey made It 4-0 for the 
Packer juniors, and three min­
utes later Horning made It look 
like* n land-slide (ylth the fifth 
unanswered goal,
Penticton’s- Harly came back 
with the lone answer at the 14 
minutg mark, ending the scoring 
of the middle frame at 5-1.
Penticton surged back strongly 
In the third frame, with Rose 
notching one at the 52 scconc 
mark and GarticU adding one 
two minutes later.
At 9;20 the southern club made 
a imwcr^play pay off, wlUi New­
ton lighting the light, and putting 
the club within range.
Casey came through with hU 
second of tho night, however, a : 
13:36, snaigilng the Pentlctrm re­
surgence and giving the locab 
the padding U>ey needed. 
RUMMARir 
First, period—1. Kelowna. BAn- 
croft (Ossey), 4:45. 2, Keiovraa 
Bulach (Fisher, Casey), 6:28. 
Kelowna. Jablonski (Casey)
cy (Bancroft), :25. 5. Kelowna, 
Homing (Sapinski), 3;37. 6. Pen­
ticton, Harty  ̂ (unass.), 14:00. 
Penalties; Newton, 3:34. Stone,’ 
10:50. Jablonski, 13:04.
Third period—7. Penticton, Rose 
(Seeley), :52. 8. Penticton. Gart- 
reli (Seeley), 2:15. 9. Penticton, 
Newton (Scott, Richards), 9:20. 
10. Kelowna, Casey (Bancroft, 
Jablonski), 13:30. Penalties; Fish­
er, 7:35. Seeley, 7:35. Pyett, 8:09. 
Kopas, 8:30. Snplnski, 13:39. See­
ley, 13:39.
M;2I. Pt-^alllcs: Jablonski, 12:29. 
Second ji^rtod-4. Kdiowna, Cai-
Fund Drive 
Successful
Following on \thc heels of 
brisk pdbllcity campaign, and 
aided by fine wcfithcr, the Minor 
Hockey Mcipbcrship Drive vyas 
report^ to be an unquoUfied suc­
cess. '
Association treasurer Don White 
i'C|)orted .tho drive earned slight­
ly over 1600 for the youngsters, 
$200 belter than Inst year.
Association president Emile 
Bouchard expressed his deep ap­
preciation to the 30 volimteers 
and the 120 boys who took part in 
the drive, ns well ns the more 
than 1,000 dilrcns who responded 
so generously.
EARI.Y SIGNAL
First marine Yng signal In Norih 
America is believed to have been 





(By The Canadian Press)
The rich got rich and the poor 
got poorer as a result of Oka­
nagan Sienior - Hockey Leagup 
play Tuesday night. In the West­
ern International Hockey League, 
however, one of victory-poor 
clubs moved up a rung.
In the OSHL, the -top-spot Kel­
owna Packers edged third-place 
Vernon Canadians 7-6 and the 
runner-up. Kamloops Chiefs took 
the measure of cellar-place Pen­
ticton V’s 4-3.
In the WIHL,’ Rossland War­
riors created a three-way tie for 
second place by defeating Trail 
Smoke' Eaters 3-1. Rossland, 
Trail and Nelson Maple l ^ f s  all 
now have 14 points, Jour behind 
the leading Spokane Flyers.
In the game at Penticton, vet­
eran Grant Warwick fired two
S;oaIs and picked up one assist or Kamloops, a fair night’s pro-, 
duction for a man who has been 
absorbing the shocks of hockey 
wars for nigh onto 20 years.
Gerry Prince and Johnny Mil­
liard tallied the other Kamloops, 
goals and Bob Harper, Walt Pea- 
cosh and Don Slater scored for 
the V’s. '
The big line for Kelowna In 
the game at Verhon was tho Mld- 
dlcton-Katsor-Rocho combination, 
Jim Middleton notched a hat 
trick while Brian Rdchc and ^ov 
Kaiser scored singletons, Bugs 
Jonea and Harry Smith got the 
others for Kelowna, Canucks 
marksmen Were'George Agar and 
Johnny Harms, a brace apiece, 
Laldler and Odio Ixiwo, - ,
Tlic WIHL con̂ lcst saw Moss- 
land win their fourth In a row. 
Defenceman George Ferguson 
fired what proved to be the 
winner late In tho second imrlod, 
Frank 1\irik and Bud Andrews 
go,l Ross land's others and War­
ren Hicks prevented a Trail 
Washout,
Rivalry between Troll and 
Rossland apimnred ready to 
break out into n donnybrook at 
several points In the game. , 
Drail.played shortbanded after 
the .first period when Captain 
Hobby Kromm was given a lo- 
mlnut« misconduct and 5 then 
m a t o h  misconduct . penalty. 
Kromm went after referee Al 
Tbikko when hoywas handed the 
misconduct and then was man­
handled by one of the hometown 
Roilland fanf.
BRIAN ROCHE 
. , • four points
night to lead Kamloops Chiefs to 
a 4-3 victory over Penticton V’s 
in an Okanagan Senior Hockey 
League game before 1,400 fans.
Gerry Prince and Johnny Mil­
liard tallied the other Kamloops 
goals and Bob Harper, Walt Pea- 
cosh and Don Slater scored for 
the V’s.
Kamloops’ first goal was an 
outright gift as Prince inter­
cept^ a clearing pass in front 
of the V’s goal and fired a Idw 
shot past goaltender George 
Wood at 1:35.
Harper got that qne back at 
2:59, taking a double relay from 
Bernie Bathgate and Walt Pea- 
cosh to beat Kamloops netminder 
Jim Shirley. At 4:02 Slater slap­
ped Diachuk’s passout past 
Shirley. Peacosh converted Bath- 
gates pass at 13:55 to give the 
V’s a 3-1 margin.
With only 45 seconds remaln- 
in in the period. Grant War­
wick took a pass at the blucline 
on a power play and rifled an 
ankle-Mgh drive past Wood.
The second* period was score­
less, with Wood robbing the Kam­
loops forwards on several oc­
casions.
After only 25 seconds of the 
final period. Grant Warwick took 
the puck in the comer, stick- 
handled in front and beat Wood 
with a low backhand for the ty­
ing goal. ‘ ^
With the V’s short two men on 
interference penalties. Milliard 
deflected a double relay from 
playing coach Bobby Dawes and 
Grant Warwick for the winning 
marker at 16:37.
George Wood was impressive 
In defeat for the V’s, turning 
aside 38 shots. At the other eqd 
Jim Shirley blocked 21 shots.
Eddie Diachuk, rookie Vees 
leftwinger, was given a two 
minute high sticking penalty and 
a match penalty in the first 
period when he engaged in a 
stick-swinging duel with Dick 
Warwick of the Chiefs.' Warwick 




fence: Saskamoosc, Hlnchbcrger, 
Dawes: forwards: D. Warwick, 
Milliard, Leopold, B. Warwick, 
Evans, Prince, Hrycluk, G. War­
wick, Cadman.
Penticton—Goal: Wood; de­
fence: Tpuzin, Taggart, Conway; 
forwards; Bathgate, Wakshinski, 
Diachuk, Peacosh, D y k s t r a , 
Slater, Harper, Utendalc, Lloyd 
SUMMARY
First period—1. 'Kamloops,
Prince 1:55; 2. Penticton, Harp­
er (Peacosh. Bathgate) 2:59; 
Penticton, Slater (Diachuk. Dyk- 
stra) 4:02; 4. Penticton; Pea- 
cosh (Bathgate,Touzln) 13:55:'5, 
Kamloops, G. Warwick (Ev^s,
(minor plus match penalty) 15:28.
Second period—No scoring. 
Penalties—Leopold 3:21, B. War­
wick 11:00, Bathgate 17:22.
Third period—6. Kamloops. 
Warwick (D. Warwick, Dawes) 
.25; 7. Kamloops, Milliard
(Dawes, G. Warwick) 16:37. Pen­
alties—B. Warwick .30, Hinch- 
berger 9:08, Dykstra 14:47, Con­
way 16:20.
It up two minutes later, the puck 
sUdlng in oft his skate as the 
Canucks turned on the power, 
Middleton came back with the 
second of his hat-trick, putting 
the Packers one up again, and 
Cohum wove his way in on a 
power play and'drove the puck 
through a maze of legs to make 
the scoring at 5-3 for the Packers.
Lowe mare it 5-4 with his high 
deflection that he picked out of 
the air with the, blade of his 
stick and bounced in off Gather* 
um’i head, and ending the period 
scoring.
Harms came through with two 
in quick succession early in the 
third, triggering them in ao fast 
the Packers were slightly dazed, 
but three minutes later Middle- 
ton completed his hat-trick and 
the score was knotted.
Kaiser came through In fine 
style with the big winner, and 
the boys barred the door for the ' 
last five minutes, of thrill-packed 
hockey, in which there wasn't 
any chance for off-sides or breaks.
SUMMARY
First period—1. Vernon. Agar 
(Moro) 4:25. 2. Kelowna, Jones 
(McCallum, Swarbrick) 12:49. 3. 
Vernon, Agar (Laldler) 16:42. 4, 
Roche) 17:77. Penalties—none.
Second period — 5. Kelowna. 
Smith (Powell) :22. 6. Vernon. 
Laldler (Agar) 2:44. 7. Kelowna. 
Middleton (Roche. Kalsar) 3:30. 
8. Kelowna. Coburn (Schaefer. 
Middleton) 12:42. 9. Vernon, Lows 
(Moro) 18:59.
Penalties—Agar 5:05, Gather* 
urn, 5:05, Laidler 7:00, Moro, 
12:29, McCaUum 18:53.
Third period — 10. Vernon, 
Harms 4:55. 11.-Vernon, Harms 
(Laidler, Agar) 5:47. 12. Kelow* 
na, Middleton (Kaiser, Rochet 
8:02. ]j. Kelowna, Kaiser (Wd> 
dleton. Roche) 15:11. Penalties-^ 
Moro 7:05, King 17:26, McCallum 
17:26.
BOTTLE DRIVE
Kelowna High School Band will hold a Bottle Drive
on Thursday, November 28
Please leave bottles out on porch with light on. „ 
For Collection if missed — Phond 7671
Proceeds for purchase of new music stands. 
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Before 7:00 p,m. of 
Pablishieg Day
7*lfl
Water (plain or aparkling) It your moit reliable 
guide to the whole truth about any whisky. Water 
adds nothing, detracts nothing, but reveals a 
whiiky ŝ tnie natural davour and ^uquci.
“ 8 3
Thli odvedli^mcnt Is not publlilwd or, dUployed by 
the Uquor ClonUol Boord or by the Co)((K<vnent of BrltWt Colund^io.
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WED^ K o r . n .  ttST THE DAILY COfnunt
S P0 R TU 6 H T
Officials Surpass Selves 
In Bumbling Whistle Work
KiS: NEW GREY GUP ERA HERE
So Does W IFU
Br LABEY €X>LUN3
(CaudUn P m a  Staff Writer)
REGINA (CP>—W. S. "BIU" 
Hawrylak U a top man In his 
profession but he is probably 
better known for his hobby.
A teacher of mathematics by 
day. he spends his evenlnKs keep­
ing statistics for the Western In- 
terprovlndal Football Union, a 
that has made him known In




Last nigtu in Vernon Don Jakes, never noted for his bril­
liant jKriornianccs as a pia)cr or official, surpassed himself. 
Handing Vernon two goats on an off-side plaitcr, he teamed 
up with referee Bill Ncilson to allow a goal on which two plajers 
had played the puck with high sticks.
1 he Packers had to keep on scoring goals in the contest, 
overwhelming the Christmas spirit of the two Vernon officials, 
and fortunately, they came out one better, or wc would be ac­
cused of alibi-shooting: Both hockey cllibs were up for the game, 
and the play far surpassed the work by the whistle brigade.
Principal in the comedy o f  errors was wily coach George 
Agar, who loves to lay out past Uie centre stripe, and take a pass 
from just outside his own blue, breaking in fast on the hapless 
goalie. Every once in a while his player passes from behind his 
own line, making George off-side. This is going to happen, ljut it’s 
'  just a calculated risk.
Last'night George nailed a pass just over the line, about 
four feet off-side, and no whistle went. He moved in and Lavell 
checked him, but the puck bounced back off the boards, arid 
Agar whistled over to the “Bill Warwick Zone,” and beat in 
the pass from Moro, who recovered the puck off the boards.
Just like an elephant, he remembered the situation, and 
the next time he was a good 15 feet over the line when he picked 
up his pass, and steamed in on Dave Gatherum.
Gatherum, playing a sensational game, beat the old pro, 
but he danced in on the rebound and nicked the corner with it. 
This time Middleton argued the point, and Ncilson did consult 
Jakes, but the result was “no off-side.” Such a flagrantly wrong 
call, obvious to so many of the fans, makes a mockery of a tig^t 
hockey game,
‘ The third goal for Vernon rating an assist by the whistle 
tootcfs was in the second frame, when Don McLeod on the 
point raised his stick h i^  to deflect the puck back into the 
Packers zone. This should have stopped the play in itself, but 
on went the play, and Odic Lowe deflected the puck at the 
net from such a height that the puck hit Gatherum right on the 
head. Still no call.
These three plays all cost the Packers, in the form of goals 
against, but there were many more calls which served to lower 
the tone of an othenvise wonderful hockey game.
This kind of work by officials is bush-league, and cither 
way you look at it is inexcusable. If the two of them were doing 
their best, they should get a blue slip with their next pajwhcck, 
because their best isn’t good enough for senior “A” company.
If they weren’t doing their best, but were aware of their 
own ineptitude, then they should be run out of the league on a 
rail.
If as we suspect, Ncilson knew the calls were bum, he 
should have over-ruled Jakes, and told him to get in the buggy.
It’s like two-wheel brakes on a Cadillac.
NO MIRACLES SOUGHT
No one asks the referees and linesmen to be on . top of 
every play, to catch eVferf «ifractib¥,'cspcdaU^ when it’s a fast 
and furious hockey game, but when old George or Frank Smith 
or Johnny Harms lay in the bushes way out of their own zone, 
any dim-witted dolt should realize there is a possibility of an 
off-side.
But when two clubs are digging and flying like those two 
were last night on Vernon ice and a bumbling incompetent per­
mits such flagrant off-sides on crucial plays, to say nothing of 
calling back play after play for icing, when the puck could have 
b e e n  played, the shine of the contest is tarnished.
No fan in his right jnind expects miracles from these men. 
He does expect a reasonably competent job, however, at least 
one in keeping with the calibre of hockey being played.
Hockey fans don’t travel from city to city, make their way 
out to the arena in any kind of weather, and plunk down their 
hard cash to be made a fool of.
They were on Tuesday night in Vernon.
ASIDE FROM THE BEEFS
Getting away from the nauseating display of fumbling, 
however, the fans were given a real fill of wonderful spectator 
hockey on the Vernon postage stamp ice sheet.
With Johnny Harms back in the line-up, and Don McLeod 
working out of his regular blue-line spot, the boys in blue were 
all fired up, and arc going to win a |pt of hockey games. It was 
two quick goals by Harms that put them right into the game 
in the third frame, tying the score, then putting Vernon one up, 
and making them a real threat.
Every man-jack of the Packers played heads-up hockey, 
however, and they were impossible to beat, in spite of the bad 
breaks.
Two of the flyingest Packers were the Nimrods, newly re­
turned from the north. Big Jim “Moose” Middleton, with a 
carcass of a freshiy-killed moose parked outside the arena, rack­
ed up his third hat-trick of the season, and line-mate Brian 
Roche celebrated his doe by notching three assists. The boys took 
a flying trip to moose country, and returned in time for the
game In Vernon. _
Young A1 Schaefer the rookie with bushels of desire, fore- 
chcckcd with a ferocity that kept the piick in the blue’s end time 
after time when it should really have been dug out.
Ray Powell, shorn of his wing men by suspension and in­
jury, turned in a beautiful game between Bill Swurbrick and
Greg Jablonskl. . , ,
Rugs Jones was dancing, digging and scttlpg them up tor 
Schaefer, and looking very sharp.
On the defence, Horry Smith was flying in and looking 
like he was going right through the end of the rink at times. 
Paddy Coburn was slightly bewitching on the power play where 
he moved In and sniped one through a forest of legs.
Both Lavell and Andy McCallum played right up all the 
way, clearing well and giving Gatherum plenty of support.
And Gatljcfum was right ilicrc with the stops when they 
were needed.
Playing hockey like that, they arc a team of champions.
Whitehorse, Y.T.. and Marvlllc, 
France. It also brings him 
queries from obscure Prairie 
towns, as well as telephone calls 
from late-night revellers who 
want to settie a bet.
Since the WIFU starti^ keep­
ing statistics in 1950, Bill Hawry- 
lak has been its chief statistician. 
This means he spends most of 
his spare time compiling figxires 
sent to him each weekend by the 
five scorers in WIFU cities. 
KNOWN TO MANY 
A husky six-footer who has 
played most s|x>rts, including 
football, Hawrylak says he de­
cided to be a school teacher 
while he was in puMlc school and 
has never regretted the decision, 
partly because it gives him time 
for such things, as football statis­
tics. Now he is head of the math­
ematics department in a city 
high school. One new student 
asked him at the beginning of a 
term if he were "any relation to 
the Bill Hawrylak who keeps foot­
ball statistics?”
Bill's five official scorers are 
Bill O’Neill, an employee of Man­
itoba Pool Elevators, in Winni­
peg: Hank Johnson, football
writer for the Regina Leader- 
Post; Greg Fulton of Calgary, 
who works for the Income Tax 
department; Herb McLachlin, a 
physical education - instructor at 
the University of Alberta in Ed­
monton, and Alex Donaldson of 
Vancouver an estimator with a 
printing firm.
Their methods are as varied as 
their jobs. While Johnson does 
the scoring from his press box 
perch, , Fulton, says Hawrylak, 
will don a uniform and gallop up 
and down the sidelines, notebook 
in hand. But all are dedicated to 
football.
The scoring results are wired 
to Hawrylak who gets out a press 
release early each week. He is 
as cautious as an accountant.
FIGURES TELL STORY
Although some coaches deny it, 
Hawrylak believes they make a 
shrewd study of his statistics. 
And he feels that 99 times out of 
100, the statistics, taken com­
pletely, tell an accurate story of 
the game.
"^m etim es a fan will wonder 
why his team lost when it out- 
rushed the opposition,” he says. 
"But he may forget that his team 
made five fumbles and lost four 
of them—possibly at crucial mo­
ments.”
During the coming winter Haw­
rylak hopes to complete some 
lifetime averages for the WIFU’s 
three great rushers who, he sug­
gests, are Normie Kwong and 
Johnny Bright of Edmonton, and 
Gerry James of Winnipeg.
Earlier this year he made 
some comparisons between two 
all-time great passers — Jack 
Jacobs of Winnipeg and Frank 
Tripucka of Saskatchewan Rough- 
riders. Over a five-year period, 
Jacobs completed 53.3 per cent 
of 1,330 passes thrown, and Tri­
pucka completed 57 per cent of 
1,308. But 104 of Jacobs’ passes 
went for touchdowns, compared 
with 59 for Tripucka. In 1952 
Jacobs tossed a record 34 touch 
down pusses. ___
H O M E TH E CONQUERING HEROES
If fan support can win a Grey 
Cup, the Winnipeg Blue Bom^ 
ers are on their way to their 
first national title since 1941, 
judging from the tumultuous
welcome home Bomber fans 
gave their western champions. 
In left photo, Blue Bomber 
president Jim Russell, centre,
and coach Bud Grant hold the 
precious WIFU championship 
trophy. Mayor Steve Juba, left, 
left his sick bed in hospital to 
join toe hundreds of fans at toe
The scene was set for another 
Alouettes-Eskimos struggle in toe 
classic Grey Cup battle at Tor­
onto's Varsity Stadium next Sat­
urday.
The only thing toe Alouettes 
had . to do was knock off Jim 
Trimble’s Hamilton Ti-Cats, who 
were being annoyingly consistent 
in winning ball games. They 
didn’t. ^ ^
The only thing the Eskimos had 
to do was knock off an upstart 
rookie named Bud Grant and his 
Winnipeg Blue Bombers, who had 
edged toe mighty Esks only once 
in toe season. They didn’t.
BETTORS BILKED
The results of these victories 
was a mad rush by toe bettors 
to change their minds—and their 
odds — about the west being a 
cinch to beat the east this year.
The result for a. quiet young 
fellow named Grant was a tu­
multuous welcome at Winnipeg’s 
Stevenson Field that almost cost 
TGA an a i^ an e , and some of toe 
players toeir health. The Gateway 
to toe West was rising out of a 
football lethargy that has kept 
toe city in its grip since toe days 
of Flyin’ Fritz Hanson, the broken 
field runner without parallel.
CHARGING LINE
The result for Trimble, toe guy 
on. toe outskirts of toe Argonauts’ 
domain, was an equally enthusi­
astic, if less active, welcome and 
a triumph of ever-active brains 
over names. Pitting a charging 
line against the arm of Etche- 
verry paid off for the Trimble ma­
chine, although it is true that in­
juries to the Larks helped out as 
well. , ,
Most o f . the Winnipeg Blue 
Bombers’ success-factor was in-
l i i
ternal, something that the play­
ers don’t put on with their shoul­
der pads—toe guts and burning 
desire that can make champs out 
of chumps, and ball clubs out of 
ball players.
HAS HIS INJURIES
Grant has suffered his share of 
injuries as well. No one beats 
toe powerful Eskimos machine 
without knowing they have been 
in a ball game, and the Bombers 
beat them twice in three meet­
ings. The last meeting, toe tough 
est of all, set up pro football his­
tory by going into overtime, with 
the fantastically low score of 2-2 
on the score-board.
To toe delirious crowds in Win­
nipeg, who have lacked some­
thing to celebrate over for the 
past few years, the Grey Cup 
trek will give them a chance to 
live it up in western style on the 
sidewalks of Toronto, something 
that has been the Edmonton pre­
rogative for the past three years 
The other club|| in toe J^IFU 
come in for their share of toe 
thrills over the Bomber victory 
as well. It removes a psychologi­
cal barrier that settled in every 
opposition dressing.-room every 
time Pop Ivy’s club took to toe 
field. Now aU five clubs know 
there is no club that can’t be 
beat in the league, and the go­
ing may be different in next 
year’s season.
For toe Bombers, and rookie 
coach Grant, however, it is a 
case of upsetting the odds-board 
once more, and the legs of Geriy 
James and Kenny Ploen will play 
a large part in doing so.
The fans? Well, bless ’em, 
they’ll get a Grey Cup classic 
with a brand-new look—no Esks, 
no Als.
airport. Big gun in Bombers’ 
upset 17-2 victory over toe sup­
posedly invincible Edmonton 
Eskimos, Gerry James is shown 
with his wife at right. He and
G R EY CUP RIVALS
•
Rival mentors in toe Grey 
Cup classic in Toronto this Si(t- 
urday, will be big Jim Trimble, 
a guy with a lot of coaching 
under h is . belt, and plenty of 
tricks in his war-bag, opposing 
an upstart rookie at toe busi­
ness. Bud Grant, Trimble’s Ti- 
Cats are rated to take toe 
Bombers, but toe under dog 
victors of toe Eskimos will still 
have toeir "guts and desire.”
his teammates will be out to 
avenge Winnipeg’s Grey Cup 
defeat in 1953, the last time 
Hamilton and Winnipeg met in 







mont hunters set a record of 11,- 
006 deer kills during toe 16-day 
season which ended Sunday, the 
fish and game service said. The 





New York Rangers have more 
French-Canadian players than 
any other club in the National 
Hockey League with the exception 
of Montreal Canadiens. The Ran­
gers have three on toeir roster at 
present. They are Marcel'Paille, 
toe new goalkeeper, and forwards 
Camille Henry and Guy Gendron, 
Montreal has 11 Frencli-Canadian 
hockeyists on toeir roster.
SENSA'nONAL ROOKIE
Bobby Hull is the youngest 
player in the National Hockey 
League at 18. He, is also one of 
toe most outstanding first-year 
players to break into the loop for 
some time. Bobby has played 
wito the Hawks as if that’s where 
he belonged right from his first 
N.H.L. game. Last season the 
comparatively unheralded centre 
was with St. Catharine Tee Pees
of the O.H.A. Junior League. H« 
scored 33 goals for too Teepl 
last year. _ _ _ _ _
MARKET HOLIDAY
NEW y GRK (AP) — Security 
and commodity marketi la  th« 
United States will b« closed 
Thursday, Thanksgiving Day in 
the U.S. European maifeiti will, 
operate as usual.ists  t eu* r st r._____  un p ^..auiiuui x c ircca ■..y.-....- ___________
Farmers
PENTICTON, B.C. (CP) -B .C  
offers wonderful opportunity for 
agricultural development b u t  
prices at present are being de­
pressed by "weekend farmers” , 
a University of B.C. agriculture 
professor says.
Dr. Nell McLean told a service 
club audience hero Tuesday toe 
part-time farmer dften is com­
peting wito full-time farmers in 
market production and causing 
the fall in prices.
He said B.C. farmers also face 
severe competition from other 
provinces and from the United 
States,
The B,(i. strawberry farmer 
must compete with California 
growers getting 30 tons of berries 
an acre for a seven-month period 
compared with 10 tons an acre 
for a much shorter season here 
Competition with Alberta and 
the U.S. Is fierce In too potato 
field and B.C. tomatoes are often 
left on the vines because of com 
petition.
Dr. McLean said too cost of 
production can be reduced as the 
size of the farm Is Increased. B.C. 
wito less than half its arablo land 
being used, therefore offers won­
derful opportunities. ' '
Fans Name Six
MONTREAL (CP) — Winnipeg Valdez, Calgary; Johnny Bright,
Blue Bombers have earned 10 of 
the 26 Western all-star positions 
for the third annual East-West 
Shrine football game here Dec. 
7, it was announced ’Tuesday 
night. , '
The Bombers dominate their 
section as fans named six Winni­
peg players to toe 14-man of­
fensive unit and four to the de­
fensive team.
Edmonton Eskimos, league 
champions who buckled in a bit­
ter, three-game playoff for Grey 
Cup representation, had seven 
men chosen—four on offence, 
three defence.
Vancouver had one offence, 
three defence, Calgary two of­
fence and one defence and Sas­
katchewan Roughrldcrs one In 
each division, . .
The Western team, which will 
bo handled by Bomber coach 
Bud Grant and assistant Wnync 
Robinson: _ ^
Offence — Ends: Ernie Pitts, 
Winnipeg, Jack Gotta, Calgary; 
tackles: Roger Nelson and Reed 
Henderson. Edmonton; guards: 
Reggie Whltohousc, Saskatchc- 
wan; John Michaels, Winnipeg; 
centre: George Druxman, Win­
nipeg; quarterbacks; Jackie 
Parker, Edmonton, Kenny; Ploen, 
Winnipeg; backs: Gerry Jhmes 
and lx!0 Lewis, Winnipeg; A1
Edmonton; punter: Vic 
man, Vancouver.
Defence — Ends; Norm Field- 
gate, Vancouver, Herb Gray.l 
Winnipeg: tackles: Buddy Tins­
ley, Winnipeg, Art Walked, Ed­
monton; guard: Steve Patrick,! 
Winnipeg; linebackers: Ted Tul- 
ley, Eidmonton, Ed Sharkey, Van­
couver, Bobby Marlow, Saskat-j 
chewoh, Gord Rowland, Winni­
peg; backs: Lynn Bottoms, Cal­
gary, Paul Cameron, Vancouver, 
Oscar Krueger, Edmonton. ./ 
Frankie Anderson, brilliant Ed­
monton linesman, was chosen butj 
a leg injury will mako him un­
available;
Santa Says:
TtiU advatisentem U nol published or displayed by the Liquor 
Conuol B ou d  c t  by the Govcfomeiiit o( Britiah Columbia.
lETTER T9 SPORTS EDITOR!
With the passing of Eddie Cou­
sins, Kelowna siwrU organizations 
have lost another valued mem­
ber. '
Eddie wa* one of the original 
men here who helped organize 
LHUd League Baseball and wms 
always ready to give of his tlrrto 
and help when needed.
All toe members, executive and 
players of the Kelowna Little Lea* 
gue Baseball organization offer 
their condolence to the bereaved 
family.
Youra t f u i y . . „ _ _ _
___________ JOE NEISSNER.
FAMOUS BRIDGE ,
The Golden Gate siisjwnslon 
bridge at San rranclsfo jjaai a 





VANCOUVER (CP) — immcdl 
ate federal and provincial work 
projects are needed to prevent 
widespread unemployment, Lib­
eral Leader Arthur Laing said 
Tuesday night. \
’’The lunch pail Is toe issue in 
B.C. today,” Mr. Laing told the 
annual meeting of toe Burnaby- 
Coquitlam Liberal Assqclation in 
the Cariboo Trail Hotel.
, ‘"fliorc is n very xorlous dc 
dine in business nnd the full ef 
feet will bo felt In six weeks. Out­
put in the province is not .running 
more than 60 per cent of |)otcn 
tlnl.”
Premier Bennett shovild call a 
conference of labor, monagement 
an<l municipal, and provincial 
government officials, to discuss 
measures to overcome unemploy­
ment, he said.
The  ̂province and Vancouver
Phone or mall your 
Christmas gift order to­
day , to OUT Circulation 
Dept. Don’t put it off.
for Someone Away from Hornet
•  SANTA’S RIGHT l Nows from homo In 
the form of a gift subscription to this 
newspaper, will make a wonderful present 
for someone on your Christmas list. For 
a son or daughter at college, a'> loved one 
In Service, or a relative living out of town 
who longs for news of all that happens 
here! ,
A GIFT subscription will say “Merry 
Ghristmaa" not lust once, but EVERY 
day! Long after other gifts are forgotten, 
yours will continue to bring the most wel­
come of all news—HOME NEWS I Plus, 
the enjoyable features that only one's 
favorite newspaper can provide!
IT’S SO EASY to o n ie r-ju s t give us 
the name and address of the person you 
wish to remember. Wo will announce your 
gift with a colorful Holiday greeting, and 
begin delivery at Christmas.
RATES: By currier, city and difilrict, 1 year, $13.00; 6 months, $6.50; 3 months, 
$3.25. By mail In B.C., I year, $6.00; 6 months, $3.50; 3 months, $2.00. Outside 
B.C. and U.S.A.; 1 year, $15.00; 6 months, $7.50; 3 months, $3.75.
SEND THIS COUPON TO THE DAILY COURIER ’
Tlio Daily Courier, *
Kelowna, B.C.
I I enclose $....  ............. . Please send The Daily Courier los'
should fo ld  W.OOÔOOO to M,000,- 
UOO worth of low rental housing 
and 12,000,000 of NBA funds 
should he .pul Into aludent lionslng 
at the University of B.C. which 
could also be occupied by teach­
ers on summer training.
"That’s jUKt a .itnrt.’ there arei 
hundr<?d* of things we am do that 
will pay without •utMidy.” he 
said. I
.•>*f***«»««**a4




Its Easy to place a Daily Courier W ant Ad -  Ph 2 8 0 2
Coming Events
THE SALVATION ARMY HOME 
League will be holding iU an­
nual sale Saturday, December 7, 
2:30 p.m. in the United Church 
hall, lan iard  Ave. 72-77-S3
THOSE WISHINO TO OBTAIN 
tickets lor the Senloar Otlzenf 
Turkey Stn>per December 17. 
May do m n o m  Mrs. T. Buchan­
an. Mr*. E. J . Thompson,. Mrs. 
J . B. McDonald, Mr. E. Pearce, 
Mrs. R, P. Hughs or Scotty;* 
Used Furniture Store. T9
Personal
DRAPES MADE EXPERTLY 
Free estimates. Doris Guest 
Phone 2481. 194
Help Wanted
WANTED — BAKER ~  Clean 
habits, dependable, preferably 
married man with some Canadian 




ATOR wanU work. Any type '  
machine anywhere. Phone 4653.
E DAILY CUUBIER 
WED., NOV. 27, 1151
Artkies For Sale
T h e  C o r p o r a t io n  o f  t h e  C i t y  o f  K e lo w n a  




This round bobbin beauty offers 
simplified threading, back-tack­
ing lever,' In a light, handsome 
carrying case. An unbeatable but 
I119J5 . . JEasy Terms
small deposit will hoW any 
Machine until Christmas
SEWING SUPPLY CENTRE 
05  Bernard . Phone 2092
.77
f r e e  DELIVERY CHOICE 
quality Christmas Trees. Darryl 
Delcourt. Phone 3190.
77, 78. 80. K. 84, 86
HUDSON SEAL COAT. SIZE 14 
Price 8325.00: Man’s cloth coat, 
size 44. price 850.00; also furni­
ture for sale. Phone 3279. tf
A  By-Law to aothwize AltnMkms and Additfims to f te  
Waterworks of T l»  Corporatioa of the City of Kdowna and 
the borrowing of Ninety thoiuand Dolhurs ($9(t,0(M).00) for the 
purpose of p a y i^  tlwrefor.
WHEREAS it has been found necessary to make alteratlims 
and additions to the Waterworks of The Corporation of the Qty
AND WHEREAS the estimated cost of the said alterations and 
adklitic^ is as follows:—
Craistruction of two thousand five hundred (2,500) feet. Class 
150, ten (10) inch main on Gaston Avenue from Ellis Street to 
Richter Street and on Richter Street from Gaston Avenue 
(^wston Avenue 819,180.50.
Construction of live thousand six hundred and fifty (5,650) feet. 
r-in«« 150, ten (10) inch main on Richter Street from Roweliffe 
Avenue to Raymer Avenue:
CcmsLuction of seven hundr^ and fifty (750) feet. Class 150, 
yight (8) inch main on Cadder Avenue from Richter Street 
Pendozi Street: .
Construction of seven hundred and fifty (750) feet. Class 150,
eight (8) inch main on Rose Avenue from Richter Street to Pendozl_______
Street and construction of seven hundred and fifty (750) feet, Class as follows
debentures may be written, or they may be stamped, printed, 
Uthograidied, or be In other tacsindle form. . . . . .  * *
4. The said debentures shall bear date the Thirtieth day of
December. 1957 and shall be payable as . . .  ,
Three Thousand Ddllara (83.000.qo) on the Thirtieth day of 
December in each of the years 1958 to 1962 (Ind^ve).
Four Thousand Dollars (84.000.00) m  the Thirtieth day of 
December In each of the years 1963 to 1968 (tocluslve).
Five Thousand DoUm (85.000.00) m  the Thirtieth day of 
Decembw In e a c S ^  the years 1969 to 1973 (incisive).
Six Thousand Dollars (88.000.00) on the Thirtieth day of 
December in each of the years 1974 and 1975. .
Seven Thousand DoUars (87,000.00) on the Thirtieth day of 
December In each of the years 1OT8 and 1977. ^
5. The said debentures shaU have coupons in c h e d  for the
payment of interest at the rate of Five and centum
(5Vi%) per ntmnm on the amoimt of the said debentures, w d 
such interest shall be payable semi-annually on the Thirtieth day 
of June and the Thirtieth day of December, during the currency 
thereof, and both Interest and principal shall be payable to bearer 
in lawful money of Canada, at the principal office of the Bank 
of Montreal in any of the cities of Kelowna or Vancouver, British 
Columbia; Winnipeg, Manitoba; Toronto, Ontario; or Montreal 
Quebec: and it shall be so designated on tne said debentures and 
interest coupons. , j
During the life of the said debentures there shall be raised by
The Mayor of the said Corporatioa is hereby authorised to 
cause any number of debentures to be made in detmminaUems ot 
not less than thousand DdUars (81,690.00) each, not exceeding 
in the whole, the sum of Two hundred and ten thousand Dollars 
(8210,000.00). The said debentures shaU be scaled with the Seal ot 
The Oorporatimi of the City Kdowna and have attached thereto 
coup<ms tor the payment of interest. AM the debentures issued and 
toe coupems attached thereto shall be signed by the Mayor and by 
toe Treasurer of the said Corporation. The signatures to the coupons 
attached to toe debentures may be written, or they may be stamped, 
printed, lithographed, or be in other facsimile form,
4. The said debentures shall bear date the Thirtieth day ot 
December, 1957 and shall be payable as toUows:—
Six thousand Dollars (86,000.00) on the Thirtieth day ot 
December in each of the years 1958 and 1959.
Seven thousand Dollars (87.000.00) on the ’Thirtieth day of 
December in each of the years 1960 and 1961. .
Eight thousand Dollars (88.000.00) on the Thirtieth day ot 
December in each of toe years 1962 and 1963.
Nine thousand Dollars ($9,000.00) pn the Ttdrtieth day of 
December in each of the years 1964 and* 1965.
Ten thousand Dollars (810,000.00) on toe TWrUeth day of 
December in each of the years 1966 and 1967,
Eleven thousand Dollars (811,000.00) on the Thirtieth day of 
December in each of toe years 1968 and 1969.
Twelve thousand Dwars (812,000.00) on toe Thirtieth day ot
a rate S i r a t  toCTrforovc7“a^d ateve''aU Jtherrates ra  all re^llD ecem ^r in each of the Years 1970^^ 197L 
property subject to taxation for municipal purposes within The ThlrtMn thousand Dollars (813,(K ».^ on the Thirtieth day of 
cX»rati(m  of toe a ty  of Kelowna at toe same time and in toe December in each of the ^ a r s  1972 and 1^3. 
same manner as other rates, in the respective years, for toe pay- _  Fourteen tobusmd Dollars (M4.000.M) ot the Thirtieth day of 
ment of toe principal and the payment ot toe interest, toe a»"0'“ ^ P « e n ^  to eart
EXPERIENCED BOOKKEEPER 
full or part time. Apply Box 
3228, Daily Courier._________ 80
HOCKEY EQUIPMENT, uniform, 
size 30, all pads, socks, regular 
professional pants, 845. Phone 
8794. 78
For Rent
RANGE-FINLEY 875. Gurney 
Coal and Wood heater. Phone 
3980. 78
OFFICE SPACa: — FIRST floor 
f t  Heated, two restrooms, 
fwmt and back entrances, park­
ing space. 890 month. Long lease 
available. 453 Lawrance, phoM 
2414. ^
BUDGIE BIRD BLUE with 
new chrome cage and stand—825. 
Phone 6090. 78
PIANO, MARTIN ORME. Walnut, 
medium upright, good condition, 
8300. Phone 7347. 78
PENDOZI—2124—Wen furnished 
Bachelor suite, downstairs, large 
living room with fireplace, bed­
room, private screened porch. 8M, 
Phone 4205. 78
HEATER, ENTERPRISEl-CO^ 
and wood burner, heats five 
rooms, 835. Phone 8403. ___ 79
f o r  r e n t
famUy home.
— 3 BEDROOM. 
Phone 8971. 78
TWO OFFICES ABOVE BEN­
NETTS Store, one facing Ber­
nard Ave. Newly redecorated 
These offices offer heat, Ughts 
and are an ideal location. Apply 
office at Bennett’s Store. 81
MODERN 2 BEDROOM UN­
FURNISHED *bungalow for rent 
Dec. 1. Near Benvoulto school. 
Phone 82^.
PRINCE CHARLES LODGE — 
Booms, days, week or month. 
Community kitchen, fully equip- 
p ^ ,  924 Bernard Ave. Phone 
4124._______ _
iUUR ROOM SUITE NEWLY 
decorated, furnished, heated. Air 
conditioned. Private entrance, 
Phone 3104. ^___J f
Equipment Rentals
150, eight (8) inch main on Raymer Avenue from Richter Street to 
Pendozl Street 844,659.00 '
Construction of one thousand four hundred (1,400) feet, Class 
150, eight (8) inch main and one thousand six hundred and fifty 
(1,650) feet. Class 150, six (6) inch main on Richter Street from 
Gaston Avenue to Broadway Avenue $15,615.00
Supervision, Engineering and Contingencies 810,545.50 
making a total estimated cost of Ninety thousand Dollars 
($90,000.00); ^ .
AND WHEREAS the amount of the assessed value for muni­
cipal purpose of the taxable real property within The (Corporation 
of the City of Kelowna for each of the three years preceding the 
year in which this'debt is to be created is as follows:—
The year 1954, Thirteen million, eight hundred and eighty- 
four thousand, eight hundred and thirteen 
Dollars and eighty Cents ($13,884,813.80).
The year 1955, Fifteen million, six hundred and eight-five 
thousand, four hundred and six Dollars and 
Eighty Cents ($15,685,406.80).
The year 1956, Seventeen million, one hundred and forty- 
five thousand, two hundred and seventy- 
seven Dollars and eighty C e n t s  
($17.1(5,277.80);
AND WHEREAS toe depreciated value at December 31st, 1956, 7.
Year Principal
1958 ________  8 3,000.00
1959 __   3,000.00
1960 ________  3,000.00
1961 ________  3,000.00
1962 ................  3,000.00
1963 .................  4,000.00
1964 .................  4,000.00
1965 .................  4,000.00
1966 . . . ______  4,000.00
1967 ________  4,000.00
1968 ________  4,000.00
1969 ...............   5,000.00
1970 .........    5,000.00
19/1 .................  5,000.00
1972 .................  5,000.00
1973 .........   5,000.00
1974 .................  6.000.00
1975 .................  6,000.00
1976 ...............   7,000.00











































TOTALS ......... $90,000.00 $59,510.00 $149,510.00
FLOOR SANDING MACHINES 
and POLISHERS now available 
for rent to Kelowifti. B. and B. 
Paint Spot Ltd., for details Phone 
3636. 97
________ __________________________________ -I-- The C:orporation of the City of Kelowna niay, from time to
of toe electric light and power system owned and operated by the 1 time, repurchase any of toe said debentures at such price or prices 
municipality is ^ e e  hundred and seventy-two thousand, five!as may be mutually agreed upon and no reissue of any such 
hundred and »seventy-five Dollars and seventeen Cents debenture or debentures shall be ma(Je to consequence of such 
(8372,575.17), and of the waterworks system owned and operated repurchase. .
by the municipality is Four hundred and seventy-nine thousand, 8. This By-Law shall come into force and take effect on
one hundred and fifteen Dollars and thirty-nine C^nts ($479,115.39); December 30th, 1957. '* ..................... . . .  -I _ .  _ - • ----------  •‘Water-
Property For Sale
MACHINE SHOP AND HEAVY 
hardware store, fully equipped. 
Living quarters above store. 
Building combined. A real oppor­
tunity for right party. Qosest 
machine shop is 50 miles. Inquire 
at Box 280, 100 Mile House. B.C.
81
ETHEL AND LAWSON—BASE- 
MFNT* suite, three rooms, bath, 
unfurnished, heated, $60 month. 
Phone 7825. 77
Fuel And Wood
'This By-Law may be cited for all purposes as the 
works Improvement By-Law, 1957”. . „
Read a first time by the Municipal Council this Twenty-first 
day of October, 1957. . . . ,
Read a second time by the Mumcipal Council this Twenty- 
first day of October, 1957. . .  „  „ A. , , . i
Read a third time by the Municipal Council this Eighteenth 
day of November, 1957. .
Received the approval of the Inspector of Municipalities the I
December in each of toe years 1976 and 1977.
5. The said debentures shall ihave coupons attached for the
payment of interest at the rate of Five and one-half per centum 
(5%%) per annum on toe amount of the said debentures, and such 
interest shall be payable semi-annually on the Thirtieth day of 
June and the Thirtieth day of December, during the currency 
thereof, and both interest and principal shall be payable to bearer 
In lawful money of Canada, at the principal office of the Bank of 
Montreal to any of toe cities of Kelowna or Vancouver, British 
(tolumbia; Winnipeg, Manitoba; Toronto, Ontario; or Montreal, 
Quebec, and it shall be so designated on toe said debentures and 
interest coupons. . . .
6. During the life of the said debentures there shall be raised by
a rate sufficient therefor over and above all other, rates on all real 
property subject to taxation lor municipal purposes within The 
Corporation of the City of Kelowna at the same time and in toe 
same manner as other rates, to the respective years, for the pay­
ment of thfc principal and toe payment of toe interest, the amounts 
las folows:— - _  . .
Tear Principal Interest Total
1958 ................  8 6,000.00 8 11,550.00 8 17,550.00
1959 ..................  6,000.00 U,220.00 17,220.00
1960 __________ 7,000.00 10,890.00 17,890.00
1961 ....................  7,000.00 10,505.00 17,505.00
1962 8.000.00 10,120.00 18,120.00 »
1963 _______   8,000.00 9,680.00 17,680.00
1964 -______    9,000.00 9,240.00 18,240.00
1965 .................... 9,000.00 8,745.00 17,745.00
1966 ................... 10,000.00 . 8,250.00 18,250.00
1967 ...•.............. 10,000.00 7,700.00 17,700.00
1968 ................... 11,000.00 7,150.00 18,150.00
1969 ...............   11,000.00 6.545.00. 17,545.00
1970 _________  12,000.00 5,940.00 17,940.00
1971   12,000.00 5,280.00 - 17,280.00
1972 __________ 13,000.00 4,620.00 17,620.00
1973 - - .! ! . . .- . .  13,000.00 3,905.00 16,905.00
1974 . . . . . . . . . . .  14,000.00 3,190.00 17,190.00
1975 _____. . . .  14,000.00 2,420.00 16,420.00
1976   15,000.00 1,650.00 16,650.00
1977   15,000.00 825.00 15,825.00
totals - i . - .  $210,000.00 $139,425.00 $349,425.00
f u l l y  MODERN VERY clean 
self/contatoed heated Cabtos.l 
Phone 3910.
t h r e e  b e d r o o m  HOME, GAS 
furnace, wired for range. Boxj 
3231 Kelowna Courier. 771
BOOM FOR RENT, COLSE IN,
aulet. ground floor. Phone 3599. , . . .quiei, growl 77 1054 ELUS ST. - PHONE 2016
:____________________  ■ ■ 79
SLEEPING ROOM FOR WORK- —̂ —  ----—  ^
ING people only. 1052 Bernard CLEAN DRY SLAB WQOD̂
Ave. Phone 4530. , 82] mediatae delivery. , Phone
McLeod River Hard and 
Drumheller
C O AtS -  BRIQUETTES
FIRELOOS 
(Compressed Sawdust) 




AND WHEREAS the amount of the existing debenture debt of|9.
The Corporation of the Ciiy of Kelowna is One million three 
hundred and twenty-seven thousand, three hundred Dollars 
(81,327,300.00) of which no portion of toe principal or interest is to 
arrears;
AND WHEREAS a Certificate of approval of toe proposed alter­
ations and additions has been obtained to accordance with toe 
provisions of the “Health Aqt” ;
AND WHEREIAS a certificate of approval of the proposed] i  to  r l 01 m  im 
alterations and additions has been obtain^ to accordance witii toe Twenty-second day of November, 1957. ,
provisions of toe “Water Act” ; Received toe assent of the owner-electors of The Corporation
AND WIffiREAS toe apprwal of toe Inspector of MunidpaUU« City of Kelowna on the day of ‘ ^ e ^ i ^ f a t i o n  o7 of Kelowna may, from time to
has been obtamed to accordance with the provisions of the . . . . — . . — . . .  . . . .  .........' j v,„ xv.  MnnJoinai time reourc^e any of the said debentures at such price or prices
“Municipal Act” ; 1 Reconsidered, finally passed and adopted,by toe Municipal t iu i .  P ncm>pd unon and no reissue of any such
AND WHEREAS a Certificate of PubUc ^nyenience and Council of The Corpwration of the City of Kelowna this .................. d®b^toe^or be macie to consequenceTf such
Necessity covering toe proposed alterations and additions has been day of December, 1957. 1 debenture or aeoenmres snau oe muuc
granted by the Public Utilities Commission;
AND WHEREAS the sum of Ninety thousand Dollars ($90,000.00), ---------  Ae«n»Mavnr
is toe amount of the debt which this By-Law is intended to create; I ACimg-mayor,
AND WHEREAS it is necessary for the said pufpose to raise
by, way of loan upon the credit of The Corporation of the City of 1 ■ Clerk.
Kelowna the sum of Ninety thousand Dollars ($90,000.00) and to' 
issue debentures therefor payable as hereinafter provided;
debenture or debentures
8. This By-Law shall come into force and take effect on Decem-
ber dted for all purposes as the “Sewage
Treatment Plant Improvement By-Law, 1957”
of
Read a first time by the Municipal Council this Twenty-first 
T ak e  notice that the above is a true copy of the proposed O ctober. 1957.
^!!^fWr«oratinnI by-law upon which the vote of the owner-electors of the municipality  ̂second time by the Municipal Council this Twenty-firstNOW THEREFORE toe Mumapal Councti of The Corporation^aw  l ^
the City'^of Kelowna, itL open meeting assembled,,*enapts 1957, between toe j^ggd a toird time by the Municipal Council this Eighteenth
follow^—- _ rpi,. nf the Titv houTS of eight o’clock in the forenoon aUd eight o’clock in toeU g- November, 1957.
_________ , ^  .Received the assent of the owner-electors of The Corporation
B.C., this Twentieth day of November.Lj ĵjg j,f Kelowna on the .................. -................. —  oay of
-I ' -----f 195T*-
G. H. DUNN, ■■■*-■ RVconsiderc^ and-adopted by the Municipal
Municipal Clerk, -jhe Ck>rporation of the City, of Kelowna this — - .— —
day of December, 1957,
recital of this By-Law, 
Dollars ($90,000.00)
2
at a  cost not to exceed Ninety thousand|vote *lt*^Kelowna
im- 
7073._ _____________  00
DUPLEX — TWO BEDR(X)MS,|______:— ---------------— ——
few minutes wito from Post Of-|wiLL FILL ALL ORDERS OF 
flee. Available December 15. sawdust $12 a unit. E. B. Sailer, 
Apidy Box 3226. Courier. 781 Armstrong, B.C. 78
PENDOZI-2451 — SUITE, torn- SAWDUST $25 LOAD, DELIVER- 
ished, heated, two rooms, private ED to town. V. Welder. Phone 
borne. MO month. Phone CT05. |2712, 78
97
GLENN AVE.—  858 — LARGE, 
warm, bedw m , private hpme.
La Vq)*7v*wvW«vw/• . , , I IQfCT
That the Municipal Council of The Corporation of the City 
of Kelowna is hereby autiiorized to raise by way.of loan from any 
person or persons, body or bodies corporate, who may be willing 
to advance the same on the credit of the said Corporation, by way 
of the debentures hereinUfter mentioned, a sum of-money not 
exceeding in the whole, the sum of Ninety thousand Dollars 
( ^ , 000.00) and to cause all such sums so raised and received to be 
paid to The Ckirporatioh of the City of Kelowna for the purpose and 
with the objects hereinbefore recited. - , .
3. The Mayor of the said (Corporation is hereby authorized to 
cause any number of debentures to be made in denominations of 
not less than One thousand Dollars ($1,000.00) each, not exc^ding in 
the whole the sum of Ninety thousand Dollars ($90,000.00). The said 
debentures shall be sealed with the Seal of The Corporation of the 
City of Kelowna and have attached thereto coupons for the payment Sewage
Building Materials
A By-Law to authorize ite ra tions and Ad^tions^to ‘I*® B.C oOjJ® and
ity of elo na and have attached thereto coupons lor me pay ent [se age Treatment Plant of The Corporation of the Lily , 01 a ^  Herbert has been appointed Returning Off’
of interest. All the debentures issued and the coupons attached ||)g borrowing of Two hundred and ten thousand ĵg purpose of taking and recording the vote of*the electors
thereto shall be signed by the Mayor and by the Treasurer of t h e l * ($210,000.00) for the purpose of paying therefor,  ̂ . «
said Corporation. The signatures to the coupons attached to toe wouare
laundry facilities’, 85 week. Phone ESMOIGl LUBfflER CO. LTO, 
1̂ 227. 781 for all Bullctog Supplies. Speclal-
iBEDROOM. F t e  HOME Privi-
leges, quiet private home,
. pl(Qred gentleman. ■ 830 month,
Phone 2403.
78 for a l Building Supplies „
Plywood. Contractors
_______ Solicited. Phone or
em-lwire Orders Collect. 3600 E. 
Hastings St., Vancouver, B.C.
^  GLenburn 1500.
SUITE)—TWO R(X)MS IN Beleve- 
dere furnished or unfurnished. 
Apply 564 Beniard Ave. or Phone 
2080. 781
a ROOM FURNISHED SUITE. 
Jkeated, to good home. Phone 6705.
u*
Cars And Trucks 
For Sale
W a n t^  To Rent
PONTIAC AUTOMATIC 
power brakes, seats, windows 
tinted glass, low mileage. Phone 
3100. 77, 78, 80, 82. 84, 86
— ------ ----------- -------------- = r |l9 5 3  FORD VICTORIA HARD-
CABIN OR SMALL FURNISHED TOP, tolly equipped, must be 
house, a children to family. Box sold. Apply 1028 Coronation Ave 
S815. Courier. , 78|or during day phone Bill
--------------------------- Wolken at 2232.
BoanI And Room WATCH •T:ARS a n d  TRUCKS
____________  _  ___ „ ,..fo r  8alo"-^toere are some great
t h e  g u e s t  HOUSE)—806 BERk^fgains fisted every issue of too 
NARD AVE. Phone 3941. ___ W1 courier. 32-tlf
PENDOZI 2541 — ROOM AND 
BOARD, three meals dally, pri­
vate home, young employed__
gentleman, 165 montli. PhonejcAR 
6705,
Auto Financing
PENDOZI — 2538 
Board, three meals
BUYERSI BEFORE YOU 
97|buy your new or late model car, 
TinnM'ANn Bco us about our low rost flnan
oom.|dng service, available for cither
i S S f f78
GRAHAM STREET. 1475 — B ^  
loom, breakfast served, to quiet 




The Corporation of the City of Kelownaj 
BY-LAW ~No. 1921
Acting-Mayor.
. . . . . .  ............. — City Clerk.
Take notice that the above is a true copy of toe proMsed by-law 
upon which toe vote of the owner-selectors of the m uiuclp^^  will 
be taken at the Community Health Centre, 3M Queensway, Kelowna, 
R C* on the Twelfth day of December, 1957, between toe hours of
$ (h <t (t d*^  V
D O  Y O U  W A N T  O V E R  12 %
O N  Y O U R  M O N E Y ?
INVESnGATE THIS NOW!
4 Self contained suites, each with electric range and refrigerator. 
2 furnaces, 3 garages. Close to schools, churches and shopping. 
Excellent terms if desired. ONLY $21,000 full price.
WHEREAS it has been found necessary to make alterations andU957. 
additions to the Sewage 'Tfeatment Plant of The Corporation of the
' the estimated cost of the said alterations a n d — _
Dated at Kelowna, B.C. this Twentieth day of November,
G. H. DUNN,
Municipal Clerk.
additions is as follows:— ««ortAoa
Primary Clarifier ............................$45,
Secondary C larifier............... ............ 2 ,m M
Digester ....... ............ .................................. .............
Sludge Drying Beds ......... .....................
Site Improvement ............... -..............................—
Tools and Equipm ent....... .......... -.........................
Engineering and OontIngencies_.— — ..  35,(^.«J
W ORLD NEW S BRIEFS
CHRISTMAS TOUCH ^
OSLO (AP) — The Norwegian 
1 Army will ship 15 Christmas treos 
to Norwegian troops of the W K F 
stationed on toe fringes of the
BEST H O M E B U Y
$15,900 —  CASH $3,950
Spacious living room, large kitchen with nook, 2  bright bed­
rooms, full basement with excellent extra room, automatic 
forced air heating. Attached garage. Fenced, landscaped lot.
ard Ave,, Kelowna, B.C. 77
3ti4 BcmiWd Ave.
Geo, Gibbs—8900
&  M EIK LE LT D .
D a y i Please Phono 2127 
Evening Phones
Louise Borden—4715
making a total estimated cost of T^^o'hOTdr'ed and ten Christian Holy
Dollars ($210,000.00): , . I Records of Norwegian carols aiso
^ AND WHEREAS toe amount of the assessed value for munlcIpaU^iu be zent to peal from wud- 
D urnoses of the taxable real property within The Corporation of speakers, 
the City of Kelowna for each of toe three years preceding too year ninnER SPUTNIKS?
In which this debt is to bo created Is as follow^ j  j  ninhtv 1 RTU'nxiART (AP)-—Dr. Eugen The year 1954, Thirteen million, eight hundred and eighty-
■ four thousand, eight hundred and thlrteenlSaenger, a Wartime rocket cxiwn.
Dollars and eighty Cents (813,884,813.80). who heads West Germaiw»sp'io« 
The year 1955, Fifteen million, six hundred and f/sht-flve travriV  thousand, four hundred and six DoUars and prised i( toe Mxt Russian
eighty Cents (815,685,406.80). nlk weighs 2,204 pounds and gets
The year 1956, Seventeen million, one hundred and forty- to the moon.
five thousand, two hundred and sevenv- n o  MEDALS
^ ® B O N N  (AP) — Parliament has
(817,149,277.oU);
No white space.
Mtofmum lO words, 
Itnsectlon — . per word
a consecutive . ^
tnMvtlons per word
•  coKRecutlv* Insertions
or more  -------p(t|f word 8#
ClesdBed Display
Gap toftertton  --------- |LI9 toch|
•  consecutive
; insertions .............—  1J>6 tnchl
8 eoDMcnttvs InrarUcms ,
’ ' .......... -... . M  tnchl
8 count tines daily _8  0.0Q tnoothl 
Dally tor 8 moatbs _  830 moatol 
lEaeh eddlUons] tine .  ajMnuntth| 
One Inch daily —  1730 montol
:'v(une I n c h '
Ttimse w eek____ _ 1000 iwMito|
, The ratoedral ot St. Canlce st{ 
Kitkenny to U lnatet cojmty, Iie:| 
land, tiaM  hack to 1353.
R E A L ESTATE
O P P O R TU N ITY SEEKERS D O  NOT MISS TH IS O N E
 ̂ MOUERN APARTMENT WITH FOUR REVENUE SUITES.
3__1 Bcdrcmm, 1— 2 Bedroom. AU with own separate cniranccs and garages.
In excellent residential area of Kdowna. CIoms to school, churches, shojpplng. 
Approximate revenue of $300.00 monthly. i ^
PRICED T P  SEU. IMMEDIATELY AT JQ.OOO.OO. TERItlS AVAILABLE.
SEE IT A N D  BUY IT.
LUPTON AGENCIES LTD.
AND WHEREAS toe’ dcprcciated value at December 3 1 st, 1956,1 *^tod tliat West Gorman Bcrvlct 
of too electric light and power system ownef and operated by too
municipality is t t r e o  hundred and s o v o n ty - tw o ^  the Iron
hundred and seventy-five DoUars and seventeen COTto^8372,575.17),j , ohrmany and
and of the waterworks system owned and oMrated by Oio ™unlcl-l .. K ^  Hitler, woiM not 
p.Uly.1. hundred »nd
and fifteen DoUars and thirty-nine Cents (84TO,115.OT), , .
■ AND WHEREAS the amount of the existing debenture debt of »»»ny 
The Corporation of too City of Kelowna ‘“ OnbmUlton three 
and twenty-sevOn thousand, three hundred DoUars (81,327,300,00) of 
which no portion of toe principal or interest is in arrears;
AND WHEREAS a certlficoto of approval of toe proposed 
alterations and additions has been obtained in accordance with the
REX LUrrON 2519




MYSORE, India (Reuters) -  
U. N. Dhcbar, president of the 
Congress Party, appealed to wo­
men to go wihtout lipstick and 
save toe money for national de­
velopment. “The heavens won’t 
fall i f  there is a shortage of lip­
stick," he told a public meeting.
GENTLE REMINDER 
GENEVA (Routers)-A Swiss 
firm claims to have produced the 
world's first self-winding wrist- 
watch fitted with an alarm. Com­
bination of an alarm with auto­
matic mechanism hitherto had 
been considered Impractlcablo as 
such a watch was too bulky.
ELECTRIFIED LINE
HONG KONG (Reutcrs)-Work 
on the first electrified scctjlon of 
the Chinese raUroad system will 
begin next yoor. Peiping radio 
said a start would bo made on 
the Pnokl-Chongtu lino Unking the 
southwest and northwest, to be 
completed by the end of 1059.
R O O M  A N D  B O ARD  B Y G EN E A H ER N
i
orovlslona of the “Health Act” , . i
AND WHEREAS toe approval of the Inspector of MunlcIpaUlics 
ms been obtained In accordance wito toe provision* of toel
^ J ^ D  ̂ WHEREAS to sum of Two hundred and ton thousand 
Dollars ($210,000.00) is the amount of toe debt which Ui^ By-Law
* AOT^V& REAs'it is necessary foriho 
by way of loan upon too credit of The Corporation ot^tho City of 
Itolowna the sum of Two hundred and ten thousand,T^llars 
(8210,000.00) and to issue debentures therefor payable as hsroin-
"***n 5 w ' w ie RBFORE the Municipal Council of The Corporation 
of the City of KcloWna, in open meeting asscinWed, enacts as
r  “' dibI the Municipal Council of The Corporation of the Oto of I 
Kelowna Is hereby authorized to make alterations apd 
to too sewage treatment plant of too said Cc^ratiOT, w*4eteUed j 
to toe aecond recital of this By-Law. at a cost not to exceed TSvo 
hundred and ten Uiousand Doliara (82W,000^), J
2. TImt ton Municipal Council of Hie Oori^aticm of City 
of Kelowna to hereby authorized to raise hy Vay of toan Irani 
person or persons, body or bodies c p ^ ra to , wl» 
to advance the same on the credit of toe said Corporation, by w«w| 
of too debentures hereinafter mentioned, a sum of m ^ y  notl 
exce^lng to the whole the sum of Two hundred and ten thojisandl 
Dollars (8210,000.00) and to cause all |uch, suma ra .« teed  andl 
received to he paid to Tho Corporation of too City of Kelowna lor, 
Iha purpose and wiUt-toa obJeeto bclelnl/etora.reciteil. •
r  HaP0N ,.M3ire£ V 
SPUTTieiNSUKI A }
p im K o n im v o '
IXNOWIHEBOX \
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Labor Leaider Blasts Roligion; 
Humanists Sneer A t  Ignorance
VICTORIA (CP) — Ev»n«ell*t 
BiUy Graham b  a mc3»c« to the 
woim, labor aupportera claimed 
In a two^iour diicussfem Wth 
membcra o£ the Humanlit Pel* 
lowthip.
Discussing “Humanism a n d  
Labor,” Ed Haw, vice-fresident
WED.. »PV. V ,  IKTr U K  DAILY CODUEE
CONTRACT BRIDGE
"Gaslight” , Kelowna L i t t l e  
Theatre’s pr^uctlon for Wednes­
day and Thursday, December 11 
and 12, Is already In rehearsal ac­
cording to director, Ethelwyn 
Logie.
The play, termed a Victorian 
thriller by author Patrick Hamil­
ton lives up to this description 
every minute. The Little Theatre 
has brought its audiences many 
exciting moments in the theatre 
but never before have so many of 
these moments been packed into 
one play.
In the excellent cast arc experi­
enced actors. Charles Patrick 
gives a chilling, frightening per­
formance as Mr. Mannlngham 
the man who weaves a plot of 
dreadful cunning. Jean Chapman 
as Mrs. Mannlngham. the woman 
caught in thin* web of horror, once 
again demonstrates that she is an 
actress of comueliing sincerity.
Kelowna audiences will once 
again welcome Hugh Berneau of 
Winfield whose Intelligent and 
warm portrayal as inspector 
Hough brightens the darkest mo­
ments of the drama.
Diane Springer as Elizabeth, 
the cook, brings a breath of 
wholesome sani^ into the strain­
ed and evil atmosphere of the 
house in Angel Street, and Jean 
Creese, as Nancy, the pert ant 
pretty housemaid adds another 
and different note of evil.
Ethelwyn Logie, the director, 
has made a spendid choice in 
"Gaslight" which was described 
, during its New York run as "A 
masterpiece of suspense."
of Victoria Utoot Council, dnlm* 
ed labor r a ^  thought Graham 
was more of a menace than an 
asset as he "litters minds wiU> 
the supernatural instead of real­
ity." ,
(Xher points Mr. Haw made 
were:
Organized religion is more to 
blame for toe world's present 
troutdes than organized labor.
Labor has contributed more to 
humanism than religion or capi­
talism. •
In reply, members of the fellow­
ship claimed that:
Organized labor’s women ‘are 
pubdrinking their men.
Labor wastes, most of its in­
creased earnings on buying yse- 
less trash.
Labor leaders are more Ignor­
ant than.wise on most human 
problems.
ily a  JAT BECSEB 
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Irate Grocer 
Plans Milk Jolt 
For Bennett
COLWOOD. B.C. (CP) — An 
irate Colwood grocer yesterday 
startedf giving away free milk 
with food orders to jolt the prov­
incial government into amending 
itt "unfair” Milk Act.
Ernest B. Kay, owner of Hi- 
Way Super Market, Colwood 
Corners, said he was prevented 
by the B.C. Milk Board from 
selling milk at 20 cents a quart 
when purchased with $10 food 
orders.
“But the act doesn’t say any­
thing about giving milk away, 
so I'll do toat," he said.
Mr. Kay said he was protesting 
that ."It should not be illegal for 
me to sell at 20 cents when other 
stores sell at 23—and their actual 
cost is higher than that.”
He said the stores pay 23 cents 
to the distributors for their milk, 
and then must pay extra costs 




Opening lead — king of dia 
monds.
JThc declarer is frequently guid­
ed to toe best method of play by 
the line of defense his opponents 
select.
Declarer must presume that the 
defenders are doing all they can 
to defeat him and that they arc 
not acting against their own in­
terests. The declarer can there­
fore put to service valuable in­
formation he obtains as the de­
fenders choose their line of.de­
fense.
Observe in this instance how 
declarer can capitalize on know­
ledge acquired from the early 
plays made by the defenders. 
West opened the king of dia­
monds. OR which East played toe 
seven. West; anxious to put East 
on lead to return a heart, now led 
toe Jack of diarotmds. East won 
with toe ace and returned the ten 
of hearts.
The fate of the hand now 
hinges on South’s play. If the 
queen 1s played, toe contract is 
defeated. If the three is played, 
the contract is made.
Before making a play, declarer 
should attempt to delermino 
which defender has the ̂  king of 
hearts. H6 has no clue except that 
the defenders had It in their, 
power to arrange the heart lead 
at trick three to come from either 
defender. Since thb defense elect­
ed to have the hebrt lead come 
from East, it must be assumed 
West has the king.
Playing toe queen of hearts on 
the ten can therefore serve no 
valid purpose. Retaining the 
queen does, however, offer a leg­
itimate chance to make toe con­
tract. So declarer'ducks. a i^  wins 
the heart with the ace.
Two roundi-of trumps are now 
drawn and a, diamond is ruffed in 
dummy. The ace and king of 
clubs are then cashed. A heart 
is led. and West Is saddled with 
the lead.
Dummy is out of hearts and 
diamonds, and so is declarer. 
West has no club to lead. He must 
return a heart or a diamond.
Whichever he plays, dummy 
ruffs and declarer disposes of his 
club loser.
The elimination play, plus re­
tention of a suitable torow-in 
card, paves the way to fulfill­
ment of the qqntract_________
IP  I  H X P  KN O W N  ^  i=0«t A  
T H O U S A N P  V E A lt a  r r  W O U tO N T  
B E  A N V  tU fFettEN T. 6V B . VO U V E 
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Teachers Seek 
25.9 Per Cent 
Wa^e Increase
VANCOUVER (CP) — Elemen­
tary school teachers here will ask 
for a 25.9 per cent salary in­
crease in wage negotiations with 
toe Vancouver School Board.
The elementary teachers assoc­
iation issued a statement saying 
salaries here are 31 per cent be­
low the average for Canadian 
workers. T h e  wage increase 
would cost $1,285,90(L—equal to 
$3.25 a citizen—a spokesman lor 
the association said. -
The teachers will also ask for 
a decrease in the time needed 
before a teacher reaches toe max- 
inium salary level. At present, in 
some cases, a teacher must prac­
tise for 17 years before reaching 
toe top level.
Two Airlines 
Cut 140 Men 
From Payrolls
VANCOUVER (CP) -  Canad­
ian Pacific Airlines and Pacific 
Western Airlines have laid off 
more than 140 employees.
Russ Baker, PWA president, 
said his firm has laid off more 
than 80. Conversion of C-41^ air­
craft has been completed and 
with it the seasonal cutback.
"The majority of these men 
were hired to convert our new 
plane to a passenger-cargo one,” 
he said.
A CPA spokesman blamed the 
release of 60 men from his 
company on abandonment of the 
Manitoba - Saskatchewan routes, 
delay in toe arrival of Bristol 
Britannias and introduction of 
DC-6BS on many-domestic runs, 
increasing payloads and cutting 
flying times.
The prairie- routes have been 
taken over by PWA.
Bergen, seaport on the west 















































39. Piece of 
chair back
40. Measure of 
medicine
DOWN
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p h o n e d .
SHE SAID FOR VOU TO FORGET, 
THAT MESSAGE SHE 
GAVEVOU- 
MORNING
TV  Schedule -  CHBC-TV




5;30—Swing Your Partner 




C:55-Whafs On Tonight 
■ 7:00—Bank of Knowledge 
7:30—Canadian Pattern 
8:00—Boxing 







,  5:45—ChUdren’s Newsreel 




G-55-What’s On Tonight 
7:00-»Mcot the People 
7:30-Wrcs0ing 
8:30—Climax 
9:30—Music Makers *58 












DAILY CRYTOQUOTE — Here’s how to work it:
A X Y D L B  A A  X R 
la L 0  N G F E L L 0  W
One letter simply stands for another: In this^sample A is used 
Ifor the three L’s, X for the two O’s, etc. Single letters, apostrophes.
7:30—Miracle in Paradise Valley the len^h and formation of toe words are all hints. Each day toe




10:00-It’s a SmaU World 
11:00-CBC-TV News
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 30
4:30—Rice and Moderns 
4:45—Helly and Jam 
5:00—Here and There 
5:30—Count of Monte Cristo 






9:00-WIFU (Semi-Final) , 
10:00—A Matter of Importance. 
10:30—Cross Canada Hit Parade 
ll:0O-CBC-TV News
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 1





5:30—Perspective (Birth, of a 
Giant)
6:00—Game Country 
6:30—Father Knows Best 
V:0O-This is too Life 
7:30—Douglas Fairbanks Pres. 
8:00—Ray Forrest Show 
8:30—Towel Talks 




code letters are different.
A Crytogram Quotation 
Z V e  Z C P W J  J C  P W W  T A ’ AS Z H T ^ B  
C G G H B F C T  — V A S K  A S M .
Yesterday’s Cryptoquote: HE WAS THE MILDEST MANNER’D 
MAN THAT EVER SCUTTLED SHIP OR CUT A THROAT — 
BYRON. r .
Y O U R  HOROSCOPE'
----- — ,
S t a r s
tGRACIOUS,BOB, PIDATBUCK HITYOLI?]^ I  DON’T KNOW WHAT. HAPPENED, GRANDMA/ TH’ SHACK WAS FUUU O’KIOS...
...AN’I  JUST STARTED T* 
GO IKI TH’ DOOR T ’j r "  
'EM,WHENX HEARD! 
SOMEONE SAY...J
.r.WERF CCMeS 7U* TRUANT 
O W e s e ! ’.. AN’THAT'S '  
ALU I  REMEMBER/----
11*27
(fE/WPTY!ANPAl.L 
THE STORES ARE 
CU05EPI
ANP MINNIE ^  
DOESN'T answ er 
THE PHONE I
• I'L L  PAY YOU BACK 
TOMORROW, PALI
IFOR TOMORROW
AVOID extravagance now, and 
[don’t listen to those' who would 
[try to inveigle you into question- 
[able schemes or worthless in­
vestments of cithei* tiihc ;.or 
money. Stick to routine matters 
and be'realistic in all things./ 
[fo r  t h e  BIRTHDAY 
If tomorrow is your birthday, 
lyour horoscope indicates that, 
during the coming year, you will 
h a v e  many opportunities to 
prove how ingenious you really 
are. Some extraordinary fespon- 
sibilltics may be given to you 
and, where others would fail, 
your Imagination and originolity 
]in handling , them could bring
great prestige. All this, of course, 
if you 'work like a true Saglt- 
taiian. And all, too, leading^to 
unUsual ad>rancement in job and 
financial goals. '
Personal affairs wlU also be 
under plchsant aspects and, )n 
this coQuectlon. you should hear 
some heart-warming news late in 
March — possibly with a ro­
mantic angle. Look for some 
stimulating social experienceii 1 ^  
tween June and September; op-, 
portunltics to gravel In January, 
May, August and liFovcmber.
A child born on this day will 
be gentle and sensitive of nature; 
extremely competent in his life 
work. .
ALL IN FAVOR OF TAKiNO 
PiPTy CENTS PROW.
t h e  TREASURy 
FOR ICE CREAM SAy.^
Ripley'S BELIEVE IT O R  N O T
THE OLD HOME TOWN
HI ^  HUNTCR-
«MOOLU8CTO(b WHO 
WECBAtTUY SHOT Ml., a  
M iS R E T R B A T ^
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WE haven 't  g o t a  q uo rum  
WE SHOULD HAVE 
members .
1 L»u OB 
(2ISHT BACK!
OKAY-swear
l f y »










m o u u
V  HeULO, BAtPtfHM/ 
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OF A DOG IS
Ncw.iisTiM.WDor..' DONtVOUWABT h ' omi NO FUNKY Aflowr WHATA lOflftOO* 
I'VE wr.„
fM.iUl i
A 1 KNOW HE'S ^
6UPP0SI0TO M tONG,„T)Wrti'mi 
>• KIND OF DOG MS 16... A LONG yl 







F6UREI FORA D0(;iUAT,HAS (HIOWM FOUR FEET, )Hl .,  ̂  
8EEMS VIRV SMORTĤ HU
nw» wiwaaaeg;
f t m  TW tO U C H  " S ttB IT  NIGW T"
Bvis Preslejf Banned 
On Calgary Radiocast
CALGABY (CPI-f-RadtoEfaillOBj “Mr. Presley ilngi ttw C3irWr 
CKXL la Cklguy b u  wmounwd n»* nongi exactly aa we ejgwct- 
a programroliig baa oo a h* wouW," the itattoo sptAei-
n s i t f
« m * N o v . U 5T 8
T O D A Y 'S
STOCK Q U O TA TIO N S
L O C A L  a n d  D I S T R i a l  FU M ER T O N 'S
A
bum ik  Chrliteias «)0£» by Rock- 
And RdU finger Bvis Prefley.
A ftatkm ssKdcetmaa said; "Mr. 
Presley'S Ibtesl release' has. we 
feel, oo place on our slatiMi."
He said station officials had 
played the album through and 
decided that to give such a per­
formance over the air would 
"not be in Use interest of good 
broadcastiyag.'
man said in the interview. "Jt 
is one of the most degrading 
Uiings we have heard in some 
time.”
Presley was described as "pan­
ting" through such hymns as 
"SUent Night” and "O Uttle 
Towm of Bethlehem." He also 
sings a number of new Rock- 
Aiul-lloU type Christmas sonfpi
Supfdicd t9
J a m e s . C o p iU io ra e  a n d  B i r d i  L t d  
368 B e rn a rd  A w a . 
la s  a t  1 p j n , l
Tsday*8 Cloabig BiMesw M ees
AyiEMAcm
Neir Toih (Dew Jeoes)




I LO V E IT BOND QUOTATIONS




20 Industrials 406J10 -f366
20 Golds @.40 23
10 Base Metals 153J54 +  T6
15 Oils 134.44 -1-4.07
INVESTBIENT FUNTO 
Prices aneted on a net basis.
Continued from Fsge 1 ,
members to the meeting—Mr. 
Ojapto,. Drs. Harold Henderson 
sSd L. A. C. Panton. and Walter 
Goodland.
The weekly luncheon, served 
as a preUml|»ry to the formal 
opening ceremonies of the sclf- 
cimtalned, six-unit housing d ^  
velopment in the city’s north end. 
HEADED DRIVE 
. Mr. Winter handed out many 
bouquets to those wl» had helped 
in toe organization, but extended' 
toe warmest thanks of toe whole 
group to C. R. BuU, toe man who 
had done the bulk of toe organ­
izing on fund-raising.
Mr. Bull said he had felt the 
job to be too "easiest he had 
ever handled.” and described the 
metood of raising toe 10 per cent 
(rf toe the total cost that ..the 
society had been asked to obtain.
With an overall figure of $140.- 
000 in mind, he said, toe society 
bad decided to malje its objective 
$15,000. to take care of slack.
A selective canvass, with some 
of toe s u b s c r i t^  being asked 
outright to put .« P , 
money for bne-half unit, or $400, 
bad proven to be very satisfact­
ory he said. '
Four local organizations—toe 
Canadian Legion, Elks Lodge. 
Kinsmen and Lionsr-had put up 
$500 apiece, a move he termed 
"very'sporting."
The society had put up 10 per 
cent, Mr. Chapin reported, sh ak ­
ing as finance chairman., and toe 
provincial government h a d  
pledged itself for one-third of 
the total cost of the project.
The Central Mortgage and
Supplied by ^
Okanagan Investments Limited 
2@ Bernard Avenue, 
Kelowna. B.C.
(as at 12 noon E.S.T.)
Dominion of Canada
Bid Asked
5th Victory Loan 
3% due 1959 98.95 99.15
6to Victory Loan 
3*7. due 1960 97.95
7to Victory Loan 
Z% due 1932 98.55
81h Victory Loan 
3% due 1963 95%
9th Victory Loan 
3% due 1966 94% 94%
Provincials
Manitoba Hydro
due 197T . 101.00 —
Ail (Mn Compound 
AU Cdn Dividend 4.76
















P TA  Elects 
New Officers
EAST KELOWNA — At'a meet­
ing of toe Parent-Teacher Associ­
ation. held in the school, officers 
for toe coming season were elect­
ed. They are, president, Mrs. L. 
G. Evans; vice-president, Mrs ,D. 
Ehrans; secretary, Mrs. v E, J. 
Foot; treasurer, Mrs. T. D. Dy­
son. -
An invitation was received 
from toe South Kelowna PTA for 
members to attend an interna 
tional evening which will take 
tdace In December, at which Mrs. 
Lattey, of Vernon, will be guest 
speaker.
The children’s Christmas party 
was discussed, but no definite 
plans were made.
Igiter refreshments were serv­
ed. • '
A T  O K . CENTRE
Saskatchewan:
5% due 1977 
Ontario Hydro 
S':! due 1965 
Ontario Hydro 
5% due 1977 
Ontario 
5% due 1964 
Ontario 
5% due 1975 
Corporations 
Abitibi
4%'/.. due 1966 
B.A. OU 
5V4% due 1977 
B.C. Electric 
5%% due 1977 
Home Oil 
5% due 1971 
Woodward’s 
5% due 1977 
Inland Nat. Gas 
5%% due 1977 
Loblaw
100% -  
101% —
102%  -  










98.15: B.A. OU 
I B.C. Forest 
96.75 B.C. Phone 
jBoll Phone 












Housing gave the society a mort-i
gage of $38,300 at « P®*" Westcoast Tri''"C’’rate, to be amortized over a 5^ ^  jggg 
period of 40 years. . .. •
•liie CMH had also set the 
rents at $30 per couple and $20 
per single person, he said. Total 
revenue on toe portion of the 
project how completed would be 
$4,080 per annum, with toe up­
keep costs costs $4,068, giving the 
fociety $1 per month for toeur 
upkeep of the housing project.
Mr, Chapin expressed toe ur­
gency of having tenants fUl toe 
houses as soon as possible, to 
earn the revenue necesary for 








LONDON <AP) —Mqscow radio 
said today Soidet scientists have 
I devlsed-a“ sUent explosion" and 
Max dePfyffer, part atomic railway locomo-
of ̂ tte dub. who ^  tive pn the drawing boards,
cotode fOT Us wOTk'idto to M ? ^  broadcast said a Lenin-
ject. said he grad scientist found a method
privileged to work splitting rocks by running a hig i
^ c e r ^ .  to tonsion electric current throughtofr motion dedicating itotaiy to ̂ g^g^-
sponsor the move, on April 25, fragments are scattered
memlwr of t o e j o i^ ^ .  a S t S  P«r railway" linking the east and
west of toe country, the raUway 
th* luncheon the would have atomic locomotives 
o f t o e J r o j S t  capable of pulling trains weigh-
to3rSacT attoe«rne® o?Sm >K 5^^ 





















inter Kpe 40% 41%
Lucky Lager 4 .« 4.50
Massey Harris 5% 5%
McColl Fron 56 58 V
MacMiU B / 25% 26
Okan Phone 10% 11
Page Hersey 105 108
Powell River 31 32
A. V. Roe 14 14%
Steel of Can 50% 50%
Trans Mtn PI 66 68
Walkers . 75 76
West Ply 10% 11
OILS
Bid Asked
Cal and Ed. 20% 20%
Cdn. Husky 12 12%
Cent Del Rio 6.95 7.10
Fort St. John 4.20 4;30
Home Oil A 15% 17
Home Oil B - 15% 16




R. F. Borrett has purchased toe 
orchard from toe former owner. 
G.W. Strang.
The district extends a welcome 
to Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Wilson 
apd famUy who arc living in the 
A. W. Rogers property.
R. W. Johnson is a patient in 
toe Kelowna General Hospital.
John Terndrup has returned 
from a Visit to Vancouver.
E. Stdnke left during the week 
for Lac La Hache on a hunting 
trip.
L. G. Butler and C. Ross .have 
returned from a business trip to 
Yakima, Washington.
Annual Meeting 
O f Chuixh Group 
Monday Night
OKANAGAN CENTRE-Follow-1 
ing a  three month vacation per­
iod, toe monthly meeting of toe 
Woman’s Associatioir of S t Paul’s 
United Caiurch wa» held recently I 
at the home of toe president Mrs. 
P. W. Pixton.
Devotions *were led by Mrs. K,| 
K. Kobayashi. and ALrs. H. Mac-j 
farlane, during "toe Bible study 
period, read an interesting art- 1 
icle on ‘"rhe need fbr new trans­
lations."
It was reported that 60 pounds 
of jams and jellies were collect­
ed in toe society and shipped to 
toq Union 'Theological College as 
a gift to toe mamed students.
A “telephone Whist” party was 
planned for January.
'The next meeting will be. held 
December 2 and will be toe an­
nual meeting wito reports and 
election of officers.
The Wlnoka Cooperative Ex­
change closed down toe packing 
plant at the Centre on Tuesday. 




O K A N A G A N  MISSION,
The ladies of the U-Go-I-Go 
club held S' meeting at the home 
of Mr. Peter Edwards last week 
wito 13 members present. The 
raffle prize donated by Mrs. Edna 
Hughes was won by Mrs. L^ 
Schammerhorn.
The ladies decided to hold their 
Christmas party Monday even­
ing, Dec. 16, at toe home of Mrs. 
E ^ a  Hughes. Several ladies vol­
unteered to fill the bags for toe 
children’s Christmas . concert 
which will be held at the Com­
munity Hall, Dec. 19.
Next meeting will be held Dec 
5, at 2 p.m., at the home of Mrs 























Alberta Gas 12% •
Cap. Delhi 6%
N. Ont Gas .12
Trans. Canada C 22 . 
W Coast ViTl 27%
























' Courier’s Vernon . Bureau
VERNON—Frederick M ies, an| 
elderty Vernon resident, received; | 
no . fine in connection wito toe 
charge of driving without due 
care and attention.. {
Charge was laid in connection 
with a motor vehicle accident at 
29th and Barnard. Miles’ auto j 
pulled out into what he thought 
was a clear street, and creased 
toe side of another car, just stop­
ping for toe red light. Miles testi­
fied that he did not signal as he 
planned on going straight ahead. 
However, a power iwle at toe 
curb made it necessary to swing 
out.
Magistrate Smith ordered the 
75-year-old man to take a re-ex­
amination as to ' his ability to] 
drive.
iEN'S DEPT.
M«>'* Work Sox .. ........................... 2 prs. 1.49
'Men’s Dress S o x .................................7$c, 95c
BUD Nylm Tricot Dress Hiirts.
Regular 9.95. Christmas s a le ................... 8.95
Men’s AU Wool Tony Day V-Neck PnlloTcrs. 
CbrisUnas sale ...............-......................... $.95
JACKETS
Quilted Lined Jackets. Christmas sale ...6.95 
Washable Nylon Jackets. Christmas sale 10.95* 
sftede Jaeketi one only, regular 35.00. V]
g. Christmas sale .................................... .'i23.95ir
||| Sport Shirts — Ideal for Christinas Gifts f
BrtQ Villa, Regular 11.95. Christmas sqle 8.95 ^
Arrow. Christmas sale .................... ........2.95
Other Makes. Bluestone, etc...........3.95 and up
Men’s Dress Pants, No alterations at W,
this price ............. -...............  5.95. 6.95, 7.95 j
Men’s Ski Pyjamas, Christmas s a le .........2.95 S
♦ NO EXCHANGES • NO REFUNDS
* ALL SALES HNAL
POW ER FAILURE
Continued from Pai^ 1
retained them from way back In 
the pre-electrical era. /





LONDON (Reuters) -  Britain’s
homes with. large families. In General Medical Council today 
many instances children had to struck Dr. John Bodkin Adams, 
go to bed in toe dark,,, much Eastbourne physician, off the 
against their wishes. register of doctors, thereby pre-
Ufe in eve^, aspectT-buslncss, venting him from practising fur- 
social and hom ^w as at a com- ther as a doctor, 
plete atandsUll. Earlier this year Adams was
B.C. Power Commission office acquitted on toe charge of mur- 
a t Vernon, in an official state- dering a patient after a sensa- 
inent this morning, reported that tional trial at London’s Old Bailey 
toe cause of toe damage ;to the criminal court, 
cable was not yet: knovps but that The medical committee 'was 
dredglia'g operations in the vlcln- formally inquiring into Adams’ 
ity of the Okanagan Lake bridge conviction last July of various 
are being Investigated as a pos- cbdirges. Including forgery, false 
Bible cause. representation and attempting to
A BCPC official said the dami conceal drugs, 
aged cable will have to be raised The 58-year-o1d physician was 
to the surface of the lake for re- fined a total of £2,400 on these 
pairs and that equipment for that counts, 
work is being rushed to too site.
SECOND TIME | HANGED AS SPIES
The Vernon office said that re- AMMAN, Jordan (Reuters) — 
pairs would be . made vdtoout ky
lurtoer ttterrwUon to sew , a military court last week as 
' members of on Israeli'spy ring,
that this is wily toe second time ̂ g j^  hapgcd here Tuesday, 
that service has been interrupted' 
on the underwater cable. Last 
April m e cable was damaged by 
a  buUdoser near the Kelowna 
terminal of the cables.
Last Friday’s outage, occurred 
during a high -whul.'It lasted for| 
nearly three hours, and all of 
Westbank and Peachland, and 
CSIB&TV were similarly at- 
. fected.
, A BCPC spokesman said the 
wind blew over a transformer 
pda a t the westslde terminus of 
the cables, In a  spot not acces­
sible by road.
Power to the westslde was oft 
ftma S:W p.m. to 7;M p.m. It 
wss during that time, according 
to one Westbank storekeeper, 
that all available candles\wcre 
iht up. and further supplic* 




■ PRINCE RUPERT. B.C. (CP) 
—Mayor George E. Hills left for 
Ottawa to  negotiate with federal 
govqriiment officials for convert 
sioh of .toe federal building here 
into a city hall.
Th.e government has proposed 
extension of toe building, which 
houses post office, customs, fish­
eries and transport departments, 
but city council has requested 
that it be abandoned altogether 
by federal authorities and use< 
instead by toe tity.
The lAayor said before leaving 
that the proposed addition would 
"spoil the looks of our main 
street."
The Okanagan Mission Brownie 
Pack held a flying-up ceremony 
at toe school Nov. 19, Six Brown­
ies flew up \to Guides and were 
pftsented with' their wings by 
Mrs. A. F. G. Drake, who has 
been appointed commissioner for 
rural areas.
Those flying up. to Guides were 
Ursula Scott, Evelyn-Lee Matick, 
Meria Lemmon, Patricia Upton, 
Peggy Gordon and Peggy Willis. 
Parents of the Brownies were in­
vited to attend.
Girl Guides and Brownies di^ 
played their skill in ball throwing 
and balloon passing, and enter­
tained with various Guide  ̂songs 
Mrs. Matick, with the Girl Guides 
help, served light refreshments 
to'finish off a delightful evening.
St. Aldan’s Chiurch, 'Rutland, 
St. Mary’s Church, East Kelowna, 
and St. Andrew’s Church, Okana­
gan Mission, held a -successful 
bazaar last Week in toe Com­
munity Hall. Well over $600.00 
was realized, and this will go to 
toe general fund for Anglican 
Parish expenses.
Mr. Robert Braund, son of Mr. 
and Mrs. Don Braimd, left last 
wCek for Williams Lake, where 




HOLLYWOOD (AP) — Prince! 
Aly Khan is in town to visit his] 
seven-year-old daughter, Yasmin. 1 
The prince, who arrived -Monday, 
sbid'he h&® no plans to see Yas- 
min’s mother, actress Rita Hay­





The Pope today received West 
German President Theodor Heuss 
in toe first meeting in 54 years 
between a spiritual ruler of toe 
world's Roman Catholics and a 
head of the Gorman state.
The last German emperor, Wil­
helm II, had visited Pope Leo 
K ill three times, in 1888,1893 and
I m
Hindu Cult Kilb 
Boy For Sacrifice
NEW DELHI, India (Reuters) 
-Aborigines in central India of­
fered a young Hindu boy as a 
human sacrifice to their tribal 
god, the Hindustan Times re ­
ported Tuesday) 'The newspaper 
said toe boy kidnapped while 
his father was bathing .'in toe 
river, taken to a temple and der 
capitated, and'toe head laid be­
fore toe god as an offering.
The next tlme. ydh Bave a pre­
scription to te?flli^; take it to 
Long Super'Dnigs. Here toe 
competent and obliging phar­
macists will give you just what 
your doctor orders, vdto speed 
and courtesy. If you wish, take 
advantage of our free delivery 
service.
LONG
SUPER DRUQS LTD .
^ e r o  All K eloW ' BstwT
boug
had 
ofR o y  C S ia p m a n , m a iu tg o r 
n R B O - T V , s a id  a ll  tiurea chann els
a n d
4-1- it
l a s t  n i d i ’ s b la c k o u L  
V A L t l V  T V  O U T
(C h
CHI . “  “
(s e r v in g  K e lo w n a , V e rn o n  
P e n U c t r a )  w e r e  o f f  th e  a t r ,
W h i t *  co n sid e ra b le  In c o n ve n i­
e n c e  wtae c a u s e d , th e  te le v U lo n * 
a ta tlo n  b y  th e  o u t a g e ,, loss o f  
s e v e n u e  w B t  n o t  b e  to o  g r e a t , as 
m o o t o f  la s t  n iiU it’ s  p t ;( ^ a m s  and! 
c o m m e r c ia ls  c a n - b e  reschedulqdj 





NOW SHOWING—DOUBLE BILL—7;00 and 8;35 pjn.
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BARGAINS IN FU M ERTON'S
C H ILD R EN 'S  D EP T .
Boys’ 3-Piece Snow Suits ■ 
Boys* 3-piece Snow Saits
Reg. 13.95. Now.............  11.95
- Reg. 12.50. N ow ......... . 10.50
Boys’ WooI*Tweed Coat and Legging Sets — Sizes 3, 4, 5, 6, 
6X. Reg. 17.95. Only...................................................... 13.95
Boys’ Wool Fleece Coat Sets, 
mouton trim. reg. 18.50, now 
mouton trim. Regular 18.50.
Now__________________16.50
Girl’s Coat Sets, wool and 
wool ileece:
Regular 16.95. Now ........ 12.95
Regular 18.95. Now ------ 14.95
Regular 17.95. Now 13.95
Regular 14.95. Now ........ 10.95
1 only Poodle Fabric Coat Set
in wWte, size 3.
Regular 16.95. Now .........12.95
Pastel Colored Snow Suits. Sizes 
1. 2, 3, 3x.
Regular 10.50. Now only ..8,50 
Teen-Age Girls Costs in twcOd, 
etc. Regular 27.95. Now ..23.95 
Wool Car Coats with fur hood, 
sizes 10, 12, 14. Regular price
17.95. Sale price ............... 14.95
Suede Frontier Jackets, sizes 
4-18;
Regular 10.50. Only _____ 8.95
Regular 9.95. Only . . . . . __7.95
Regular 7.50. Only ______5.95
B O Y ’ S D EPAR TM ENT
Day’s Corduroy Longs
Christmas Special......
Boys* Dress Pants— N̂o alterations at
these prices ..................... 2.95 and 3.95
Boys’ Jackets — Christmas Sale— ,
3.95, 7.98, 10.95
WON’T SEEK BE-ELECmON 
PENTICTON (CP)—Aid. J. G.j 
Harris says he will not seek re-1 
election ifi the. civic elections 
next month. During eight years oh| 
toe city council. Aid. Harris serv­
ed bn every committee and is! 
now bead of the board of works 
committee. His decision leaves 




Ladies Ballerinas A  / l O
Regular 4.95. Sale
Ladies Beige, high heel pumps O  A<Ok
Regular 5.95. Sale .......................
Ladies’^Tan Moccasins A
Regular 3.95. Sale ...............
Ladies Low Rubbers, with Cuban or walking 
heel. Size 4 to 8%. Regular 1.95 A E S  a
and 1.75. Sale price ............-.........
Look! LookI Boys!
7%’f Jogger Boot, 11.95. S a le ............ . — 8.95
jUleii’s and Bdy’s Loafers. Sale ................. 4.05
Boy’s Hi-Top Boots, 7.95. Sale — —. — .5.95 
Assorted Dress Shoes, 8.95. 7.95. All for ..5.95
Work GSlter Boots,' 7.98. Sale .................. 5.98
Assorted Work Boots. 10.95. S ale ....... .....7.95
Men’s Black Dress Oxford, shu-lok 
style, 11.95. Sale , ............... u .................... 7.95
Full Fashioned Nylons — < 
51 and 60 . gauge. Reg. 
value up to 1.50.
Sale P ri(x_— ... 95c
Ladles Gloves — All sizes 
and colors. Reg. up to 1.95.
Now—
7 5 c -1.0 d & l,2 9
Ladies* Handbags 
up to 4.95. Now—
Reg.
1.4 9  and 2;49
ladies’  lingerie
Discontinued lines of Bras­
sieres, regular 2,50. Sale 1.49
Nylon, Cotton and Lingerie 
silk slips at 1.95; 2.95 to 3.95
Bayon Gowns -.,.1.4^ to 2.95
Nylon Gowns
.i..l.95, 3.49 to 6.95
N y l( m  B a b y  D o l l s ...............2,95
C o tto n  B a b y  D o lls  . . . . . . L 9S
Sweaters
, * ' ' , I '■
L o n g  B le a va  P iillo ve ra  
a t  . . — . . . . 2.95,  B.49 to  5.0S
C g riU g a n s , a t  . . . . 4. ^  to  6.95
N y lo n . B o a r f S , .
a t ___ ^ . , . . . . . 4b>, (H9 to 75c
' ‘
s t a r  G l o , 2-p ly  w o o d , re g u la r 
98c  <ea., sale t  fo r  980
Sbower Curtains, set.. 1.95
Cottage Sets and Drapes — 




Real good value in skirts, assorted 
colors, straight styles and pleated
sty les.......... JI8..95;:- 5.95, 7.95, 8.95
Reversible Wool Thveed Skirts,
3 only . . . j ’.12.95
HoUandIa Suede jackets,
green- and red ........................8.95
Co^dutof Jackets, belted style, 
green and blue, red 6.95
Wool Plaid Golf Jackets ......8 .95
Suede Jacket, fully lined, 1 only,
reg. 26.95. now .................... .19.05
Rubberised Car Costs, in grey , and 
beige, to clenr — 8.05
Odd lines In Cotton Iloupie Dresses,
to clear a t .....................i;.,.,„.2.9l
(Gordon Quilted All-Weather 
Doats. Reg, 35.00, now. only ..17.05 
Odd.llneB In Dlouses, 
sllghtiy soiled ...J.....................1.95
, 1 ' .  ,
■ , Y a r i a g O 'V :- : ;
Importcfl \Vool Tweed
54" and 58!’ width, from ............. 8,9»:pcr yd.
P r in te d  p e llo n , 38"  w id e  ,1 ..........................  . . . . . . M 9 p e r  y d .
Printed felt, 36" wide ...............I ............ L«5 pee yd.
Puckered nylon, 42", wide J................. 59e to 1,19 per yd.
42" Navy Dress Crepe U 9  to U 9
57" Rayon Gabordfno
36" I^yon Plains apd Checks -i-rV95o to 1.25
pisstie Kiteben and Bathroom Designs, 86" wide'printed 
plastic reduced to ^  price,'.54” drapery and kitchen.
' ftortains, CoUago Sets, Cafe Style Sots and panels, ' 
from .................. . . . . . . , . . . . . , .^ . - . . . . , : . . I .9 5  to 2.95, 8.19
Blankets, Ayers Satin Bound Blankets, 20 per cent off 
tha regular price. >
s
D E P A R T M E N t S T O R E
■ "V,,, ■ ; ■ ' ' ; '
■i ■ J ■ i. , M. 4
n o s  W IL T  OOmiEK^ Wed.. K»t.  27, ISSI ^
DO W NTO W N KELOWNA
C H RISTM AS S H O P P IN G  S P R EE
DAYS
ONLY
T H U R S D A Y ,
F R ID A Y ,
N O V EM B ER  2 8 ,2 9 ,3 0
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The "Christmas^ Before Christmas
n s  OAILT COtmiEB |A  
NOV. *T. 1157'W
* Kv JOHN BAIDEII Ito benvra to live *faln with bis 
T>»co M  earn : «»xl*Ul H ^ S S  £ t L * «  t o l i t t b S
■>< C b ri»> "»* I* * “cventtiallar built 
Men and-to  Judge by the sUtc 
ol Roman* religion at the time 
when the history books begin— 
g ^ s  had sutaequently degener­
ated, the Romani set aside 
first a  day in each year and la ­
ter. under Augustus, a full w «» 
in which they endeavoured to live 
in a way of which Saturn wm4d 
have approved.
Y11I.E LOGS
older than Christmas itself.
The Roman Saturnalia coincid­
ed almost exactly with the m«vl- 
cm Christmas season—in spirit as 
well as In date.
fo r seven days from December 
17 until December 23 DO 
e«ild be declared. Masters wait­
ed uptm their slaves. •
Shops were eUwed and no pu^ 
lie or private business could l»  
trahsacted.
Celebrations were continuous.
DECORATED TREES --------------- -------- . .
The Romans decorated trees Roman religions had merged aitd 
with candies, presents were dis- some of the Orphic texts demand- 
tributed to children, yuk* loss.cd sacrifices to Saturn. form 
were burned in homes and in pub- the sacrifices were to take was 
lie places. 1 described by a Greek word which
The feasts were dedicated toj might mean either “lights or 
the god Saturn whose name wasi 
derived from the LaUn verb scr- 
ere. to sow. and who presided 
over agriculture and light.
The story was that Saturn 
came to earth in the form of a 
man In a golden age before e v e n !logs,
Rome was fo u n d e d . ' Since Saturn
It was he who taught the Ro­
mans the arts of agriculture hnd 
settled the nomads in communl-
that golden age under \he 
rule of the god. all men were
seem to derive from 
more ancient feaxt given to &l 
the sun god at the time of toe 
wlnUr solstiwr. «The word for 
this in Latin was Burmalia and 
a merging of this with ^ tu m  
produced the word SatumaUa 
Small wax doUs were made for 
the occasirm and given to 
child, tucked toto Wny f l l »  pack- 
ed with straw—very like In* 
ages of Christ In to# mani^r that 
are triditlwial at Christmas In 
many countries of Western Eui> 
opc.
Their origin'aw«ars obscure, 
is_ DUS UHia but it too.“ is probably to be
From lime found In the tradition of the olddisputes about the form the ccl<  ̂ promise of
bration should take. Greek and annual re-birth of the world
with toe return of the sun as toe 
days began to get longer.
Later, under the dissolute, d ^  
craved Emperor . Caligula, Ite 
celebration tended to degenerate
“men”. One party believed that 
human sacrifices were pnidcnt 
but a majority of orlesU sensibly 
decided that “lights" was the 
better Interpretation.
Hence toe candles and the yule
was also direct­
ly the god of agriculture, the 
candles were placed on trees, a 
custom petpeuiated in the mod­
ern Christmas tree.
Roman candles—a showy kind 
firework—Were another off-I uic aw. ................of firework—Were
Mual no wars were fought, and'shoot of this custom.
K ' - r ,  .or
CVlg;Ui«ivav4a •vwaw.̂ -- — jw--
into a week long orgy which often 
ended in riots and chaos. ^
The complete paral:^is of gov 
ernment and business did not mat­
ter too much In the dpys when 
Rome was hardly more than a 
city sUte. But in the day* * 
far flung empire, it tended to be 
disastrous.
Saturnalia became synonymous 
with drunken revelry.
ea r ly  f a t h e r s
For that reason, the early fath­
ers of the church were reluctant 
to establish Christmas as a feast 
which might end up the same
hundred years they held out, 
the e\en against any general rejoicing ov­
er toe'birto of Christ 
But toe Saturnalia never dietf 
and when, eventually, the church’ 
decided to elevate Christmas to 
toe status of an official feast the 
timing of toe Saturnalia wait 
toiniy one of the factors which 1 
nfleuaced the choice of a date. 1 
No one—then or now—was or Isj 
very sure about toe dale of; 
Cbrist’a birth and the elaborate 
toemries concocted by early the-i 
oioglam to “prove" on# date" or! 
another were not particularly 
convincing.
The opportunity to take over a 
pagan feasV and Christianise it' 
was too good to pass up. The. 
feeling was reinforced by the fact 
that toe Ctourch fathers were per­
fectly well aware of the original 
ncMe spirit of the Saturnalia and 
hoped that they could revive it.'
Now toe merger is so complete j 
that few people ever bother to, 
sort out the Christian elements In 
the Christmas celebration from' 
the earlier pagan strands.
The altar of Saturn lies in ruins 








sto c k in g s
' SWEATERS
All bcautifuUy. gift wrapped i ^
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May we suggest a Gift Cer­
tificate and let her make 
her own choice . . • Phone 
302S for details.
Uc m —  -----------------  j g y  DAILY COURIER WANT ADS FOR QUICK RESULTS .. '__________ _
TELEVISION CENTRE AND APPLIANCES LTD. "
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Electric Cars, Boats 
Plush Animals
Trains "i
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Revlon and Cutex Nail Sets 
Cosmetic Sets 
Musical Powder Boxes 








Home entertaimnent center! DeLuxe TV with giant^21” picture tube. 
Powerful superheterodyne radio, with tone control. 4-speed automatic 
record changer with twin sapphire needles, in convenient pull-out 
drawer. Two matching 6” extended range speakers. Smart wood 
grained cabinet, choice of Walnut, Blond or Mahogany finishes with 
matching tapered legs. Only 39;>i” W, 3 3 H,  2 0 ^  D.
Model 72 l-HLP-650
TV  Sets Priced from
H a
m i

















Clocks and Watches 
Men’s Novelty Gifts 




Men’s Fitted and Unfitted Cues 
Baby Gift Sets




Up to $60.00 I
In Trade-In for ^
Your Old Washer
■' ' ' &
Inglis sterling %
The finest Seml-Autotnatle iW. 
you can buy. Automatic m  
Timer , . .  set it and forget A  
It. Exclusive Chamber* W  
lain wringer plus all tha K  
other exclusive IngUs 
features.
Inglis Dclux
Second only to the Tnglls 
“Sterling", the “Deluxe" 
gives' you the advantages 
you get only In an Inglis 
— performance j . . beauty 
, . .  trouble-free operation.
Inglis Custom
Advanced design . .  ■ long 
life . . . smooth and easy 
operation. Giant 9 lb. 
capacity. Safety Lovell 
w r i n g e r .  Guaranteed 
“Hercules" Mechanism.




% UP TO  $150 
IN TRADE
on Your Old Stove
'■ot'
•  Fluorescent Lighting
•  AutemaUo Timer
•  Minute Minder
•  Timed Appllnnc* Outlet
•  Inglis Tubular Elements
•  Titanium Porcelain Top
•  Ranoh-type Oven
•  Visa-Dor
•  Storage Drawer
R eg.____ _____ $359.95




SENSATIONAL SAVINGS ON THESE FAMOUS
SUNBEAM APPLIANCES
Model 1 1W  M ix e r .  .  .  .  .  .  .  3^.95 
Model J  M ixrite .  -  -  -  -  -  -  16.95
0
Steam Iron 
1 0 "  Fry Pan 
! 1 2 "  Fry Pan 
T20 Toaster 
[Deep Cooker .  .  .
. .  13.95 
.  .  14.95 
. .  19.95 
^  .  26.95 
.  .  20.95
••Wlwro Afi Krftmiw Stwa"
'll,, ,i.f , ’ ,
4 4 1 B E R N A R D  A V E . Olflc«i fci K « b̂ «P»* V*fWW*» Kdownn
P H O N E  2 0 4 9
' \
. 'i ’ , " ‘ I p  '
, '.w
TOE BAILT COUBIEB. Wed.. K»r. tT. IM IL
» t g s ? M w t w « & « t w t p g t g g i r a t g < 9 H i s t g g i g s « » « g « ‘ &
BARR & ANDERSON PRESENTS
._ SAVE on GENERAL
Give Her the Gift That- Keeps On Giving!
General Electric A U T O M A T I C
WASHER and DRYER
Care-Free Wash Days Are 
This Easy To Buy
WAIT NO MORE. Here’s your big opportiinHy to eAd forever the 
drudgery of washday. FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY, you can buy 
the outstanding General Electric large capacity, automatic washer and i 
high speed automatic dryer at this special LOW, LOW PRICE
G .E . DRYER
Model P.D.A. 320 
WITH HIGH SPEED 
DRYING
•  New high speed air flow
system dries clothes last at 
sale, low temperatures. A 
typical size load ot cottons 
can be dried in less than 25 
minutes. •
•  Smooth porcelain enamel 
basket cannot snag or wear 
delicate fabrics.
•  Drying time selector gives 
you “exactly right” drying 
every time.
•  Large nylon lint trap located 
in door well for easy clean­
ing
•  Derates on either'230 or 115 
,volts.
G .E . Automatic Washer
Model WA 352
WITH FAMOUS ACTIVATOR 
WASHING
*0 Extra large capacity holds up to 50% 
larger clothes load than ordinary auto­
matics.
•  Simple control lets you stop, skip or 
repeat any cycle.
0  3-zone washing action cleans clothes 
thoroughly and gently clothes are 
tumbled through the 3 washing zones— 
soaked, flexed and gently scrubbed.
0  Choice of 1 to 15 minute actual wash 
time. Spin rinse and damp-dry periods 
follow automatically.
0  Water temperature selector enables .-you 
to pre-set water temperatures for all 
I fabrics.
|. 0  5 year written warranty on transmission 
parts.
Act Now — Limited Quantity 
SEE THEM TODAY
TERM S T O  SUIT 
Y O U R  BUDGET
Single Price
Washer .  228.00 
Dryer -  -  199.00
4 2 7.0 0
Plus Tear Old Washer
B O T H  for O n ly
Pius ycgir old washer.S  IVl lU U I rius lonr uia nasner —     g
g e n e r a l "
ULTRA VISION
TV SET
W ITH EV ER Y  ENGINEERING FEATURE T O  GIV E Y O U  P E R F E O  T O N E A N D  
LIFE-LIKE PICTURE C LAR ITY IN EV ER Y  AR EA
PLUS these Exclusive G-E Features
•  Stratopower Chassis 
0 22-Tubc Functions 
0 Dip-Soldered Chassis
•  Top Front Tuning 
0 Giant 21” Screen
0 Lustrous Wood Grain Cabinet with the new “Dynoc” finish that 
resists bums, won’t check from heat and resists water stains.
4 '
Regular List Price 329.95
SELLING AT A PRICE YOU WOULD NORMALLY PAY FOR 
A 2 r  TABLE MODEL •




D ELU X E AU TO M ATIC  SPEED COOKING
30" ELECTRIC RANGE
G E N E R A L  ELEC TR IC  \ 
S M A L L  A P P L IA N C E S  |
SALE I
G E N E R A L  #  ELEC TR IC
AAAGNETIC DOOR
HERE ARE JUST A FEW OF THE 
FEATURES THAT MAKE THIS THE 
MOST OUTSTANDING VALUE 
e v e r  OFFERED!
0 Automatic Element 
0 Automatic Griddie 
0 Automatic Timer 
0 Pushbutton Controls 
0 Giant Sized Oven 
0 Focused He^l^Broiler
•  Built-in Lamp
0 Two Appliance Outlets
•  High Speed Calrod Elements that arc actu­
ally Faster Than Gas.
POSITIVELY THE GREATEST 
RANGE VALUE OF THE YEAR
Selling nt a Price you would normally pay for 
a Standard 30” Range.
Regular List Price 339.Q0 
N O W  O N LY
BIG 10  CU. FT . CAPACITY PLUS
G.E. STEAM IRON |
\  F90 •
Reg. 19.95. K Q i ;
Special  ............ I J - V J
Model PJC 303 LIM ITED Q U A N T IT Y
m, G .E. F R Y  P A N
: ■ SI ' '
Bcg.Z}.95; MQK
Special ........ ....................  d
G .E .




^  Full-width Freezer
•  FuU-widthCbiUTray 
0 Butter Keeper
•  Twin Crispers
•  Colored-Styled Interior
REG. LIST PRICE $349
NO W  O N L Y
G  E; C O F F E E  
M A K E R
Rw. 29.9S
s r la A L
2 4 9 5
G .E . T A B LE  R A D IO  
G .E . P O R T A B L E  R A D IO
Model CM2. Reguler 5G.W. / f / t
Lesa M Icriea. Special  .......... • « ‘* 0 W W
Reg. 93.50. 
SPEUAL





O.E. Top-Up Toaater 








Act N o w
UM ITED Q U A N T IT Y
G .E .




O P E N  F R ID A Y  
T IL L  9 p .m .
594 B E R N A R D  A V E . (INTERIOR) LTD
■ : *'V >: ' ... ‘ / ..._____ _ L-.—_ __
)
O P E N  F R ID A Y  
' 'it lL L  9 p .in .v ;„
............... ' M .t
R H O N E  3039
* I i
MtMUWTKM: FOOD AND
■... ........... .......... ....I""'""” .. ........ ............. ...... ................"........""""'..................
How To Serve 
And Succour For Morning After
«oBiMii.Tcoimnai 2̂
WED., NOV. 17, 1*57 '
B r HAZEL METBICK
A Christmas party is like •  
pitched battle. You're more like­
ly to win If you’ve thought things 
out in advance and have plenty 
of ammunition, in the shape of 
food and drink.
There is nothing more embar­
rassing than that moment when 
the d i ^  runs out. So be as gen­
erous as you can, console your­
self with the thought that many 
suppliers will take back unopened 
bottles, or at least store them for 
you until the next party comes 
along.
Do clear the decks for action. 
Removp anything you particular­
ly value to a place of safety. 
Your guests won't be in the mood 
to appreciate your collection of 
Sevres china, or your wildly orig­
inal flower arrangements, so 
clear them away and leave the 
room furnished with a good 
sprinkling of chairs plus as many 
small tables as you can muster.
Do have plenty of ashtrays a- 
round. It is not amusing to see 
people leaving lighted cigarettes 
on polished tables. Press some 
saucers and small dishes into
service as well, to avoid ash 
spilling <» the carpet, surreptit­
ious stubblngs-out of cigarettes 
on the window-sill.
If you're tired of the old fami­
liar formula and want to try a 
party-wlth-a-difference, take your 
pick from these ideas;
For those who take their drink 
scrlensly—a wine-tasting party. 
Get your local merchant’s advice 
of a selection of suitable wines, 
limit your choice to two or three 
types then select several vintages 
within each category. Serve red 
wines at room temperature of 
course, but don’t be over-enthusi­
astic in chilling white wines so 
that they lose their bouquet.
For the gonnnet—try a wine- 
and-cheese party. Have a good 
selection of cheeses set out on a 
tray—Camembert, Stilton and 
Port Salut, for instance, plus 
some mlld-flavorcd cheeses like 
Edam, Samsoe, Bel Paese or 
Gruyere. Serve them with small 
plain biscuits, squares or toast 
rye bread and small French loav­
es. Choose two good wines to go 
with them—Port is a popular fav­
orite.
For the do-it-yoarself-brigade
14 B .C  Chest 
Groups Study 
Amalgamation
make-yoor-own cocktail party 
r e a ^  ongoes down well. Have 
the table such basics as gin. ver­
mouth and bitters, with a genei> 
ous basinful of ice. Stand back 
and let the guests get to work.
If you are short on cocktail 
shakers, copy the latest Ameri­
can idea and mix your Martinis in 
tearpot.
If you Ukr yonr wine hot: make 
up some Old English Mulled wine 
the best Way we know of dis 
guising a rather cheap red table 
wine and making it go a long 
way. To each bottle of wine add 
one third of that quantity of wat­
er. plus a handful of spices, and 
sugar to taste. Heat it up and 
serve piping hot, traditionally, in 
pewter mugs, but it could be in 
decorative earthenware cups. 
Made-up drinks, in the form ol 
punch or fruit cocktail go farth­
est, often cost less;
Hot Fnncb—Dickensian Style 
Make half a pint of China tea, 
strain off the leaves and add any 
fruit that is available—grapes.
in one or two cloves and add 
brown sugar to taste. Simmer for 
two tours or more then add a 
pint of whiskey, a pint of rum, 
a pint of Benedictine, and re-heat.
This is a noo-alctoblic i»)nd)|can of pinepple Juice, and the 
that goes down well with the'fruit of the orange and lemons,
Cold Pm ich-U tin Style
* For this recipe you need a re­
frigerator. To the juice of 6 
lemons add a  pint of champagne, 
two glasses of rum. a glass of 
C^aco and a glass of Maraschino. 
Whip up a pint of cream and add 
to the mixture, plus half a pound 
of white sugar and the white of 
three eggs, stiffly beaten, freeze 
and serve.
Hot Buttered Rum Cocktail
Fill a wineglass two-thirds full 
with rum, then top it up with 
boiling water. Add a small knob 
of butter, a teaspoonful of maple 
syrup and a squeeze of orange
juice. ^
Catalan
Shake the jmcc of half an or 
angc, and a liqueur glassful of 
peach brandy iogethei'. .jua*n 
into a glass, add a slice of fresh 
peach and fill to the top with
children.
Rub V« lb. of lump sugar onto 
Uiree lemons and one orange so 
that it ab«>rbs the d l from the 
rinds. Put the sugar in a deep 
bowl that is heatproof and add 1 
quart of to t strong tea. strainM, 
three cloves and a dash of bitters. 
Stir with a wooden spocm until 
all the sugar is dissolved then 
stir in a sliced banana, add a
cut into slices.
Sybil's Fmcb 
This is a good way of u$jng 
inexpensive wines, makes a goodj 
satisfying drink:
In a luge  bowl mix together! 
one bottle of brandy, one bottle 
of sweet Vermouth, one bottle of 
Sherry with two bottles ol Bur­




T IM E at 
Bon Marche
Sure way to delight ALL the 
ladies and teen-agers on your 
list is to give them dainty 
practical gifts from Bon 
Marche. Shop now while 
selection is complete.
apples, oranges and lemons, putchilled champagne.
VANCOUVER (CP) — Repre­
sentatives of B.C.’s 14 community 
chests will meet in Seattle Dec 
to discuss possible formation of 
a provincial association.
Hugh Harvey, public relations 
officer for the Vancouver chest, 
said the provincial association, if 
formed, would discuss mutual 
problems and synchronize cam­
paign dates to get the best value 
from publicity. Each chest, how­
ever, would retain its identity.
The association would establish 
a  more effective gathering of 
funds for organizations operating 
on a province-wide level, he said.
Seattle was chosen as the meet- 
Ing-plaCe for convenience. Most 




OTTAWA (CP) — The govern- 
mient served notice that it in­
tends to ask Parliament to pro­
vide an additional $150,000,000 for 
new low-cost housing and to 
make possible lower down pay­
ments.
Works Minister Green, on a 
Commons order paper, gave no­
tice of legislation to amend the 
National Housing Act, 1954, by 
increasing to. $400,000,000 from 
$250,000,000 the aggregate amount 
that may be paid out of the con­
solidated revenue fund under ap­
propriate sections of the act.
The legislation also would pro­
vide for reduction of down pay­
ments, his notice said.
Mighty Reservoir
at the annual Washington and! ^
B.C. Conference of Chest councils Dam, wWch ^
and United Funds Dec. 6-7.
GREAT BAT
Chedabucto Bay on the north­
east coast of Nova Scotia is 30 
miles long with a width of 15 
miles.
is the world’s , largest reservoir 
was formally completed yester­
day. It is 447 feet high and 8 miles 
long. The dam, in the northern 
suburbs of Tokyo, was started in 
1936. Eighty-seven persons were 
killed in the construction.
Ideal Gifts 
Table Lamps 
Qocks —  Watches 
Decorations —  Balls 
Lights












Have you seen the 
Table Hockey Game 
made in metal . . . 
hours of fun for all 
the family.




THIS YEAR IS THE 
BIGGEST EVER. '
Our novelties will really 
give laughs at your 
parties.
NOVELTY AND GIFT SHOP
Opposite “Board of Trade Office
PHONE 3502
Choose N o w  From Our Wide 
Selection For Men, and Ladies
As Low as 1 9 * 5 0
A D . K O O P
JEWELLER AND WATCHMAKER 
1467 ELLIS ST.
Lingerie hy 
Gaye Lure &  Silknit
SLIPS —  Nylon, Tcrylche 
and cotton Q A
from .................... Z . 7 0
HALF SLIPS—Cotton and 
nylon T O * *
PANTIESi—Rayon and ZQ p 
nylon fro m ....... ...........w7C
SLEEPWEAR — Nighties, 
pyjamas and baby dolls in 
nylon, brushed rayon <A Qft 
and flannelette....... , X .7 0
ROBES iUro DUSTERS — 
Satin, wool flannels and 
chenille r  AC
from -...........    J . 7 J
CRINOLINE-Horsehair and 
nylon lace with A QC 
hoops from ______ _ ” * 7 J
HANDBAGS-Morocco. caU 
lea.ther and plastic O AC 
from ....................... - A .H J
SWEATERS—Buy separately 
or a set in orlon or wool — 
we have a variety of'ftyles 
and a complete color j
i range from .
HOSIERY-We have pylons, 
wheUier for yourself or for 
Christmas gifts in top fashion 
colors n n «
from ........................... V7C
Jewelry
Smart costume jewelry, ear­
rings and necklets |  a a  
from ......................... • •v w
Party Dresises
For those festive evenings see 
our selection in nylons, vel­
vets and crepes O OC 
from .........................» • / J
i
Enjoy
C H RISTM AS SH O PPIN G
at Jamisons
1 5 7 1  Pendozi St. Phone 3044
Adult Novels
^  The Big Nickelodeon ............... Wolff
Ordeal of Gilbert Pinfold Waugh
On The Beach ........ .................. . Shute
Love Among the Canpibals .. Morris
By Love Possessed.................Cozzens





SMALL DEPOSIT HOLDS UNTIL CHRISTMAS
BON MARCHE
THE LADIES’ STORE 
Open Friday Nite to 9
THIS YEAR
/ r tf  , p
J ^ ii
m
THE DYCK'S DRUGS W AY
C H R IS T M A S  G R E E T IN G  C A R D S  -  B O X E D  or IN D IV ID U A L
Children's Gift Books
Illustrated Treasury of Children’s 
Literature
New Golden Book of Bible Stories 
Goldep Bed Time Book 
Golden Treasury of Natural History 
Golden Geography 
Dogs, Cats an(l Horse Stories 
Walt Disney’s “Secrets ot Life’’
FO R  M O M , SISTER OR 
6IRL FRIEND
Non-Fiction
Laughter in Bed,.,.......... ........ . Davis
Human D estiny........ ...........dc Novy
Favorite Oiristmas Stories 
Belter Homes and Garden Books
A Traveller In Rome ....... . Morton
Great Adventures imd Explorations
-
Adujt G ift B o o b
Canadian  ̂A rt....... ............. Meinnes
Huirlbntt’s Story of the Bible ' 
Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam 
World’s Great Plays, Edited by Nathan 




E A R L Y  
A N D  
I  S A V E IA
Hobby Kits 
For Young And Old
Stitch-A-Story 
Paint by Number with: Oil, crayon, 
fountain brush, colored pencil. 
Snap-A-Part Jewellery Sets 
Tilccraft Bead Kits 
Basket-making Kits ^
Building Brick Sets —; All Rubber • 
Builds a Complete House 
“Randy Andy’’ Tool Sets In 3 sizes 
Chenille Kraft Pipe Cleaner Kits 
Vogue Steel Construction Set 
Magic Slate for Chalk and Crayons 
Beginner’s Electric Workshop 
Wool Weaving Looms in 2 sizes
Starter Set for Rock 
Off Slien DtUfctli^ 
Includes 25 excellent 
ipeclmcns and Guide 
Book for the n  n r  
Beî nn̂ r
Ungar Wood Bunting 
Kit
6-ln-l Electric Pencil 
for tis(i on leather, 
wood, foil, plastics, 




In the new spill-proof 
safety valve tute. 4
CO,on ^ J 5
Just
Models ol Planes 
SOo our largo sclcctioiii 
of Revelt and Aurora 
Elastic Models of 
planes, Imats and cars 
in all price ranges.
* Trina Travel Kits p. 1.50 -  4.50
Manicure Sets, beautiful packages 
at .......... .................V 1.00 - 6.00
* Tussy' Cosmetics, Bath and
Perfume Kits Such a wide 
selection it’ll make your eyes 
p op ............................1 .50-15.00
* Famous Yardlcy Toiletries —  
no one ever gets too many of 
these . . . they’re always useful, , 
always appreciated .. 85̂ 5 -  7.50
* 4711 from Cologne on thp Rhine 
— the finest perfumes, toiletries
,. and colognes irom this romanjic 
' Europgan culture .... 90 - 15.0P
* Fine Quality Mirrors and Brushes;- 
for lovely hair   1.00 to 6.95
MHmnw«wm<mw(Pa ~
CORD AY PERFUM ES 
l v O O - 6 .9 %
Bring the cnchaiitment of “Lovf” 
right from France.
They’re sealed' an^ pacl^agcd by 
experts in France.
f a m o u s  f o r  LASTING' 
F R A O R A to . \
Ia  g if t  f o r  y o u  FROM DYCK’Sl 
fwith Christmas Purciiascs over $3.00{
A little surprise you’ll enjoy for 
shoppii^ early during the 
3-day Pre-Christmas Spree.
Brinic thla-Coupon With Yon
FOR D A D , BROTHER OR 
B O Y F R IE N D
* Beautiful California Saddle Leather
Wallets. Free gold initials on these 
a t ................ .............. 5.00 to 12.50
* Men’s Electric Shavers -— All makes
^ ,a t........ ...................... 18.95 - 33.95
SPECIAL—Sunbeam (discontinued 
model) Men’s Razor....... . 19.95
Men’s Grooming Kits by Yardlcy 
—  Old Spice —  Scaforth 
at ......... ..................  1.50 and 9.00
* Hair Brushes —  Nylon —  Club and 
Military Styles —  Royal Sweden
,  Pure Bristle....................— 1.00 up;
FOR INFANTS A N D  
TODDLERS
'•' Disney Land Bubble Bath —  
Children love bath lukury. They 
enjoy Disney 8tori(5s. 65f -  1.00
* Child Guidance Toys —  An edu­
cation at play 1.49
♦ Fluffy Animal Toys of Down;•y
Soft Lamb’s Wool ..^1.25
y 
-  6.75
♦ Rattles, Crib and Carriage Toys
and Decorations 59# -  1.19
T
I
Q U A LIT Y  GIFTS N O W  IN  F U | i  A R R A Y
THIS YEAR SHOP EARLY —  SHOP CONFIDENTLY
DYCK'S DRUGS
, la  the Iwiy Flocik oa Bernard Ave. next <o Soper-VQlu In Kelowna 
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Has Christmas Lost
It ii Christmai Eve and the while my brother and I were tak
tired shop assistants are so daz  ̂
ed that they can hardly distin­
guish between a doU and a dust 
bin. The newspapers as usual 
had urged ti»  pec^de to shop ear­
ly but there Is always the army 
d  forgetful uncles and maiden 
aunts who have remembered Just 
In Ume that they had forgotten 
all about Sister Susie and cousin 
John.
The harassed husband sits in his 
ann chair and wwklers whether 
he really did send a Xmas card 
to his managing director. If to 
make sure be sends a second 
card be may look foolish, but if 
there is no card a t all it is even 
wort€«
The fact is that the o ^  people 
who really understand Christmas 
are the children. Many years have 
passed since I was a child but 
even now I can recall bow in 
Toronto, with the snow deep on 
the ground, my brother and three 
sisters would Join me in a mad 
rush to the Christmas tree In the 
drawing room. And when we saw 
the wonder of it we just stood 
and screamed with excitement. 
TAKE TOYS APABT
In no time my sisters were 
stripping or dressing their dolls
ing ti»  mechanical toys apart to 
see what made them go. And at 
noon what further excitements 
there were when a great turkey 
aras carried in for dinner—not a 
mere luncheon—awl we ate until 
our very eyes protruded.
But that was in Canada where 
there was always snow at Christ­
mas. or nearly always, and in 
the afternoon a man would arrive 
with a horse and sleigh complete 
with Jingle bells. What is more 
the man would touch his hat to 
father as U we were the Royal 
Family. Why did we not know be­
fore that lather must be as rich 
as Rockefeller? Look how he giv- 
e« twenty-five cents to the map 
who brought the sleigh! Twenty- 
five cents Just as if it were no­
thing!
1 sometimes think that the art 
of life is to acquire knowledge 
without losing one’s power of be­
ing surprised and incited. Give 
me a woman who, even when she 
Is a grandmother, can remember 
her first long frock, her first roses 
sent by an admirer, and her first 
grown-up tears.
Yet beyond all this we have the 
spiritual meaning of the Feast
lar to us and so commercialised 
that we almost forget that it 
marks the birthday .of Christ Yet 
the passing of the centuries docs 
nqi lessen the awe and wonder 
of the Bible story.
ALWAYS SO
Christ was bom In « manger 
because there was no room at 
the inn. it is always so. The 
world of Caesar is never eager 
or ready to acknowledge the world 
of the spirit. But the angels sang 
their welcome to the pew bora 
Babe and the star of Bethlehem 
shone bright
The realist shrugs bis shoulders 
at the tale. What Is this story of 
a Babe who was the Son of God? 
Was the Babe not bom of woillen? 
Why this old wives tale?
Thus the realist and the mater­
ialist. thrust aside the, Dlvlidty 
ol Christ. They will admit His 
genius, they will agree that the 
Sermon on the Mount is the great- 
est political document of all 
times. But the story of .Divine 
Birth like the story of the Re­
surrection is Just a legend mag­
nified by the centuries.
How strange that the mature 
mind is so sure of itself, so cer-
exists only invtbe imagination of
Z d  S t a . V  i r i .  l a S '  U l. t o t  to . realm .1 th . ,pMt
PETRIFIED TEARS
O f Mistletoe 
Excuse For A  Kiss?
By DAVID CRICHTON
To most people, a sprig of piis- 
tletoe is an excuse, for a stolen 
kiss and, like holly is an essential 
Ingnedlent of the Christmas “at­
mosphere". But folklore has it 
that the white berries of mistle­
toe are the petrified tears of a 
grlef-striken goddess, whereas the 
red berries of holly are said to 
have magical pfoperties for the 
love-lorn.
About mistletoe, only one thing 
Is certain: it is very old. Even 
the origin of its name is shroud­
ed in mystery. One story traces 
it to Germany, from the fact that 
birds eat the berries but ‘spit out’ 
the seeds. ’The German word for 
‘expelled matter* is ‘mist’—thus, 
mistletoe.
Another gives it a Saxon deri­
vation—from ’mistiltan’, mean­
ing ‘a different twig’. Then there 
is a suggestion that the name of 
the 'kissing green* came from the 
ancient Druids’ ceremonies, and 
a word meaning ‘gloom twig’.
Mistletoe is referred to in the 
early legends about Norsemen 
Bi^ Danes. One mythical tale is 
about the god Balder, poet and 
lover of all living things on earth.
It Is said that be had a feeling 
he was about to die. He told his 
mother, the goddess Friga about 
his fear. Friga, who was believed 
to be the creator of earth, fire, 
water, air. plants and animals^ 
so 'the  story goes, promised td 
protect him and instructed all 
the things she had created to 
help guEUxl him against danger. 
HATED ENEMY
But Balder had a hated enemy 
who had tried many times to kill 
him and had failed. This enemy 
learned of the promise Friga had 
obtained firom all the things she 
had created. He also found out 
that she had forgotten to extract 
a promise to protect Balder 
from mistletoe. ^  he made an 
arrow from a mistletoe branch, 
and with it, shot Balder through 
the heart.
Friga grieved greatly and her 
tears descended from the heav­
ens, freezing into white balls and 
fastening themselves to the mis­
tletoe boughs . . . and ever after 
the plant that killed her son bore 
her tears of sorrow.
In Scandinavian countries, the 
plant has a holy significance. 
Sworn enemies meeting beneath 
. It would shake hands and forget 
all their differences while stand 
Ing under it.
. This is the nearest one can get 
to the origin of the custom that a 
boy may claim a kiss from any 
girl . . .  so long as they are un 
der a sprig of mistletoe..
In Druid ceremonies, only the 
Druid was allowed to cut the 
plant, and he had to perform the 
operation with a knife of gold, 
specially blessed.
MLitlctoe is a parasitic plant 
that attaches Itself, usually to 
. frait trees. • ,
theEarly Oiristians believed — 
Cross on which Christ was cruci­
fied, came from a mistletoe 
‘‘tree’’—and because of that the 
pJant was relegated to a para­
site.
Holly has a much more cheerful 
background. It is said, for ex­
ample, to have magical proper­
ties in the marriage stakes.
Girls were once told that if 
they selected seven bright holly 
leaves and three holly berries, 
tied them with string that had at 
least three knots in it, and hung 
them at the head of their bed, on 
Christmas Eve, a vision of their 
husband-to-be would appear in a 
dream.
If he made amorous approaches 
in the dreain, the girl should be­
ware—for, if he succeeded in 
stealing a kiss, it foretold a tragic 
end to her unborn romance!
If, however, in the dream, her 
future mate showed signs of ant­
agonism, and quarrelled fiercely 
with her, "this was a sure sign
that she would marry him and 
live happily everafter.
If this method of finding her 
true love didn’t appeal, there was 
another one she could try. She 
took seven holly leaves and sev­
en feathers from the Christmas 
turkey, held the lot in cupped 
hands, and from her bedroom 
window, let them float down to 
earth.
CERTAIN MARRIAGE 
If, in their flight, the leaves 
and feathers became widely sep­
arated, toen she could be certain 
marriage was not, on her ipunedi- 
ate horizon. But if at least three 
feathers settled close to three of 
the holly leaves, it was a sign of 
good prospects for marriage be­
fore the next Yuletide.
If she had her man in mind al­
ready and wanted to encourage 
him a bit, she couldn’t do better 
than hand him a sprig of holly. 
'This by ancient custom, meant 
she loved him and wished to 
marry him.
According to another custom, if 
the canary or budgerigar starts 
chirping as you hang up the holly, 
a oeaceful Christmas is assured.
But if the bird remains quiet, 
take care. It foretells quarrelling 
with your loved one!
the. ignorant and the credulous 
Yet when you put the man of 
worldly'wisdom in the ctock he 
is unable to explain the miracle 
of the creation.
In the beginning was God—thus 
says the Holy Writ. In the be­
ginning was protoplasm Says 
science ami from it through the 
long story of time there emerged 
the fish* and the beasts and fin­
ally man. If you grant them these 
potots ask who it was that creat­
ed the protoplasm, and they arc 
dumb. In other words there is a 
point when the finite mind can 
no longer explain the mystery of 
life and its origin.
It is almost like a man claim­
ing that music is created from the 
strings of a violin or the keys of 
a piano. There was music in the 
skies over Bethlehem when the 
angels sang. There was music 
in the wind and in the crying of 
the new born chil^ in the manger 
THE TRUTH
The truth is that there comes 
_ moment when logic, in its in­
finite assurances can go no fur­
ther. In other words there comes 
a moment when the mind fails 
and when truth can only be found 
in the infinite.
I do not believe that man was 
created merely to live his allotted 
span and then return to the earth 
from which we sprang. Of all liv 
ing creatures man is supreme 
and there is an instinct in him 
(as strong as life itself) to cross 
the frontiers and search for eter­
nal truths.
God gave us His only Son to 
live,- to achieve, to lead and to 
die and in His span of years to 
identify Himself with all that Is 
good and enduring.
If you study Shakespeare’s
{days you will discover hundreds
ol words taken from the Bible 
If you listen to an infant crying 
in the night, crying for the light, 
you will also hear the Infant cry­
ing in the manger.
To attain the heights, of wisdom 
you must have the faith of little 
children, therefore you should seel 
that little children are about you 
at Christmas Time—even If you 
must go to them.

















Fort Churchill in Manitoba Is 
the most northerly point in Can­
ada with year-round rail trans­
portation. ___
S AN TA S A Y S -
The best in gift suggestions 
are at
T R E N C H ’S
Perfumes and Colognes —  French 
Imported by Guerlain, Chanel, 
Lanvin, Caron and Schiaparelli. 
i-m  .  j  Perfumes O O C
#  from .............. .................. O .Z D
Colognes 0  A H
from ........      O .U U
Yardley gift ensembles for men and 
ladies. A very large A  A A  
selection from .......—  W
Coty perfumes and colognes specially 
packaged for Christmas giving. 
Paris, Elmerande, (Jhypre, L’Organ 
and Muguet in periumes, cologne and 
soaps. ' '
Soaps by Yardley, Shulton, Bromley, Guerlain, Rubenstein, 
Revelon — Also Novelty Soapf
Visit oiir store for hundreds more ftf | surgesUons
W - R - T R E N C H u d
D R U G S-^ STATIONERY
289 BERNARD AVE. DIAL 3131 (Multiple Fhbaca)
T
•  o' 0 •
Shop at Crowe's and Save 
Money oil our Many Specials
fre e  15 lb. TURKEY
WITll EACH REFRIGERATOR PU R aiA SE
Pen, Pencil, Cull Link and t ie  
Bar S e t ........ ...................... ............  5*95
Foot Stools 5.95
20 piece Orcakfust Sets  ............ . 5.95
24 piece Stainless Steel Cutlery Sets 5.95
3 Her Cake P l a t e s ........... ... 3.95
SPECIALS ON FURNITURE, APPLIANCES and FLOOR DEMONSTRAIXIRS 
Assbrtment ol toys, balls and carpenter seta to dear. '
Railery Operated Electric Trains .. 2.50 
Dolls iritli Saran Hair Plastic Body 2.95
f




EVER YO N E 




Christmas in Sweden 
Christmas In Ctermany 
Christmas In Holland 
Christmas Around the World
Mario Lanza Sings Christmas 
Carols
Merry Christmas, Bing Crosby 
pmwMRiMi
BESTSELLERS
Around the World in 80 Days 




Glenn Miller Story 
aE>WMeKinN«w^0mci(im<«
MAKE IT A  VIEWING 
CHRISTMAS ’57
P H IL IP S '5 8
Gifts that Beautify
Table lamps and Lamp Shades make very 
acceptable gifts. We have a wide variety in eye 
catching shapes and materials . . . these will 




g  Select your Christmas offering from one of the 
g many attractive gifts on display — a  very wide 
g  selection of ideal presents for the home and 
g kitchen . . .  Delightful creations in china, crystal, 
copperware and woodenware in popular modern 
designs.
KiCtCKiCtligtOCiCKiCiCtVCiBiM
Sec our display of toasters, 
mixers, irons and many 
other clfectrical labour- 




CHECK THESE SPECIAL ITEMS
Electric Kettles
EvcrbilgW (G.E. Elemeot)...... ................... ...... .......... $ 7,95
Westinghouse ................... ....... ........................... ..—.... 12.88
q.S.W. .......      12.88e ‘
Electric Fry Pans
Everbright....... .........................       17.88
Imperial ...............       19.88
Westinghouse (with cover)................................  22.88
G.E. ....................................................................     21.88
Sunbeam........................................................................... 19.88
Oldest Established Philips Dealers in the Interior
M O D ER N  A P P L IA N C E  &  E l E O R K  L T D .
1607 PKND07.I ST.
Electric Floor Polishers
G.E.......................................................................... .........  39.95
Westinghouse ................................................. ................  39.95
Vacuum Cleaners
Apex (cannister)...... .̂................................................. . 39,95
Apex (delux).....................   58.88
Westinghouse ....... ....................................- ...................  78.88
Electric Mixers
Hamilton Beach Mixette ..........................................  19.88
Westinghouse Mixette .................................................... 19.88
Sunbeam M ixette..........................  .......... -..................  22.88
Sunbeam Mixmaster....... ................................................  39.95
Hamilton B each ............................................   39.95
Electric Pads
Westinghouse .........................      7.88
Sola-A-Ray...............................   d,88
Electric (Automatic) Irons
Westinghouse ..................................................................  9*95
G.E. .......        - 1 1 .8 8
Sunbeam..................................... —..........  ........ ..........  1L88
Steam Irons
Morpby Richards  .......... ...............  ....... ......—— 15,95
G X . .............................................. ....................... 18.88
Westinghouse   ........... .— .— .................. 17.88
Electric Coffee Percolators
Everbright ...................................— ..................... 12.88
westinghouse ........................................ ....... -.........—— 17.88
imperial ..............................................—....... ................ 19*95
Westinghouse ................... .................... - ....................-  27.88
Electric (Double Bed Blankets)
Sola-A-Ray (dual icontrol) .......................... ...... . 39.95
Sola-A*Roy (single control) .............................. . 33.95
Westinghouse (dual control)....... ..................................44.95
Pop-Up Toasters
Everbright i . . . ..... . .............. ................\ .............. 15*88
Morpby Richards . . . J   ....... .....  ............. .—. 19.88
Toastmaster ...................... ....................  ...... ...............21,88
G.E....... ......................... ..................... -...... . 23.88
Toastmaster .. 27.88
Imperial ............ ...................................—..........22,88
Waffle and Sandwich Toasters
Everbright...........................................        11.88
Standard ....................................................         l̂ *®®
Sunbeam....... ......................... '•.....—..........—.................  38.88
PIlONi: 24.10
Mantle Radios
Sbelbum ......................... —    ——   19*88
Phillips ......  ................................  —....... ... 28.88
Electric Heaters
Standard.......... i......................................................    ®*®®
Standard ...........................................................................  5.50
Standard with F a n ..........................     16,88
B EN N ET T S
2 6 9  Bernard Ave. Phone 2001
mml
/
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Kelownians Yearn For 
Real W hite Christmas
By IVY HAYDEN
Fros^bittcn fe«t. parcels-piled- 
high and slippery streets aod 
cold snow to bring on sniffles 
haven’t threatened Kelowna shop­
pers this year.
In fact, some people arc find­
ing it difficult to feel "Christ- 
masy". - ^
Mild weather his left the streets
as bleak as they were in OftobcTi 
and Kelownians have been reluct­
ant to buy Christmas gifts "so 
early", according to a number of 
city Yncrchants.
Some customers have com­
plained that decorations were put 
up too soon. Actually, most store- 
I keepers have kept strictly in line
with decorating deadlines of other 
years.
SNOW MAKES CHANGE
A hardware store clerk specu­
lated that the first heavy snow­
fall would , "make a big differ­
ence." .
"The streets look pretty much 
the same as ttiey did last month," 
he added. "It’s not easy to be­
lieve that Christmas is less than
- .f
,  * ' '  .
Reds lead U .S.
In Land-Fired 
Missile Types
WASHINGTON (AP) — Lt.- 
Gen. James Doolittle Iret.) has 
testified Russia “certainly is 
ahead of us" in all land-fired 
missiles. He said the United 
States leads in air-to-air types.
Doolittle, who leads the na­
tional advisory committee for 
aeronautics, told the Senate pre- 
parcdn«s, subcommittee that the 
U.S. fell behind the Soviets be­
cause it had no co-ordinated pro­
gram until 1953.
He said the Russians started 
missile .developments in 1946 and 
"they have bwn working harder 
at it than we-have."
Doolittle’s testimony was in di­
rect contradiction of contentions 
by former president Truman. 
Tnunan has said that he organ­
ized a unified missile pro'gram 
while in the White House but that 
it was allowed to deteriorate un­
der the Eisenhower administra 
tion.
N O  W ORDS W ASTED
BURGLAR SCRAMS1 .
PHILADELPHIA < API—Miss
Catherine Withers, 60, clerk in 
a cleamng shop, doesn’t believe 
in wasting words on robbers.
A holdup man walked into her 
shop carrying a pistol and 
wearing a mask.
“Gimme the money,” said 
the intruder.
“Get out of here," said Miss 
Withers.
He did.
The average yearly tempera­
ture in Vancouver Island ranges 
Ifrom 45 to 65 degrees.
Newspaperman, 96, 
Still On The Job
ALLENTOWN. Pa. (CP)-Brit- 
tain Garrett Roth, perhaps the 
world’s oldest working newspa­
per man, turned 96 and he had 
a ball—after quitting time.
Brit finished his dayside stint 
as usual, then was ready for an 
office birthday party. ’The staff 
gave him a cardboard panel cov­
ered with 96 new $1 bills. Even 
better, he said, was the gift .of a 
kiss from each of 96 women em­
ployees.
Trade Licence 
For Egg Plant 
Is Approved
Conditional approval was given 
by City (Council Monday night to 
an application for a trade licence 
from Kurt Dombro to Operate 
the Kelowna Egg and Produce 
Co. at the former Seven-Up plant 
at 1097 Richter St.
Approval was conditional on a 
cldan bill from the health de­
partment, the usual conformance 
with regulations — and ultimate 
passing of amendments to the 
city’s zoning by-law^_______
Far North Gets 
Record Shipment
OTTAWA (CP) — Five ships 
carried 8,000 tons of supplies into 
the Arctic this summer.
The transport department said 
it was the biggest far north 
civilian supply job on record.
Main objective was the supply 
of the Canada-U.S. weather sta­
tion at Resolute on the south 
shore of Cornwallis Island, 1,000 
miles norto of Churchill, Man.
a month away."
“We’ve, felt close to Oirlstmas 
for weeks—new stock arriving, 
paper and ribbons waiting to 
wrap parcels, and of course, 
everyone help^  trim the tree— 
that's an annual ritual."
SPIRIT CATCHING 
FeVv want to miss out on pre- 
Christmas excitement, so here’s 
a tip—one sure-fire method of 
stirring up some Christmas spirit 
is a tour of Kelowma stores.
Toys, tinsel, gaily wrajjjped par- 
:els, colored lights and Christ­
mas trees are a reminder of the 
year’s most heartwarming festi­
val.
Some merchants are even play­
ing Christmas music over loud 
speakers, and shops have 
wa’̂ m. friendJv atmospherfe.
Even if you don’t Intend to 
make a purchase, visit local 
stores. ’Die spirit’s catching.
MERCHANTS’ ADVICE
Bruised toes and raw nerves 
take the fun out of Christmas 
shopping.
And Kelow'na retailers have a 
word of advice for shoppers who 
are waiting until the last minute 
—“Do it now!"
Most storekeepers gave two rca 
sons why shopping well in ad­
vance was the sensible thing to 
do.
Selection is wider, crowds light­
er.
"Late shoppers often enter a 
store with a preconception of the
article they wish to purchase.
and’the price they wish to w , "  
one mewriiant explains. ’They 
are quite (dten disappointed to 
learn that we are sold out—and 
if they want a sintflar article 
they may have to dig deeper in­
to their pocketbook.”
Another storekeeper warned 
against putting shopplivg off un­
til the last possible minute.
PREPARI^ FOR RUSH
'We’re usually prepared for a 
stampede of customers just be­
fore Christmas day, but despite 
an enlarged staff, there is little 
we can do about disorder, ten­
sion and the near-impossibility of 
finding a desired item when 
crowds are thick.”
Allowing that "there are prob­
ably some people who enjoy last 
minute shopping," the retailer 
added; “It is fun—and the spirit’s 
catci.lng , . . especially when 
you’re shopping for small items, 
trinkets for the kiddies stockings, 
“spare” gifts for unexpected 
visitors, and so forth. But impor­
tant gifts should be bought in ad­
vance."
One shopper, an elderly wo­
man. went along with this theory. 
"I buy my gifts at least two 
months before Christmas. It gives 
me time to wrap them nicely, 
compare prices, choose an ao- 
propriate gift—and best of all, 
drop a hint or two. It makes 
everyone curious, especially chil­
dren.' And for them, that’s half 
the fun of (3iristmas."
W IILITS -TA YLO R
"H I-H O ! -  A W A Y  W E G O !" W
Viennese Butcher 
Now In Jail And
Steals Kiss . . .  
Facing Divorce
VIENNA, Austria (Reuters) — 
Amorous Otto, a Viennese butch- 
er’a assistant who stole a kiss to 
win a bet, is now doing a month’s 
hard labor—and facing a divorce 
petition from his wife.
Otto — the Vienna court with­
held his smname — bet fellow 
workers he eould kiss a pretty 
coUeague without getting his face 
slappl^. . ,
They took the bet willingly, for 
Amanda had set her last unwel 
come suitor’s ears ringing for i 
week. But Otto was clever—he 
held her arms by her side as he 
kissed her cheek.
He won the bet because she
charged him with assault. He got 
a month in jail for "an offence 
against her personal liberty.” 
When his wife heard of it, she 
started suit for divorce.
Lucky Kids, These 
Red Schoolchildren
LONDON (Reuters) — Russian! 
school children in all classes will 
not do any homework on Mon­
days and on days foUowing a 
holiday "so as not to over­




•  BE'TTER 
MERCHANDISE
•  BETTER PRICES
•  BETTER SERVICE
City Hall M SA 
Expenses Higher
Nearly $1,000 more in expense! 
ha t been paid out so far this 
year in medical care for civic 
employees than has been paid in 
to  the Medical Services Associa­
tion Scheme, city council was told 
Monday night.
A statement from MSA showed 
them was an excess of $969.88 of 
total expenses over dues received 
from January 1 to June 20.
Group dues during’ the period 
wjere $4,423.16, while total expen­
ses came to 5,393.04.
It was pointed out that there 
has been a heavy demand by 
employes and their families for 
mraical services and that it is 
possible that a credit , balance 
may Aow up on the next state-, 
ment, depending upon the health 
of the employees and their fam 
Hies — at least a lower debit! 
figure 1s expected, i
Comhrldgo University received 
!U royal charter in 1231, Oxford 
InU tt.
W ITH  COUTTS 
CARDS
We have the longest counter of Coutts cards in the Interior.
Our Slogan Often Copied . . .  But Never Equalled!!!
■ I
A full line of quality staHoneiy, 




TA K E Y O U R  PICK
From bur counters loaded with the 
finest cards, stationery and wrappings 
with the traide mark that means perfee-  ̂
tion —  Coutts —  perfect in gay 
colours, isuitable scenes for all tastes 
—  many reproductions by world 
famous ariists,
See our display first and you’ll take 
your pick from the Best —  Coutts.
There’s only one store in B.C. carrying .all these fine lines of merchandise.
O U R  EXCITING O IIN A W A R E
WEDGEWOOD —  SPODE —  ROYAL DOULTON —  MINTON
FAM OUS FURNITURE BRANDS
Famous flexstyle, 20 year guarantee chesterfield, Tynan,
Kroehler, Hespler, Peppier, Restmorc, Sealy Mattresses,
Vihs Rock Maple, Knechtel.
N A T IO N A LLY  K N O W N  Q U A LIT Y  APPLIANCES
G.E., McClaiy. Philco, RCA Victor, H(X>vet ' ,






See this drooling display of 
imported chocolates in gaily 
designed boxes.
M AKE W A N E'S  Y O U R  FAM ILY GIFT CENTRE
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Handy Boy Series 
Zane Grey Scries 
Nancy Dfew Scries 
Enid Blyton Series 
Cherry Ames Series 
Lone Ranger Series 









Conada, Tomorrow's Giant— 
Bruce Hutchinson
The Age of Rovblutlon,, Vol. 
I ll  V—wlnston Churchill
The Westeinn Angler— -
Roderick Haig Brown




WaUets —  Billfolds 




Crystal —  China 
Coppetwara —  Brassware 
Figures —  Jewelry
Many other gifts for yodr choice -— Cigarette L ifters  •— 
CDmpacu —  TYavcl Alarms —• Evening Bags
Kelowna Book G ift Shop
3 J»uwr-Valu
$300 iq r  your old pbuno 
bn a new
WILLIS
Take advantage of this 
pfler. ' t
Save $12 on Famoas ,
Electric Blankets
When you buy a G.E. 
blanket at Loanc’s re­
ceive FREE 2  Super 
soft Terylenc ; pillows.
Freezer
th e  greatest freezer bar­
gain bn the market, 
Amana,
Reg. $642. drO O C





make. Large across the 
top freezer. See this spe- J 
cial.
Reg. $389. 4 * 0 0 0







RIBBONS AND BOWS 
GAY WRAPPING ,
Selection of Christmas 
cards —  Wild Life and 
Winter Scenes —  separate 
and in boxes —  various 
sizes. You’ll find just what 




B E N D I X  
D U O M A T I C
•  T h e  washer - drrer 
that's o u t s o l d  all 
othera combined
•  Moat eatlafactonr
•  Moat oeonomloal
•  Iiowest priced
•  Mott advanced
She Detervei Me Best • .  • 
Give Her a Bendlx 
DnomatIo







•  Husquvarne Automatic, Reg. $299; now,........ . $228





Our glamorous gifts of her favor­
ite (XMmetics arc better than 
/mistleto© when it comes to win­
ning kisses for Santa! We have 
all the names she knows ,, and j 
trusts.
Now’s the time to cmne In 







i\ '■! ■ \
................................................. . . ............ ...............  ...  . - ■ ■ ■■1 . ■ ■ ,,
Willits-Taylor Drugs Ltd .
387 Bernard Ave, \  Phone 2019
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Courier Reporter
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Daily Courier Slaj f  Reporter
Sama’s mailbox has been brimfuU for weeks now. He’s a 
very busy boy and his helpers are working overlimc, but good 
old Saint Nick still found time to let The Daily Courier in on a 
few secrets. ,  .
He sent along-letters from every member of the family and
hopes that we can pass along a hint or two.
Mom, Dad, Sis and Junior arc included. And Santa, with 
a knowing twinkle in his eye, footnoted each letter with special 
shopping suggestions.
Mr. S. Claus. Tranquilizer-..
North JPole Ple.i!c forward the lollowing to
I)car Sir, me,
Re: Christmas 1957 i Yours sincerely.
F'urtbcr to our m'-mo of last' DAU
vear we would like the •‘cmaiD- SANTA SA Y S; Surveys list 
ini! articles: : these as some of the most
should be chosen very ca re fu l'y .Ivories to complete a new outfit, to buy herself—are sure to make
N EV ER  A  CLOW N!
T.B ar. uadlllonally S r S 'h n 'm W  t e e f S
that glare brighter than ihS
Christmas tree, and often end 
in the same Uash can. ^
shoppers are taking advantag*? pi but alwa>s thought ^ ______ _s
gift certificates availabie at' 
men’s wear stores.
Not only will Dad receive whst 
he wants but he’ll be aolc to 
take advantage of January clear­
ance sales, and get perhaps twi<'o 
the. value.
Jewelry almost alv/ays p'oase.'
—especially when the name of 
the giver is engraved on *he :n- 
side. It’s something Dsd can 
take wherever he goes . . . nnd 
will remind him that somecne 
thinks he’s pretty wonderful.
Something else Dad would like
her happy.
Hi SanU!
I guess you weren’t half bad to 
me last year. I didn't get a snake
Schools For Santas 
Strongly Advocated
like Tarzan l\as but I guess 
he wouldn’t have been muen 
This year I want a whole j^e 
of chewing .gum. a moosehead 
for the treenouM, some hockey 
stuff, maybe aW airplane and 
worms if they won't dry up be­
fore next summer. Guess I could 
keep them in the, refrigerator, 
k Yours truly.
JUNIOR
maximum if you would bring me year, and manifcit such gener* 
Bvis Presley but I'm probably ous Yulctide wishes, it will be t  
too late and it’s a (antabulous re- pleasure to oblige.
quest and like wow, Santa, I -------
wouldn’t  believe it anyway. solDeaR SaNta, 
will go absolutely ape over some*, A Do LI UKe TlUs
woolies, goodies, munchies andi A DoU HouSE ................
a deep-purple dog. T h IN  G S foU MY stoKing,
Have been coasting on deep- Kandy, SKatS, ralllt, ShOOs with
purple clouds since the first, 
Santa, so don't put me down. 
Like I meant to say in the first
and
To a
popular gifts for men. When DadElectric shaver. .
Handy-man lit. has a hobby, gift iclcc'ion i.s
Shirts, sox, sweaters and <may simpler. H o b b y  dep-i-dment 
he* ties, clerks can help out a shopot-r
Garden tooLs. !who doesn’t know a "tweeter” ^
Cufflinks, tieclips, rings and*from a “woofer” or a saw ganta;
watches. la screw - driver. K.rbirdashcry. 'pf,nnk you for being so kind to
. ,, • ' , . - me last year. My handbag, Ihc
a subscription to The Courier! anyb^y in an old red suit.
He can read the news when he i with a white beard, and
Wants it and be well inform^ of 
every important local, national 
and international development.
By GERALD CRANE ] In America, as elsewhere, no 
small boy at Christmas'big store, and hardly any middle-
sired store, IS without it.s Santa 
Claus at Christmas. Some of the 
biggest firms hire as many as 
20 .
More than 20 years ago. Mr. 
jHoward, a toy maker and farm
SANTA SAYS; A boa constric-, . . . t
tor—positively not much fun. ichorus--havc a cool \u le,
Junior will like almost ^
thing he can use outdoors. (Tij’oi ^  qm’
exceptions are lawnmowers auaj c ivq - > tsr
snowshovelsL T h i s  includes 1 
sports equipment from marbles I
td lacrosse stjeks. Johnson. Webster and Pat Boone*
Kelowna stores carry a ue-| Anyone knows that Woolies are
carrying a sack of toys, is just 
about the perfect Santa Claus.
In fact, the average small boy 
would probably settle for the
mendous variety of outdoor gear, 
outdoor books, and outdoor cloth­
ing.
Gifts Junior will enjoy can be 
found almost anywhere.
sack of toys. jer, who used sometimes to play
But a Mr. Charles W. HowardiSanta for the children in Albion, 
of Albion, New York, has other noticed thqt the average store' 
perfume and that lovely little bn"'ideas. | Santa looked pretty scruffy in
collar arc treasured more tiian* believes the ideal Santa!his old worn suit and his unhy-
ever. They remind me of last cjayg must, additionally, be mid-j genic-looking beard.
dle-age, well • educated, quick j- He also found that the Santas 
wilted, snappy in convcrsatioiyl employed were often casual lab- 
g o ^  natured—but never a clown, ourers whose interest in the job
Dear Santa:
Twould be positively the cool
sweaters, skirts and striped 
scarves; goodies are records, 
school pins, rings. Irave-thein- 
languishing lipstick and cologne; 
munchies are ydmmics; arid stuf­
fed animals are more than wel­
come.
. Since you’ve been an angel all
taLL heels Like MumS get.
meUY XmaS 
Luv, Little Sis
SANTA SAYS: Toy departments 
ail over town are well stocked 
with beautiful, and In many case.s, 
inexpensive gifts for the young­
est member of the familj'. Es­
pecially appealing are large, 
fluffy pajama dogs, tiny lockets 
for the youngster who’d like 
something pretty, novelty wind­
up toys, and miniature music 
boxes.
Tiny homrimakers will love the 
almost perfect replicas of Mom’s 
kitchenware tjrat are on the mar­
ket this year, and have replaced 
small plastic dishe.s and utensils 
in popularity wiUi the tiniest tots.
Christmas'. fun and friend.shi').
There's very little I need. San­
ta. so just use your imagination. 
I know I'll be pleased.
Affectionately,
MOM
SANTA SAYS: Mothers, uni­
versally, arc imoressed far more 
bv the' thoughtfulness that re­
sulted in a purchase, than bv the 
utility or value of a gift. Acces-
NARROW NECK
The Chignec Isthmus connect­
ing Nova Scotia w i^ New Bruns­
wick is only 17 miles across at 
its narrowest part. ___
Spruce and balsam account for 
84 per cent of the wood used by 
the Canadian pulp and paper 
mills.
Ideally, he ought, too, to have 
blue eyes, a full, round face, 
and weigh between 185 and 250 
pounds. He must never be short
was scanty, to say the least.
That, he reckoned, disillusion­
ed small boys, irritated parents, 
and built up ill-will where good-
er than five feet six inches nor j will should abound, 
taller than six feet. j So he started his school. He im-
Perhaps. indeed, Mr. Howard ported real reindeer, instituted 
ought to know. courses on how to quell obstre-
RUNS A SCHOOL porous children, and even taught
He runs a school for Santa his pupils to wrap presents hand- 
Clauses, a school which issues somcly.
the “degree” of B.S.C.—improb- He persuaded stores to use reg-
bably translated. "Bachelor of 
Santa Claus.”
Academics may shudder at 
this horse-play, but Mr. Howard 
finds that the pubUc doesn’t. And 
he secs Santa Claus principally as 
a public relations man.
ular employees as Santa Clauses 
and to treat a trip to the school 
at Albion as a reward for merit­
orious service.
Graduates of the school arc 
presented with a tiny silver 
chimney.
Visit. . .
TR EAD G O LD 'S
W ONDERFUL
SIS ASKS D O L M .iKK-^HIS 
Drawn for the Courier by JACQUELINE MARSH, aged 6.
i TOYLAND
« A TERRIFIC SELECTION YOU’LL FIND NO WHERE ELSE IN KELOWNA
"When Heather's Has A  Sale It Is A  S A LE"
T H U R S D A Y , FR ID A Y  and S A T U R D A Y
You can save dollars when choosing from Heather's 
wide selection of
50 COATS on Sale at 29.95
TOO NEW FALL DRESSES
1 0 * ^ ^  s rid%
Yes, a tremendous Sale at a  wonderful tim e.. .
BUT -  for THREE DAYS ONLY
This Thursday, Friday and Saturday at
Priced DOWN 
as low a s .......
GIFTS
JUST FOR HER
Evening Stoles ................. ..............
House C oals.........................  .....
Nylon Gowns ..................  ........
Nylon Hose ......... ................... .........
Wool Scarves...................................
Gill Sllp.s, N ylon........................
Nylon BH cls...................................
Leather Hand B ags................ ......
Cashmere Scarves ........
Nylon SW Jackets........ ..........

















....... ........ . 8.95
, 8.95 to 19.95
Your Christmas gift store has the largest stock of quality merchandise in the 
interior —  nil new stock —  practical gifts of quality for every member o( the
family.
GIFTS FOR THE HOM E
Lace Table Cloths.................. ....... ......... .......  .................... . 1.98 to 6.95
Boxed Table Cloth Sets of rayon and linen ..................  ....... 2.95 to 29.95
Tea Towels—'a u.scful gift ........................................... ............. 49^ and 89<
ICcnwood Blanket— satin bound and boxed.
Double Bed ....................................................  ..........  21.50, 18.50, 4.95
Single Bed .................. .................................. ............................. ..........  12.50
Car Robes —  all wool ........... ................  ......................... 4.50 to 22.50
Comforters— A splendid selection..... ............................5.25 to 26.95
Wool and Viscose Blankets ...................  ....................  ........  9.95 nnd 10.50
V G H T  LINEN
Pillow Slips— a. wonderful selection, pair ...................... i.. 2.50 to 5.50
Sheds— of the finest quality, pair ................... ................... ....... 10.50
Sets-—pair fancy pilftiw slips and one shed ................ 12.50 to 16.50
GIFT TOWEI^S— Lovely boxed sets ..........................  .........2.95 to 6.95
Towels and Towel Sets ............ ....... ...... ......................................  95< to 4.50
Runncrii—of nylon and lace...... .................... ....... ................... . to 2.19
Table C|6th.ŝ — all Rizc.s tyid types ......... .................... ......... :. 1.98 to 6.95
SHOE DEPARTM ENT
All Gil 
Wrapped In An 
Attractive
G IFT  B O X
Shirts—Non-iron ............ ...
Shirts, Arrow and Forsyth.............
Pyjamas, Broadcloth ....... .......
Viyella Shirts, Tartans, plains ....
Pyjamas, flannelette .....................
Gift Scarves ...:..... .......... ..............
Gift Ties, a large selection .........
Gilt Socks, wool, nylon, e tc ........








......................... . . 5.95 to 7.50
...... .................  ...... 5.00 to 9.95
....................... . 4.95 to 9.95
.......’................ . 10.50, 13.95
.............  4.95 to 6.95
................... . 1.95 to 4.95
............. .................  1.00 to 2,50
........ ................... ......  1.00 to 2.95
............ .. ...... 2.95 to 9.95
...................... .......... 13.95 to 27.50
....... ................. .......... 4,95 to 8.95
. ............... 7.95 to 15.95
................ ........... ...... 6.95 to 22.50
Women's Slippers
Styled by leading manufacturers,
Packard and Oxford Makes
Packard Shcriings in biqc color ............/ . . ....... ,..... . 5.95
Packard Bridge style. Patent ...................................... 4.95
Packard Comfort Slipper— Low heel ..... 4.95
Oxford Wedgies in wine, block and blue 4.9i!
Moccasin Styles in all colors. Leather and suede, fur cuff.
Priced from ............................ .................... . i.„,l.95 to 4.95
Children’s Moccasin Styles —  Fur cuff, lt. îhcr soles.
Priced a t ......... .................... .............................  1 .10 to 2.45,
Other patterns and styles. Priced from ....... . 1.50 to 3.95
For Men and Boys by Packard
Romeos— Leather so les  ................................... . 7.95
Opera Style—Leather. Priced at ........ 6.95 to 8.50
Opera Style, soft ;iolc at .............. .......... ....... ...... 4.95
O pera-Boys and Youths. Priced al ......... 3.15 and 3,25
Oxford Slippers
Loafer Style, soft sole ................................................ 5,95
Opera Style, soft sole ................................. ................... 4,95
Zipper Romeos, .soft sole ........:.i.....■.........................  6.25
ShcrIingSr—Idcal for comfort and good wear.
Priced from .......................................... ....... . 5.95 to 7.95,
Children’s Slippers— Zipper style* that wear and stay on 
Ihc feel. Sizes to 10. Priced from ......... . 1.95 to7>95
M
' ,v«».
THE DtlUELT OOHnUES* WdL» K«r. W, USf
I '
SIMPSONS-SEARS




,no n0 0 dio'<a|fy>^; 
twcrtchot^cisk'W  ̂
.y o u r  c o lo r  b y  naiirio
1
Exclusive Metallic Boyde Covering 
Finish la Natnial Walnut
Harmony House
2 piece Suite labour choke of S HARMONY HOUSE *^o*toge^i” 
colors. Usually any suite covered in tUs abric would sell at a much 
higher price. Handsome modem long-low styling. Foam robber 
cushions are 4” thick at crown. Reg. 219.95 vislue.......................
$188
*h I ' .
$5.00 Down, 
$10.00 Monthly.
g ^ V * . V > « . V r r . e e 9**e‘! f ^ ^ V > A '
79 .8 8  Complete
llA R W O N Y IIO U S t
Triie CoH-On-Coil Support wiUi Matching “Smooth Top**
Mattress'  And Box Spring
•  Superior rayon and cot­
ton damask ticking!
232 coils in matress and 252 
coils in box spring give com- 
- fortable, even support. No sag 
borders: no annoying "coil 
feel” . “Chlorophresh" treated 
to stay fresher longer. -Buy, 
save nowl
•  Firm prebuilt borders!
•  Choice of 39”, 48” or 
54” widths.
'‘'•v
; • - ' ' '
t , ;
W v«i:̂ igS.̂ 'sS!5E5Si:





Just the thing for TV snacks, Parliesl Tray Top,
Hostess Tables
19.88EachOnly ..........
Popular "extra" chair now in 




Each 0 0  ■Tables have Rose pattern
Only ........  Z O * # 3  tops, tubular black metal
Fashiontd iram ssasonsd legs. Detachable tops can be 
hardwood with easy-clean, no- used as trays! 
mar top. Handsomely finish- „ . , _
Special Set of 4 -----.......
T 1
Reg. 234.50. HARMONY HOUSE
Relaxer Lounge
Adjusts to any position for 
natural relaxation. Boucle 




1 1 9 . 8 8
$5 Down — $6 Moofl^
Sewing Head Guaranteed Full 20 Years!
•  Sews forwards and backwards smoothly.
•  Patches and darns withous using attachements.
•  Sews over pins and seams . . .  no basting.
•  Numbered regulator, governs stitch length.
•  Easy to t£%ad round bobbin, pushbutton rewind.
•  Shaded'sewing light, two-tone carrying case.
•  KENMORE sewing head is guaranteed 20 years.
$5 Down •— $5 Monthly
Simpsons-Sears Sewing 
Department, 20
'* ..........VA, V, \ ^
PHONE 3805 FOR FPec uamp 
O F THIS i S s A T H f
U  KENM O R E PORTABLE
Grelst buttonhole maker
S  »”  to "
“  ....... . 10.95
.................... . /rfr,,..,'Jl.WAVA<bW6.
for bedrooms ^





2T* X 54« 7.25






So Easy to Decorate Aroundl 4  Beautiful Colours!
M A R ^ a O N M O U ^
ll
for living room 
9 X 9 I t  57.96
MulU-colored ••Vlstweed" sparks cxclUng 
new decorating ideas—fits cosily into 
established plans! Deep pile hides soil and 
feetmorks. Durable viscose yarns wears as 
tong or longer than almllar construction in 
wool! See "Vlstwccd" at Slmpsons-Scors 
now and savel
•  Dawn Grey, 
Charcoal




•  Spice Beige
i
> Save! New Carpet Luxury with 
HARMONY HOUSE
Waffle Rug Cushion
Bug cushioning fits any sire Reg. 1.29 
carpet. ,adij| new luxui7  
underfoot immediatelyl Pre­
serves newness of rugs, mini­
mizes uneven floors. 32 ox. 
weight Square Y w d
12  and 9 ft. Width 
Reg. 6.95 sq. yd . 
N ow  Only .
A  4 4
Sq. Yd.
, » ■ '
274nch Width 
Now  Only .  . •
5 . 3 9  6 . 4 4
U m Y ivd  Sq.Yaid




The wonders of automatioh 
, bring you ultra dependable 
printed clriiults for best per­
formance.
Hi-Fi Table
Hear your favorite radio pro­
grams with a new brilliance, 
realism. Handsome Ivory cabinet 
with two speakers. Audio jack 
for record changer hook-up. Tone 
control.
4 1 9 5
$5 Down — $5 Monthly
I
Modern Silvertone Table 
Radio In Choice of Colors
Enjoy all the exciting listening 
fun on radio with this modern 
design. 5 tube chassis. 2  
colors.
/Jki
3 1 9 5
$3 Down —  $5 Monlhly
9s00lo5:3QD»By 
9t00 to  12t00 Wednesday 
, 9 t p  to 9i00 Friday
B ER TR A M  ami B ER N A R p  A V E , K ELO W N A
An Ideal Second Set
Table Radio
A good gift ideal Use U as 
nn extra set. ,4-tubo per­
formance. Smart grey plasy 
tic case.
P H O N E  3805
M V/. a ,1 H • I ,, t
I ii. V
